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SOLO TRANSCRIPTION

The forecast is
for incredible winds.

Tie down all loose objects.
With the WX7 Wind MIDI Controller, woodwind players everywhere
will be playing up astorm.
Because now, they too can tap
into the full range of powerful MIDI
technology thatYamahá has developed
over the years.
TheWX7can drive tone modules,
synthesizers, even drum machines—
and still give you the kind of control you
demand as areed player.
Its 14 fully-adjustable keys are
arranged in atraditional Boehm layout,
so you already know how to play it. But
"traditional" is hardly the word to describe the things you can play.
For example, the WX7 makes it
possible for you to play over arange of
seven octaves. Hold one note while you
play another. And bend pitch effec-

tively throughout the entire note range.
The WX7's mouthpiece is very
much like that of asaxophone. And with
the proper settings on your tone module, breath and lip pressure can control
such parameters as volume, tremolo,
vibrato, tone and articulation.
Two trill keys make it easy to perform half- and whole-note trills, using
the same fingering in every register.
While aProgram Change Key lets you
switch programs as you play.
And if all this sounds incredible
here, just imagine how it sounds at an
authorized Yamaha Digital Musical
Instruments dealer.
So go try aWX7 for yourself. And
brace yourself for some powerful winds.
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Wynton Marsalis
Seven-time Grammy-winner
Wynton Marsalis is the only
musician in history to receive
Grammy Awards in both the jazz
and classical categories. His new
album for CBS Masterworks,
Baroque Music For Trumpets.
represents achallenge only a
true master would undertake.
On this extraordinary album
of baroque works for multiple
trumpets by Vivaldi. Telemann,
Pachelbel and others, Wynton
himself, plays all trumpet parts!
Grammy Award-winning
producer, Steven Epstein.
addressed the immense technical
difficulties by placing each
trumpet overdub in the exact
acoustic setting that normally
would be occupied by different
soloists in areal-time recording.
The result is both atechnical
triumph and an artistic tour de
forre. Accompanied lw the
renowned English Chamber
Orchestra under the brilliant
direction of Raymond Leppard,
the genius of Wynton Marsalis
has never been more evident.
WYNTON MARSALIS.
WYNTON MARSALIS
BAROQUE MUSIC
FOR TRUMPETS (
•

eon,:

Also Available:
Carnaval (Cornet Favorites) Eastman Wind Ensemble/flunsberger #.4K 42137)
Jolivet/Tomasi: Trumpet Concertos Philharmonia OrchlSalcrnen ( MK 42096)
Baroque Music by Purcell/Handel/Torelli/Fast h/Moltet
Edita Gruberova; English Chamber Orch./Leppard (MK 39061)

Baroque Mush For Trumpets.
On CBS Masterworks
Compact Discs, Records
and Cassettes.

MK 42478
"CBS, "Masterworks,"

ti) are trademarks

of CBS Inc. CO 1988 CBS Records Inc.
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J.J. JOHNSON: BRINGING IT ALL BACK

on the beat, by John Ephlond
chords tIL dischords
news
riffs
record reviews: Stevie Wonder;

HOME

After years of writing for movies and television, Johnson
returns to center stage as ajazz performer, forming anew
quintet with eyes on anew record. Gene Kalbacher
brings us up to date on the legendary trombonist.

World Saxophone
Quartet; Clarinet Summit; The Twang Gang; Bluebirds Of
Happiness ; Henry Butler; Power Tools; Bass Desires; Paul
Desmond ; Waxing On: The Prodigy Generation (Donald
Harrison/Terence Blanchard, Out Of The Blue, Metropolitan
Sopera House, Second Sight, Ricky Ford, Bobby Watson,
Ralph Moore Quartet, Gary Thomas, Bill Easley, Wallace
Roney, Curtis Lundy, Charnel? Moffett, Bert Saeger Jazz
Quintet, Makoto Ozone, Marvin "Smitty" Smith, Steve
Coleman & Five Elements, Geri Allen, Greg Osby & Sound
Theatre, Michele Rosewoman).

NEIL LARSEN: COMING FULL CIRCLE
Whether he's working as musical director for Al Jarreau,
playing straight-ahead fusion as asession man, or writing
for anew album of his own, this veteran keyboard player
knows the score. Scott % now gives us the lowdown.

THE BOB STONE BIG BAND:
ARRANGING FOR SUCCESS
His ambition was to lead agreat band ever since
childhood. Gifted with strong arrangers, Bob's big band
swings hard. Robert Wolf explains.

40
43
45

cd reviews
blindfold test: Hiram Bullock, by Gene Santoro.
profile: Mu/grew Miller, by Gene Kalbacher; The

51

caught: Berlin Jazz Festival, by Michael Boume.
pro session: Instructional Videos: "Jazz Piano,

Radiators, by Gene Santoro.

by
Bernhardt ;Arranging And Recording Electronic
Keyboards, by Vinnie Martucci; Blues/Rock Piano, by David
Cohen; Master Class With Walter Bishop Jr:" by Joel Simpson.
Warren

DAVID SYLVIAN: MAKER OF
, EARTH- BOUND ATMOSPHERES
"Not lust another trendy pop composer dabbling with
jazz," this keyboardist/composer is writing with others in
mind, as John Diliberto reports.
Cover photograph of

J.J.
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Trading Fours And More—A
Discussion And Transcription Of Chick Corea 'sTi me Line,"
by Robert Irving Ill.
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Here's your
big chance.
Now blow it.

Enter the 4th annual Hennessy Jazz Search. Hennessy, the
world's most civilized spirit, is looking for the hottest, coolest,
hungriest jazz talent in America. Brass, vibes, keys,
vocals... if it's jazz, it qualifies.
The winning group will be afeatured performer at the
1988 PlayboyJazz Festival at the Hollywood Bowl in L.A.
on June 19.
So, get
your
Pi, uBo) . 1%11 rEsTIN %I, sound
on cassette, fill out an entry form
and mail them in today (see
contest rules for complete
details).
The 4th annual
Hennessy Jazz Search.
Miss it, and you'll be
singing the blues.
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1988 HENNESSY JAZZ SEARCH RULES. 1. All members of the group must be 21 years of age
as of April 1. 1988. 2. Size of group must be between 1and 7members. Non-playing
vocalist(s) must be counted in group nunber. 3. Entries mus: be submitted in cassette form
only and must not exceed 20 minutes in length. Tape should be labeled clearly with thp leader's
name and address. The same members on the tape must appear with the group shculd they
place in the semi-finals or finals. 4. Apanel of experts will ¡edge all entries on the basis of
creative jazz playing and/or singing technique and overall sound. The decision of the judges
will be final. 5. Hennessy will use the 'apes solely for this contest. The tapes WI not be
reproduced for any purpose. Tapes will be returned only if as&-addressed, stamped envelope
is provided by the contestant. 6. Artists will retain the rights to their music. 7. In each of four
cities, New York, Chicago. New Orleans and Los Angeles. three semi-finalists will bi chosen
Contestants must indicate which preliminary contest they wish to enter. Semi-finales will be
notified no later than April 27. 1988. &imi-finalists must be able to appear for ¡ages and
invited guests on Thursday. May 12. S1.500 will be awarded foi appearance at serni-fiels. One

1714 1111.1)1)11(W

--

HENNESSY COGNAC JAll SEARCH
Leader .>Ilaine_

Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime phone ( )
1/We wish to enter the preliminary contest

in (
check one):

7J New York
71 New Orleans

0 Chicago
0 Los Angeles

Ihave read the rules and affirm that this
entry is in compliance with them.
Signature of leader
Mail to: The Hennessy Jazz Search
Suite JAZZ, 2801B Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405

L_

finalist in each ciW will be chosen to compete in the finals on Thursday, June 16. in Los
Angeles. 8. Entries muse be posrmarked no later than Friday. April 1. 1988 and must be
accompanied by in official entry blank or reasonable facsimile signed by the leader of the
group. Only one entry per group is allowed. 9. Employees (and their immediate families) of
Festival Prcdurtions. Inc.. Schieffplin & Somerset Co . Rogers & Cowan. Inc.. Lord. Geller.
Federico, Einstein Inc.. am Jagoda Associates. or Playboy Enterprises. Inc.. wholesalers and
retailers of i.lcehokc beverages or my division or subsidiaries of the above are not eligible 10.
Void where prohibited by law. Contest coordinated by Festival Productions West. PRIZES.
Grand Prim: Appearance as opening group at the world famous Playboy Jazz Festival on
Sunday. June 19. ; 988. 12 Semi-Rnalist Prizes: $1.500 prize money to each group competing
in semi-finals. 4Rrst Prizes: Economy airfare for regional semi-final winners to Los Angeles
to compete ni finals: Hiel for 5nights. 61,000 prize money for expenses. tickets to the
Playboy Jau fe5ival. • It winner el Los Angeles semi-finals is based in Los Angeles area.
limousine service will be provided in place of airfare.

on the beat
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THE NEW, THE OLD,
AND THE LIVE

timeless classics— those proven and yetto-be proven recordings of all manner of
musician. Not only did he get off on
Sun Ra's latest, but awhole coterie did as
well. What was going on? Could it be that
the excitement of anticipation and
discovery was ashared phenomenon? It
was around this time that Sam started
asking himself if he wasn't turning into a
"vinylaholic." "Am Igetting carried away?,"
he asked himself. "What is it that leads me
back to those bins just before closing?"
A response came to him in the form of a
cassette, atape cassette. Having dabbled
with reel-to-reel, Sam was already familiar
with audio tape and the excellent sound it
could provide within acomponent stereo
system. In brief, he took agood number of
records, taped them, and sent them on
their merry way—as gifts, as frisbees, for
experiments. This reduced the bulk (key
word) of his collection and gave him a
sense of freedom of mobility he hadn't
known since he started loading up on those
King recordings of James Brown. In time
however, Sam found himself right back on
the collector's track—buying new and used
records, keeping pace with Sun Ra's latest,
again; delighting in reissues, twofers, and
an occasional out-of-print gem. And yes,
he couldn't resist going ga-ga over the
recovery of amuch-loved LP he once sold
on afoolish whim, or so he now thought.

by John Ephland
or him it had become asort of
pastime, avariation on stamp
collecting or amateur photography.
His ongoing search was to
discover—or recover—new, old, and
ever-more interesting recordings of his
favorite musical artists.
Having gone through periods when his
record collection could have been used to
open another (used) record shop, he had
also experienced periods when the only
thing he could do was sell, sell, sell. And
why? Because it was time to relocate and
he couldn't afford to move them, he was
short of cash, or the sound of certain
recordings/bands bored him or reminded
him that Felix Frankfurter Live At The
Hollywood Bowl would never make it as a
collector's item.
For our purposes, his name is Sam (the
record man). Ever since the advent of 45s,
playlists, Top 40, and new releases, Sam
had become fascinated with the packaging
of new music, particularly jazz. In fact, one
day he woke up and realized he was part of
acult of sorts surrounding/hounding the
production, promotion, and preservation of

GetYourself
IntoALotOfjams
Atinterlochen

•

amming with famous jazz artists like
Ramsey Lewis or Billy Taylor is all part of our
jazz education. We call them master classes.
To start your jazz education on the right note,
call (616) 276-9221 or return the coupon.

0 Interlochen

Please send information on: 111 Arts Academy (Co-ed boarding school
for grades 9-12. College preparatory and fine arts instruction.)
III National Music Camp (Ages 8-college. 8-week, June thru August
program in music, dance, visual arts and theatre.) Mail to:
Interlochen Center for the Arts, Dept. DB,Interlochen, MI 49643
Name

Age

Grade

Arts interest

Address
Dv

State

e.' • MICHIGAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS

Interkohen admits students of any rare. odor and national or ethnic
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Zip
Origin j

Sam thanked the record companies from
the bottom of his heart, not to mention the
record store.
Holding an album cover, not to mention
the actual record itself, was an aesthetic
experience. It somehow added depth of
meaning to Sam's participation in the world
of music. Especially if he had just seen
somebody live and was then presented
with alive album that covered the same
band at roughly the same time. Another
reason to praise the record companies.
Which brings us up to the present. You
see, Sam was just getting resettled with
records, when the record companies and
technology "conspired" to bring music
lovers something straight out of Star Wars.
We are talking, of course, about CDs,
compact discs, about asupersonic digital
means to ahopefully heightened aesthetic/
musical end. Gadgetry was back in full
swing. Not since quadraphonic stereo (a
contradiction in terms?) had audiophiles
been so enamored with lights, knobs, and
well. . . toys. Having put the "ends before
the means" before, the knobs before the
notes, Sam experienced this new
phenomenon cautiously, feeling slightly
threatened. It reminded him of his first
reactions to computers.
But what if CDs did improve the sound
quality of not only new recordings, but
already-made ones as well? After all,
wasn't that the whole point? There seemed
to be aphilosophical question here.
The future of turntables, and records, not
to mention his already accumulated
storehouse of musical treats was at stake.
Was the industry going to desert Sam, and
those like him, in its quest for newer and
more innovative ways to reproduce sound?
There was no question that records skip,
warp, and are known to cause fits of rage.
But was Sam willing to pay for more
equipment, not to mention the higher
prices for CDs? An unsettling thought of
being redundant moved over him: first a
turntable, then an 8-track turned-cassette
deck, and now aCD player? At this point
Sam looked heavenward and asked
reflectively, "CD or not CD, is that the
question?"
In the midst of all this reproductive
reflection, another play on words came to
him: is it live or is it aCD? The real issue,
and what all this back-and-forth stuff was
all about, had to do with hearing, and
seeing it live versus in areproduced form.
Whether the industry came up with
something to surpass even the CD format
or not, nothing would ever be able to take
the place of hearing, and seeing, it live, be
it Sun Ra, James Brown, or Sally's sister
practicing her scales.
Sam mused, "Now if Icould only be sure
my favorite shows will be available on
CD. . . . "
db

If an electronic
wind instrument
is in your future ...

141. hull GIVES YOU MORE!
Know what you're getting
before you spend
your money.

YAMAHA
WIND MIDI CONTROLLER

Comparison conducted
from available spec.
sheets on j1-20-87

MCM

YAMAHA

AKAI offers you an iristrument you already know
Reed and valve players can quickly use familiar techniques
with either the EWI or EVI models.
AKAI gives you real horn expression
Analog control voltage offers you a smooth, natural
transition from " soft to loud" for atrue wind ( not keyboard
sound.
AKAI offers a complete, " ready to play" package
A sound module (with 56 expandable sounds) is included
that is already programmed to respond to a wind player's
"breath control."

AK
professional

Creative at Read

P.O. Box 2344 Fort Worth, Texas 76113-2344
Ph: ( 817) 336-5114 FAX: ( 817) 870-1271 Telex: 163203 IMCTX LIT

YAMAHA offers only one model

MIDI control, by itself, produces a noticeable " stepping" ( or
quantization) with volume changes.

With YAMAHA, you still have to purchase an additional
sound ¡nodule and then program it for wind instrument
applicatiors.

AKAI wind instruments give you more.
Play an AKAI before you buy!

The
"off the shelf"
session.
It happened one night.
It was aflute session. That's what
they told me. That's why Ibrought
my flute. Except it actually turned
out to be aclarinet session and it's
really tough to make aflute sound
like aclarinet. Especially in a
recording studio at New York City
rates. Fortunately, "Giardinelli's"
music store was located in the same
building and Irushed down and
borrowed aBuffett R13 clarinet.
Naturally Ineeded amouthpiece and
reeds. Igrabbed astock Vandoren
5RVe mouthpiece and ahandful of
#4 reeds right off the counter I'm
probably the fussiest clarinetist
around—fussy because my living
and reputation depend on my
equipment. So Iused the Vandoren
5RVM and reeds for this important
session—products that were right off
the shelf, undoctored and not
custom fitted. And it went just great.
It sounded just like Eddie Daniels. In
fact Iwas particularly proud of the
sound Icreated.
So if you're looking for the great
sound of acustom mouthpiece and
reed setup, you might try aVandoren
"off the shelf" setup... and spend
the rest of your time polishing your
sound. Vandoren, the "Eddie
Daniels off-the-shelf session
savers!"

EDDIE DANIELS

chords & discords
BASIC IMPACT
The slow and relatively meager reaction to
the death of genius Jaco Pastorius—who
revolutionized the role, style, and
technique of the electric bass—reminds
me of another innovative bassist who has
been similarly overlooked. Among bass
players, Scott LaFaro is known as one of
the greatest musicians ever to play the
instrument. His death at the age of 25 put
atragic end to what many consider the
most important contributions to bass
playing. The virtuoso bass players of today
are just catching up with LaFaro, who's
dexterity and musicianship created anew
role for the bass as amelodic, "lead"
instrument. There was avery tasteful
obituary in the August 1961 issue of down
bent that suggested the impact his work
would have on the bass. Ithink it would be
interesting to trace that impact on today's
players and on jazz as awhole. The
bassists will be the first to tell you of his
importance.
Steve Robinson
Troy, MI
P.S. Your article on Marcus Miller last year
has held me over until now, but now that
he's won the Critic's Poll, can we have
another? Please?

RE: MR. G'S MUSIC

VANDOREN 5RV

fifwglffli
VANDOREN REEDS

Eddie has been receiving critical acclaim
for his latest release on GRP RECORDS.
(GR1034) To Bird With Love" recently
received a5star rating in Downbeat
magazine.

Sole US Importer J. DAddario & Co.. Inc.. E. Farmingdale. NY 11735 USA

Regarding the interview of Kenny G (Jan.
'88), who is this guy trying to fool? Some
of the vague and immature statements he
spews forth make me doubt his sanity. No
wonder "purists" criticize him. We are
looking at mediocre talent combined with
an inflated ego. So what if you grew up in
an ethnic community? And did Icatch you
right on your being the only sax player in
Seattle at the time who could read music
and solo in asoulful style? Right!! Because
you were in the right place at the right
time is simply aquirk of fate. Thanks alot
for exposing yourself for the fraud you are.
And please take adose of humble pie
before you further jam your foot down
your throat. Musicians like you give abad
feeling and meaning to jazz, fusion, r&b,
etc.
Kelly Rogers, R. N. (Jazz-Fusion player)
Mesa, AZ

WORDS OF CAUTION
Over ayear-and-a-half ago, db readers
were encouraged to express their
assessment of the magazine. In reporting
the response (June '86), readers were told
"Most readers like our blend of jazz and
other styles." Iwas one of those who
wrote to compliment "the consistent
balance among the features." Since that
time, however, the magazine has lost that
balance. More features have consistently
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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.The Holton 1101 Symphony Trumpet sings the
and praises of classic masters.
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and today's players too
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news
YAMAHA UNVEILS NEW R&D FACILITY
NEW YORK—To commemorate its
centennial celebration, the
Yamaha Corporation of America
unveiled its flagship music research and development facility in
New York City recently. The stateof-the-art complex, located on the
second floor of Metropolitan Tower
on West 57th Street near Carnegie
Hall, includes four separate R&D
rooms devoted to concert grand
pianos, band and wind instruments, electronic keyboards, and
professional recording equipment.
The new Yamaha Communication Center (YCC) in Manhattan is
the fourth such facility in Yamaha's
growing empire, which includes
R&D centers in Tokyo, London,
and Paris. The YCC also includes
a street- level musical instrument
showroom, showcasing Yamaha's
broad line of products.
At the invitation-only YCC facility, Yamaha personnel will conduct
full-scale research and development in metallurgy, chemistry,
woodcrafting, and electronics
while continually monitoring the
needs of musicians. By establishing an open dialog with classical
pianists, studio pros, and top recording artists in the New York
area, Yamaha hopes to inspire fundamental breakthroughs in technology. As President of Yamaha
Corporation of America Seiji
"Sam" Kajimura said at the gala
press conference, "We intend to
accomplish this by listening and

the sound field of aroom, creating
different spatial impressions and
psychoacoustic ambiances. Using the AA System, a single hall
can have a number of different
applications, ranging from
speeches and lectures to pipe
organ recitals and symphonies. By
controlling reverberation times
and reflection patterns, the AA
System can instantly correct the
acoustics of aroom, simulating a
large concert hall environment in a
much smaller room or injecting
rich reverberation in an acoustically " dead" recording studio.
Different desired acoustics are
Julliard musicians giving fanfare.
available on different presets with
the AA System.
responding to the needs of music
The focus of YCC's Concert
Since beginning production of
professionals, right in one of the
Grand Piano R&D room is the
musical instruments in 1887,
world's grandest and most prescompany's acclaimed CF- 111, a Yamaha has built up asolid track
tigious music communities. Our world- class nine- foot grand
record. Today, Yamaha Corporaguests will evaluate the latest in
selected by top European and
tion, Inc. is a $2.7 billion company
acoustic and electronic music
American concert pianists. YCC's
employing more than 15,000 peoequipment, including prototypes
Electronic Keyboard Center snowple around the world, ranking it
of new musical instruments. And
cased the latest developments in
among the world's largest industheir evaluations MI serve to help
Advanced Wave Memory and FM
trial organizations. "A large perus plan next-generation musical
Synthesis technologies, including
centage of our sales comes from
instruments while preserving our
the Electron, Clavinova, and Pormusical instruments that did not
100-year history of fine craftsmantaTone models. The centerpiece
even exist five years ago," said Mr.
ship."
here is Yamaha's new HX-1 ElecKajimura. " Five years from now, the
The Pro Products Room at YCC
tron, a highly sophisticated keysame thing will probably hold true.
features afully-eouipped 32-track
board capable of creating comIn any case, our goal is the same:
digital recording studio packed
plex symphonic arrangements. As
to make instruments that enrich
with Yamaha sound processing
ademonstration, asingle Yamaha
people's lives."
devices like the SPX 9011, TX817,
keyboard technician performed
In his closing remarks, Mr. Kaand TX 802 tone generators and
the full-blown rendition of Tchai- jimura said of the new flagship
QX5 digital sequencer. In the VVind
kovsky's 1812 Overture, cannons facility in New York City, " We promand Band Atelier, technicians work
and all.
ise to strive for further improvewith precision metal shaping
At the press conference, Yament in musical instrument craftsequipment and special alloys to maha also unveiled its latest innomanship and technology, and to
experiment with Yamaha's full vation, the Assisted Acoustic (AA)
do our ge to put an even greater
line—from piccolos to tubas to System. This unique technology
shine on the Big Apple."
tune parade instruments.
allows the user to artificially control
—bill milkowski

McDONALD'S ALL•AMERICAN
themes, and McDonald's jingles
BAND
CHICAGO—Talk about a Herculean task. At McDonald's each
year for the past 21, they audition
5-6,000 tapes to pick 104 marching band musicians for the
McDonald's All-American High
School Band. The week before
Thanksgiving two students from
each state and the District of Columbia, plus one each from the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico,
meet in New York City to be
molded into a musical unit by Dr.
William Foster of Florida A&M in
time for the Macy's Parade and an
appearance on the Today Show.
In concert at Chicago's Medinah
Temple, playing Dr. Foster's colleague Lindsey Sarjeant's arrangements of light classical
pieces, Sousa marches, a country- folk medley, some movie
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for corporate executives and the
parents of area band members,
the ensemble managed a rather
lumbering swing appropriate to
the site of Shrine Clrcus performances as they negotiated the music of the Ellington, Goodman, and
Basie bands. Then an all-staf sixpiece jazz unit stepped forward to
display ajourneyman's command
of Song For My Father featuring a
hot alto solo by Bruce Winston of
Catalina High in Tucson, Arizona
and the wispy trumpet playing of
Paul Neveu, Deering High, Portland, Metre. Geoffrey Keezer's
piano solo was the high point of
Dolphin Dance. Besides Keezer of
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, the other
band members were guitarist
Scott Denett, South Lakes, Reston,
Virginia; bassist Keith Brady,
South High, Fargo, North Dakota:
and drummer Pete Vagenas of

Newark High in Delaware.
The sextet is part of a23- piece
band directed for all but a few
months of its eight-year existence
by Robert Curnow, director of the
Spokane Jazz Orchestra. In between Dr. Foster's rehearsals in
New York, Curnow selects the jazz
band and rehearses for three or
four hours tne sextet that will perform in Chicago. While the marching band disbands after the
McDonald's Charity Christmas Parade down State Street, the jazz
band has asummer tour that enes
with the Jerry Lewis Telethon, and
in years past opened concert
dates for Ramsey Lewis, Spyro
Gyra, and Maynard Ferguson.
1 try to be understated but this
program makes that very hard to
do What McDonald's is doing is
primarily for public relations— but
what they are doing for the kids is
extraordinary. It takes a tremendous amount of money to send a
band out for two months. What tris

does for jazz is inestimable. Idon't
know where they'd go to play,"
says Curnow, aveteran of the Stan
Kenton Band and Creative World
Records.
At one point the entire trumpet
section of Buddy Rich's band had
been in the McDonald's band.
Del Marsalis, Wynton's younger
brother, is an alum. Others have
gone on to play with the Crusaders, record with Prince, study at
Berklee and Juilliard. Last year's
band was awarded more than
$175,000 in scholarships, including $1,000 from McDonald's itself
and $500 from the National Association of Jazz Educators. Yamaha, which provides the band
with instruments and sound equipment, awards awind instrument to
the outstanding musician in the
band. All this because McDonald's founder Ray Kroc thought
musicians ought to be awarded
the same recognition given to athletes.
— dave helland

fimeti 4i9e4

Warne

Marsh

Warne Marsh, tenor saxophonist known for his cool sound, died
December 18 at age 60, apparently of aheart attack. Marsh was
improvising a chorus of Out Of
Nowhere at a club in North Hollywood when he "just slipped off
his stool" and collapsed, his instrument in hand, according to
pianist Ross Tompkins. Marsh had
recently returned to the L.A. area
from along stay in New York and
was planning to open aclub. Afew
months earlier, he had suffered a

heart attack but resumed playing
against doctor's orders, according
to friends. As a youth, he played
with the old Hollywood Canteen
Kids and had aradio job backing
Hoagy Carmichael. Joining the
Army in 1946, Marsh met Lennie
Tristano,..with whom he studied
&and played. By 1949, he had recorded with Lee Konitz and Billy
f2 Bauer for Capitol Records. He
toured and recorded with Tristano
and Konitz, and in 1953 was heard
as the saxophone soloist on the
Metronome All Stars' recording of
How High The Moon. At the time of
his death, he was working on a
record with guitarist Ron Eschete
and was teaching students in his
suburban Sherman Oaks home.
•

•

•

Clifton Chenier, the Kng of
Zydeco, died December 12 at his
home outside Lafayette, Louisiana. Chenier was 62. He started
playing accordian in his early 20's,
performing as a duo wfth his

o

Clifton Chenier
brother Cleveland on rubboard.
His eady music was strongly influenced by traditioral French Cajun
two-step. Moving to Houston in the
'50s, Chenier was then ! istening to
the sound:. of r&b, rock & roll,
urban blues, and courtry music.
Cnenier's return to Louisiana was
significant for zydeco music. His
eclecticism would change it forever. Hi Red Hot Louisiana Band
represerteo dance music with unbounded zest; amix of traditional
Cajun. instrumentation (with Che-

nier on accordian and his brother
on rubboard) along with electric
guitars, saxophones, and Robert
Peter St. Judy's strong back beat
on drums. The 70's saw Chenier's
fame spread beyond the South as
he became the ambassador of
Louisiana Cajun culture to the
world. By 1980, his health began to
catch up with him what with his
constant touring. He eventually
lost one of his feet to diabetes and
required kidney dialysis three
times a week. He continued to
perform, however, having scheduled to play aclub in Lafayette on
the day he died
•

•

•

Leroy ( Slam) Stewart. 73, influential jazz bassist, died December 9of congestive heart disease
in Binghamton, N.Y. Known for his
distinctive practice of humming
along with his bowed solos, he was
one of the first to demonstrate the
potential of the bass as a solo
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44

Does the mouthpiece that feels the best play the best?
Not necessarily. A sharp edge on the rim may not feel as comfortable as arounded rim,
but it gives asurer attack and clearer tone.
This is just one of the hundreds of useful pieces of mouthpiece lore Vincent Bach wrote
in his Embouchure and Mouthpiece Manual. But not everything Vincent Bach knew
about mouthpieces is in this book — the rest can be found
in agenuine Vincent Bach mouthpiece.
You can get your copy of the manual by sending
50C with this coupon. And you can get agenuine Vincent Bach mouthpiece at fine
music stores. Why not do both
today?

The Selmer Company

DB

PO. Box 310 • Elkhart, Indiana 46515

Here's my SOC. Send me acopy of Embouchure and
Mouthpiece Manual by Vincent Bach (AV6001).
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
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MICHAEL
GREGORY

any in 1983, Michael Gregory
Jackson realized he had to make a
'11 tough choice. He had already made
aname for himself as apromising jazz
guitarist, aplayer and composer whose
music on ahalf-dozen albums combined the
energy of the avant garde with bittersweet
lyricism. ( Lars Gabel, reviewing Jackson's
album Cowboys, Cartoons & Assorted
Candy (
Enja 4026) in db (
May ' 83), called it
"highly accessible" and said Jackson was
"one of contemporary music's few genuine
poets.")
But Jackson was hearing adifferent kind of
music in his head: songs that were closer to
the Motown and psychedelic rock he had
played in bands when he was growing up in
New Haven, Connecticut. He was ready to
change directions, to cross back over into
the world of pop music.
There was aproblem, though . . . there was
this other guy named Michael Jackson.
So Michael Gregory Jackson dropped his
last name and signed with Island Records as
Michael Gregory. For his first album, Island
pulled out all the stops, bringing in Nile
Rodgers as producer and hiring Steve

CLAUDE DOLLING
twas not made to have any
success," said French pianist
and composer Claude Bolling of
the Suite For Flute And Jazz Piano he
recorded with classical great Jean-Pierre
Rampal in 1975. Though not aclassical
album— and yet not exactly jazz either— it
became an all-time best-seller and stayed on
the classical charts more than 10 years— a
record record. Though not an improviser,
Rampais lively ( and lovely) classical chops
were anatural for Bolling's free-spirited
music. Baroque And Blue, the suite's
opening movement, became aregular
encore at Rampais recitals.
Bolling and Rampal became friends when
teaching at the International Summer
Academy in Nice. " Jean-Pierre liked jazz
very much and one day he said he would like
to have an experience with jazz musicians.
He said to write something for him with ajazz
environment. Itried something and he liked it
and he said let's record an LP It was made
seriously, in one way, but really for fun. We
didn't expect any success."
It wasn't Bolling's first musical success.
Born in Cannes in 1930, he was apiano
prodigy and was playing professionally at 15.
He first recorded with aband of his own at
18. While aclassical student early on—with
Maurice Duruflé and André Hodeir as
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contemporary pop sound but avoids the
synthetic formulas of Top 40 rock. After years
of playing avant garde jazz, Gregory finds
clichés hard to swallow. "What Ilearned
when Iwas working with Leo Smith and
Oliver Lake," he says, " was that it was okay
to do different things. Even though I'm
working with pop structures now, Istill want
something different. Iwant to make achord
change go in the opposite direction than
everybody's expecting. It's just the way Ihear

Winwood, Tony Thompson, Bernard
Edwards, and other name players to back
Gregory.
The album, Situation X (
Island 90110-1),
was released with aflourish of publicity— and
landed with athud. "We met with resistance
from radio," recalls Gregory. "White radio
said it was too black, and black radio said it
was too white. The record company just gave
up and didn't do anything."
Gregory's iatest album, What To Where
(RCA/Novus 3023), has abright,

Gregory's new album features lots of his
incendiary guitar playing, something
Situation X didn't do. ("That was amistake,"
says Gregory. " Ishould have played guitar as
strongly as Iwas doing it live.") The songs on
What To Where were constructed by layering
many guitar and keyboard parts, and it's
frequently impossible to tell just what
instrument it is you're hearing.
"All of the music is based on acoustic
guitar," explains Gregory. " Istarted just
playing acoustic guitar and singing, then
built up the tracks from there. Iused different
studio effects with the acoustic guitars, and
there's alot of heavily processed acoustic
guitar, plus electric guitar and synthesizer, to
add to the textures."
Next up, Gregory says, is atour to promote
the album. " Iwant to play atot," he
emphasizes, "to do some serious live shows.
Iwant to get out there and tear it up."
—jim roberts

teachers— his great musical amour was jazz.
"I was 11 or 12 when Iheard the music on the
radio, French pianists playing medleys of the
hits that were popular at that time. Iwas
attracted to it. It was iike jazz but someone
said it's not truly jazz. Ishould hear Fats
Waller." And along with Fats Waller, soon
Bolling was listening to Earl Hines, Willie "The
Lion" Smith, and especially Duke Ellington,
his greatest inspiration and eventually his
friend. "The first time Iheard the music of
Duke Ellington, it was as if some magic was
actually happening," Bolling writes on the
jacket of Volume One of Bolling Plays
Ellington (
CBS 42474), aremarkable new recreation, faithful in both sound and spirit, of
Ellingtonia.
During the post-war years in Paris, Bolling
became aregular around the jazz scene as
so many American musicians came through
and even settled in Europe. Among those
Bolling worked and recorded with were
Sidney Bechet, Don ayas, Buck Clayton, Bill
Coleman, Lionel Hampton, Kenny Clarke,
and many of the Ellingtonians.
Altogether he's recorded eight classical/
jazz suites: one each with violinist Pinchas
Zuckerman, trumpeter Maurice André, and
cellist Yo-Yo Ma, also asuite for guitarist
Alexandre Lagoya, the Picnic Suite for
Lagoya and Rampal together, and asuite for
piano trio with the English Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Rampal. " Each time
it was acommitment of these musicians.
They came to me. Rampal told me Ishould
do something for Pinky, and Pinky called me.

it was also an idea of Jean-Pierre for me to
write for [ cellist Mistislav] Rostropovich.
Rostropovich liked it but didn't feel he was
right for this kind of dialogue and said to do it
with Yo-Yo."
He's now recorded the Suite For Flute and
Jazz Piano #2(
CBS 42318). " Rampal said
'I'm tired of playing Baroque And Blue for an
encore. Ineed anew suite. Isaid no,
because everyone would say it's not like the
first one, but finally Idid it." Just as
classically jazzy (or is it jazzily classical?) as
the first one, Suite #2should be as
popular—though it'll be 10 years before
Rampal and Bolling know they've created as
great asuccess.
— michael bourne

How to get your
band in gear.
Next time the band seems like it's in neutral,
take al(x)k around. All you need to do is get it in gear.
Yamaha gear.
Which, by the way, is easier to do now than it
ever was. Because now Yamaha has awhole new line
of professional audio gear that's actually ail; wdabIe.
For input, there's our EM Series powered mixing
console in four, six or eight input channel models,
depending on how ambitious you are.
Each channel can handle just about any input
source, from microphones to keyboards. And you can
adjust each one for just the sound you need, because
every input has its own three-band EQ.
The MC Stereo Series-comes in 8-, 12- and
16-channel models, each with electronically balanced
inputs, +48 volt phantom power, input channel insert
in/out jacks, and an input and master headphone
cue system.

And or output, choose from six models of Club
Series Speakers. Each has dual jack inputs. Plus
specially designed high-level crossover and H.F. level
control. Which means you get asmoother sound than
with speakers that only have ahigh-pass filter.
So if you want the band to go places, you should
start by going to your nearest Yamaha Professional
Audio Dealer.
Once you do that, there's nothing stopping you.
Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional Audio
Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner
Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3R1.

°YAMAHA'
Engineering Imagination'

J.J.Johnso
Bringing It All
Back Home

By Gene Kalbacher

•

t's better to burn out

than to fade away....
James Louis Johnson,
better known as J.J., bebop's
premier trombonisti-wqs
familiar with this romanticbut- deadly notion long
before Neil Young invoked it
as a mythopoeic maxim for
rock & rollers with dissolute
dreams of immortality
through infamy. A number of
Johnson's peers during bop's
heyday in the '40s and ' 50s
did burn out, but the
trombonist never bought it.
Instead, he wrought a smooth
fluidly frantic trombone
diction comparable to, and
compatible with, the
saxophone and trumpet
syntax invented by Charlie
Parker and Dizzy Gillespie.
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orn in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1924, Johnson, like
many of his contemporaries in the formative fray of
small-combo bop, cut his teeth in big bands. Following
a1942 stint in Snookum Russell's territory band, the trombonist
spent three productive years with Benny Carter before moving
on to Count Basie's band. Johnson's stay with Basie, however,
was short-lived, because the trombonist was drawn into, and
inspired by, the musical maelstrom of Parker and Gillespie.
Besides performing and recording with them, Johnson made
lasting statements with the likes of Bud Powell, Sonny Stitt,
Miles Davis, Clifford Brown, Sonny Rollins, and Illinois Jacquet.
Though he forged anew stylistic standard for the trombone
and achieved success, both popular and critical, he dropped out of
the jazz scene periodically (owing to artistic or economic
discontent, or both), the first time from 1952-54, when he found
work as ablueprint inspector. Yet Johnson emerged from this
hiatus with ahealthy creative agenda and renewed vitality, as
witnessed by his partnership with fellow trombonist Kai Winding,
with whom he performed frequently as Jay and Kai, and cut many
still-cherished sides from 1954-56. During the late '50s and '60s
Johnson led his own, New York-based bands, large and small, and
further honed his composing and arranging skills; his
compositions Lament, Kelo, Enigma, and Wee Dot, along with the
extended work El Camino Real, are still favored by jazz
musicians.
In 1970, at the suggestion of Quincy Jones, Johnson moved to
California and concentrated on writing for movies and television.
His film credits include Bill Cosby's Man And Boy, and several
so-called blacksploitation pictures (
Cleopatra Jones and Top Of The
Heap); for tv he has worked on episodes of The Mod Squad,
Starsky & Hutch, and The Six Million Dollar Man. Although he
recorded several albums earlier in this decade for Pablo (with Joe
Pass, Al Grey, Milt Jackson, and Ray Brown), Johnson has
remained virtually inactive as ajazz performer, save for a1977
quintet tour of Japan and a '84 sextet trip to Europe.
This past fall, Johnson announced that he had formed anew
quintet (Cedar Walton, piano; Rufus Reid, bass; Victor Lewis,
drums; Tom Gullion, tenor sax), was hitting the road, and was
itching to record again. The month-long tour culminated with an
engagement at the Village Vanguard in New York City, marking
the trombonist's first week-long bash in the Big Apple since he
led his own band at the long-defunct Birdland nearly three
decades ago. Pianist Walton, whose association with Johnson
dates back to the late '50s, remarked, "Rarely have Iseen a
musician so raring to perform;" acondition reinforced by Robert
Palmer's review of aVanguard set in The New York Times: "
One
expects mastery of the trombone from Mr. Johnson, and one is
not disappointed."

GE NE KAL BAC HER: Your return to the performance scene is major news
to stroightahead jazz fans.
J.J. JOHNSON: Straightahead jazz fans? An endangered species,
to be sure [
laughs]. There are such people still remaining on this
planet.
GK: The obvious question: why mount acomeback at the age of 63?
JJ: In aword, my career as ajazz musician has been cyclical. And for
all Iknow, there's nothing unique about that. It has had its peaks and
valleys, its moments when things were alittle fuzzy. There were
times when Istepped outside the jazz arena just to take alook at it,
from the outside looking in. There were times when Istepped
outside to re-evaluate and to take stock or take inventory of what
I'm all about—what I'm all about as it relates to what jazz is all about.
OK: How would you describe the cycle since coming to Hollywood and
working on film and television scoring?

JJ: For most of that time— except for afew tours—Ihad playing on
the back burner and writing on the front burner. At the moment, I'm
reversing that. Let's just say Ibegan to get apowerful hankering to
play again. [
laughs]I'm using country & western street talk. There's
jazz street talk, all kinds of street talk. Powerful hankerin'. Do you
remember ashow Anthony Newley did some years ago with the
wonderful title, The Roar Of The Greasepaint, The Smell Of The
Crowd? That says it all!
GK: You've dropped out, for want of a better word, from the jazz
performance scene several times during your career. Can you recall the
reason or reasons behind these withdrawals? Was it economics? Dissatisfaction with the scene?
JJ: It was sometimes a mixture of everything you mentioned,
sometimes just one of the items. Again, Idon't think that's terribly
unique.
GK: Having performed so infrequently since coming to L.A. in 1970,
notwithstanding the tours you did abroad in '77 and '84, has it been
difficult for you to get your trombone chops back?
JJ: Itry not to let my chops get too far out of hand. All those years
when Iwas film composing and whatnot, the trombone was always
close by, beckoning me to pick it up and play afew notes on it,
sometimes more than afew notes. Inever really stopped playing
completely. I'm aguy who practices anyway. Ipracticed alot, and I
did some minimal studio gigs, playing trombone in the band on
dramatic scores.
GK: In the liner notes to Four Trombones . . . The Debut Recordings,
Leonard Feather cites a statement you once made about your early
experience with the trombone: "There's an innate clumsiness about it; it's a
beastly, horrid instrument to play, and particularly to play jazz on. Many
times I
wondered, how and why did Iever pick up this horrid instrument?"
Although you say your chops never got too rusty during your "Hollywood
film-composer syndrome," practice chops are one thing and gig chops are
another.
JJ: First of all, don't you dare call that beastly hard instrument a
beastly hard instrument— because it is abeastly hard instrument!
[laughs] No, I'm kidding. It's just abit more difficult than other
instruments once you get the hang of it. The awkwardness of the
trombone as well as its ungainliness in that it doesn't have keys and
valves—you put that in your subconscious. For all the pros, you
never lose sight of it, but you refuse to let it intimidate you. You
function as aguy with atrumpet or asaxophone does, and you go on
from there. Obviously, you can't do all the things that asaxophonist
or trumpet player can do, but I've gotta tell you, this current, new
crop of trombonists is gaining and breathing hard on the guys with
the trumpets and saxophones. The trombonists are playing faster
faster and faster, higher and higher and higher. There will come a
time, Ipredict, when you'll have to discard the idea that the
trombone is an awkward, ungainly, difficult instrument to play
because of the slide. It's getting less and less that way.
OK: Although you've gigged so little in recent years, you mentioned that
you did listen quite a bit to records and jazz radio and attend jazz
concerts. Who are some of the young trombonists who've impressed you?
JJ: The most articulate performance I've ever heard on the
trombone was given at Wolf Trap by Slide Hampton, when he played
on aset with Dizzy Gillespie. It was atribute to Dizzy, and Ibelieve it
will be shown on public television. Slide played Oop-Pop-A-Da at
about 100 miles per hour with about 100 choruses. I'm exaggerating,
of course, but he played all over the horn, with great virtuosity.
Also, I'd be remiss if Ididn't credit Slide for recommending [agent]
Mary Ann Topper to me.
But who are the younger, fresher faces behind the trombone?
JJ: Steve Turre sent me some tapes, and he's awfully, awfully good.
There are some trombones around now who are doing anumber. Bill
Watrous. Ihear tell about Craig Harris, and I've heard some nice
stuff from Robin Eubanks.
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RECENT DATE: Johnson, left, at the Village Vanguard wi*h (from left) Rufus
Reid and Tom Guillion.

GK: Let's turn back the clock and recall the young, fresh-faced J.J.
Johnson. Beginning in 1942, you spent three years in Benny Carter's band.
How much did you, then 18, learn from this future Hall of Famer about
composing, arranging, improvising?
JJ: A lot! A lot. First of all, it was an education just to be there as a
sideman in Benny's band and to witness this giant of amusician—to
observe him as a man, as a musician, as a saxophonist, as a
composer, as an arranger. It was invaluable. He was astylist—as
Lester Young was astylist, as Miles Davis is astylist. as Dizzy
Gillespie is astylist, as Coleman Hawkins . . . . After one bar of his
improvisation, you knew immediately it was Benny Carter. No one
sounds like Benny Carter, no one.
OK: One can say the same thing about J.J. Johnson. No trombonist in the
'40s and, arguably, no one since then, has been able to top or equal that
very fragile, fast, legato style you pioneered. Who were your influences in
terms of sound and tone and textures? I
hear Lester Young, but that may be
presumptuous on my part.
JJ: That's not presumptuous at all. Lester Young was aprimary
influence in my early years; Iwas abig Lester Young-aholic. There
was atrombonist that not many people know about named Fred
Beckett, who played with Harlan Leonard's Rockets, aMidwestern
territory orchestra. They never made the big time, but Fred
Beckett was the first trombonist Iever heard who played in alinear,
or lyrical, style. They made one or two recordings in the early-tomid 40s. He ended up, before he passed away, with Lionel
Hampton. There are other guys. Iwas avery big Tnunmy Young
fan. Tnunmy, again, was astylist. Iwas somehow impressed by the
stylists. Dick Wells, astylist—not alot of notes, not alot of virtuosic
situations, but pure stylistic trombone. Vic Dickenson was a
wonderful jazz performer who left his mark. And Roy Eldridge.
Naturally, when Ifirst heard Diz and Bird, Iknew that's where it was
going to be, and, sure enough, that's where it went.
OK: Working with Bird and Diz in the late '40s, were you aware that you
were creating, in effect, a new jazz language with new syntax and
vocabulary?
JJ: Idon't know how conscious we were or not. It was very
controversial, it was new. The evolution of jazz is so. It has to be that
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way. Coltrane was controversial. Mingus was controversial. Oscar
Pettiford was controversial. You're gonna have these cycles in jazz.
Jazz is restless. It won't stay put, and it never will, and thank God that
it never has and never will. It's forever seeking and teaching out and
exploring. Idon't put down this so-called fusion, these guys who are
heavily into electronics, because they, too, are reaching out and
searching and trying to expand the frontiers, if you will, of jazz. The
same criticism, the same hue and cry, about fusion and electronic
music occurred when Dizzy and Bird launched their new style of
jazz.
GK: There are, however, new variables today with the burgeoning of
technology. With all the synthesizers and drum computers out there, there
are fewer work opportunities for straightahead jazz musicians. Just look at
film scores today.
JJ: Icouldn't agree more. The studio musicians in Hollywood are all
running scared. It's frightening that their workload is getting less
because of synthesizers and synthesizers and synthesizers. Guys
are doing film scores with four or five synthesizers—where the
score ends up sounding like 40 musicians or 80 musicians.
GK: What stands out most in your memory about working with Bird,
particularly the December 1947 sextet date you did for Dial?
JJ: Idon't remember any particular anecdotes; it's so fuzzy.
GK: What was it like to be standing alongside Bird, when he was soaring
and swooping through his amazing solos?
JJ: Well, Ithink the archives will bear me out that Ididn't work alot
with Bird. On afew, isolated recording situations Ihappened to be
fortunate enough to be involved with Bird or Dizzy.
GK: Then again, how many times do you have to be in the on-deck circle
next to Babe Ruth to remember the experience? How did it feel, listening to
Bird laying into asolo and knowing you were next up?
JJ: Well, your knees shake alot [
laughs], they bump up against each
other. Let's not forget that by the time Igot on the scene, Diz and
Bird had already made their mark. I wasn't involved at the
beginning. Irecall, in fact, that the first time Iheard Diz and Bird I
was with Basie's band, and we happened to be playing in New York at

the Roxy or something. Ihad achance to go around to these clubs on
52nd Street and hear them. Obviously, it was ashattering experience to hear this revolutionary new music.
GK: One month before your Dial date with Bird, you cut asession with
saxist Sonny Stitt [
Sonny Stitt/Bud Powell/J.J. Johnson], at which three of
your tunes were recorded— Elora, Blue Mode, and Tea Pot. Stitt, many
feel, was unfairly stigmatized, and ultimately driven to the tenor from the
alto, for sounding too much like Bird. Do you feel that Stitt was unduly
castigated for what may have been merely acoincidence in conception?
JJ: There were times when Stitt sounded so much like Bird that one
had to wonder. Yet, there was a subtle difference. Yes, it was
controversial: "Is this the ultimate Bird clone?" There were so many
Bird clones, but: "Is he the super-Bird clone?" There was aScmny
Stitt in there that was uniquely Sonny Stitt; it was Bird but it was
Sonny Stitt.
GK: There were indeed many Bird clones, just as adecade or so later there
were many Tronc clones. During the '40s, many musicians believed that in
order to play like Bird, one had to live like Bird—to indulge one's appetite
for sex, drink, drugs. How did you manage to avoid these temptations and
traps of the scene?
JJ: Someone, in an interview, asked Benny Carter the secret of his
longevity. He gave asimple, eloquent statement: "Iam asurvivor." I
can say the same about myself. I
survived the scene you depicted,
and Ihave survived the cyclical ups and downs of ajazz musician's
life.

JJ: I'll just try to be much looser, take more chances, be more
adventurous. Just hang loose and let if flow. That's street talk, too,
but that characterizes what Ihope to accomplish with this quintet.
OK: Pianist Cedar Walton, amember of the group that recorded J.J. Inc.
with you in 1960, seems to be apivotal member of your new enterprise.
JJ: Cedar is one of my all-time favorite pianists. Iwas thrilled that
when Mary Ann Topper and Istarted putting this whole thing
together, we both agreed that we should have Cedar as our key guy
as far as putting the rest of the band together. Cedar and Mary Ann
put the rest of the band together, except for the saxophonist, who
was recommended very highly by my dear friend David Baker—one
of America's foremost jazz educators at Indiana University.
GK: How is the quintet's repertoire shaping up?
JJ: For this group I've written two original compositions and
rearranged afew others. I've rearranged Copping The Bop, which I
did many, many years ago on my first recording session, and Wayne
Shorter's Nefertiti. It's alittle different from the one people know
from Miles. One of the new ones, Quintergy, is aplay on the two
words quintet and energy. It's avery high-voltage piece that kind of
goes crazy. Why Indianapolis, Why Not Indianapolis? is another
new composition.
OK: Besides returning to the performance scene, you are also returning to
your hometown of Indianapolis, Indiana. What precipitated the move?
JJ: How much more can you come back? [
laughs] My wife, Vivian,
and Ilived in New York for anumber of years, and we loved every
minute of it. Istill think New York City is one of the great cities of the
world. But there came apoint in time when we felt the need for a
dramatic change in our lives. That happened in 1970, when we
moved to Los Angeles. Los Angeles is awonderful city. A lot of
people have complaints and gags about L.A., but have none. But,
again, my wife and Iboth felt the need for asignificant change. The
logical choice, having lived in both New York and Los Angeles, was
to move back to our roots. My father and mother still live in
Indianapolis. My wife and Iwere both born there, and we went
through high school together there. Even though Thomas Wolfe
said, "You can't go back home, " we're gonna ingore his comment. db

MITCHELL SEIDEL

OK: In Ira Gitler's book Jazz Masters Of The Forties, in which you are the
highlight of the trombone chapter, he quotes you as saying that your
previous approach to leading aband was "too rigid, too meticulous, too
mechanical." If indeed that was so, how do you foresee leading your new
quintet after having been inactive for so long?

J.J. JOHNSON'S EQUIPMENT
J.J. Johnson switched to Yamaha about nine months ago, though he stil:
ernploys aKing NI2 1 mouthpiece. " Iplayed the King 28. 36, aconfiguration
with a2B slide and a36 bell with aspecial adaptor, and a3B slide witn a4B
bell." This past yeas the trombonist became involved in what fie calls "the
leader-pioe syndrome." Explains Johnson: "The leader-pipe is a length of
tubing, about eight inches long, that goes down into the first pal of the slide,
where yot. put your mouthpiece. When you insert the mouthpiece into the
trombone, yours really inserting it into the leaderpipa" Having hea-d that
Yamaha makes a trombone with three interchangeable leader- pipes,
Johnson contted Yamaha's band and orchestral marketing manager Jack
Faas, "and I've peen playing them ever since." The No. 1leaderpipe. he
points out offers aBachlike response and timbre; No. 2, traditional Yamaha
response and '.irribre; No. 3King-like response and timbre. Johnson wit work
as a Yamaha clir,ictm this year.

J.J. JOHNSON
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
as a leader
JACKSON, JOHON, BROWN 8, COMPANY—Pablo 2310-897
CONCEPTS IN EWE— Pablo 232-123
THE YOKOHAMA CONCERT — Pablo
2620-109
WE'LL BE TOGETHER AGAIN— Pablo
2310-94 ,
THINGS ARE GETTING BETTER ALL THE
TIME— Pablo 2312141
PINNACLES— Milestone 9093
J.J. JOHNSON AND NIS BIG BANDS SAY
WHEN— RCA CD t277-2-RB
PROOF POSITIVE— Impulse 68
A TOUCH OF SATIN— Columbia CL-1737
,LA INC.—Columbia CL1606
II IN PERSONI—Calumbia CL-1161
STAN GETZ AND .1.J. AT THE OPERA
HOUSE— Verve CD 831 272-2
BLUE TROMBONE— Columbia 8109
DIAL JJ 5— Columbia CL1084
JIS FOR JAZZ— Co Jmbia CL-935
THE EWNENT JAY JAY JOHNSON, VOLS. 1
2— eue Net., 1505/ 1506
MAD BEBOP— Sava,/ SJL-2232

with Jay & Kai
JAY 8 KAI + 6—Colsimbia 37001
LOOKING BACK— Prestige 7253
KAI AND J.J.—Behieherr 6001

with Dizzy Gillespie

PERCEPTIONS — Verve 8411

with Sonny Rollins
SONNY ROLLINS, VOL
8158B

2— Blue Note

with Miles Davis
MILES DAVIS, VOLS. 1 & 2— Blue Note
81501/ 81502
WALKIN .—Prestige OJC-213
THE COMPLETE BIRTH OF THE COOL—
Capitol 16168

with Charlie Parker
THE VERY BEST OF BIRD — Warner Bros.
2WB-3198

with Sonny Stitt
SONNY STITT/J J. JOHNSON BUD
POWELL—Prestige OsiC-009

with Kal Winding/Bennie Green/
Willie Dennis
FOUR TROMBONES— THE DEBUT RECORDINGS—Prestige 24097
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nerd larsen
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he talented keyboardist/
composer/producer Neil
Larsen has spent alarge part
of his career contributing to
the music of other artists in
fields as diverse as rock, pop, funk, jazz,
and even folk. Until his recent MCA debut
Through Any Window, Larsen had alower
profile among the musically aware public
than one might expect. "After the Full
Moon album several years ago Ijust wasn't
sure what direction Iwanted to go in.
When Idid my first album Jungle Fever I
had had years of tunes saved up that I
could pick from, agreat luxury. Without
any real direction staring at me, I
continued doing sessions for others and
saved up tunes until Iwas ready."
The eventual result, Through Any
Window, fits into the much-maligned and
misunderstood genre of fusion, mixing
together rock rhythms, pop melodies, and
jazz improvisation. Larsen, although not
wishing to be typecast, agrees: "Iprefer
the distinction that they have in Japan
where fusion is adifferent category than
jazz and rock. Iguess Ifall into that idiom.
"It took acouple of months to record
Through Any Window," Larsen recalls,
"from the first day in the studio to the final
mastering. I've been working with Al
Jarreau and we had alot of time off during
the tour. Icut down alot on the recording
time by bringing some equipment on the
road and working on the tunes in hotel
rooms so Ididn't have to spend much time
searching for grooves or synthesizer
sounds in the studios."
Larsen's newest album is full of upbeat
melodies, danceable rhythms, and topnotch musicianship. "Igenerally like my
most recent tunes the best. Tonar is one of
my favorites. Carnaval is abit different for
Iwrote it away from the piano, putting it
together in my head before Iever played
it. Iactually wrote it for Miles Davis whom
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Imet through Tommy LiPurna. They were
looking for tunes for the Tutu album. He's
been playing it live as apercussion piece,
although it hasn't ended up on any of his
albums yet."
The eclectic keyboardist began his
musical career early. A native of Cleveland,
Larsen began playing piano at nine, shortly
after his family moved to Sarasota, Florida.
"My dad, who plays the banjo and the
organ, liked the Andrews Sisters, so that's
the first music Iremember hearing. I
started on bass. There was aradio show
broadcast from alocal community house
and kids were encouraged to put bands
together for the shows. My brother
formed agroup called the Junior Rockets—
since there was an older group called the
Rockets—and we played cover versions of
pop hits and Elvis Presley songs. Iwas a
big star in the sixth grade because Iwas on
the air Saturday afternoons, jamming on
the radio.
"At 11 or 12 the piano seemed to be
more fun to practice alone than bass, so I
switched. Istarted writing as soon as I
started playing. Recently Ifound an old
songbook that included the first song I
ever wrote, Spider Web Waltz. It wasn't
much different in style than what Iwrite
now—Idon't know if it means that I
haven't come along way or that Ifound my
style early."
Larsen was to alarge extent self-taught
but one teacher, Dick Hamilton, made a
big impression on him. "Iwas 13 and he
could see that Ihad talent, not so much in
reading music as in writing it. My lesson
sometimes would be to take astandard
from afake book, learn all the changes,
and come up with new substitutions. After
awhile my homework would be to write a
new song and explain to him how it
worked. Right before he went into the
Navy he really showed me how Icould
teach myself after he was gone so I
wouldn't have to search for anew teacher.
At this time, down boat became very
special to me because growing up in
Sarasota it was the only way to stay in
touch with jazz. Iwouldn't have known
anything about jazz if it hadn't been for
down boat."

Usually it was five sets from 9-2, six nights
aweek in clubs, lounges, and casual gigs. I
was playing with some very good
musicians and made the most of it,
experimenting all night long with new
chord changes and substitutions."
After high school Larsen continued
playing in Sarasota, got married, had ason
he named Miles, and then got divorced. "I
was drafted in 1969 right after the divorce.
Iwent through infantry training and was
sent to Vietnam. Through an incredible
stroke of luck Imet acaptain in the Special
Services who was aColtrane fanatic. That
was all Ilistened to at the time, so Iplayed
My Favorite Things for him on the piano.

Immediately he put me in aband for the
rest of the last year Iwas overseas. Iwas
actually in charge of this group that toured
the country playing for soldiers. We played
everywhere from hospitals and air bases to
landing zones and even in Cambodia,
performing versions of hits from groups
such as Chicago and Blood, Sweat and
Tears. Itried to have as many players as
possible, to get these guys out of the field,
so we had alot of horns. Once in awhile
the Vietcong could hear us and if they had
lobbed arocket or mortar accurately they
could have been lucky. A couple times as
soon as we started playing they would
start shooting. That's alittle different from

ROD MILLINGTON

hroughout high school the young
pianist appeared in local clubs
nightly, rarely getting more than a
few hours sleep. "At 13 Imade the
decision to be amusician. My big
influences back then in jazz were Miles
Davis' Sketches Of Spain and Kind Of Blue.
John Coltrane's My Favorite Things, and all
of the Cannonball Adderley records on
Riverside with Bobby Timmons, Joe
Zawinul, and Victor Feldman.
"I played in many different bands.
Almost always Iwas in ajazz group at the
same time as arock band so Iconstantly
had the exposure of those two forms of
music. Iplayed in bars all throughout high
school even though Iwasn't supposed to.
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the L.A. music scene, where maybe we'll
get abottle thrown at us."
After his year in Vietnam, Neil Larsen
returned to civilian life. A couple of his
friends suggested he try New York. "I
went up there for atwo-week vacation and
never returned to Florida. Imet Buzzy
Feiten the first day Iwas there. He was in
aband that needed akeyboard player.
That's how it started."
Guitarist Feiten was then part of apop/
funk unit called Bang. "We lived in
Woodstock," recalls Larsen "and did an
album that never came out. Nothing really
happened but it was fun anyway. A lot of
musicians who lived in Woodstock used to
come down to hear us because it was the
only bar in town. David Sanborn used to sit
in. It was around 1971 and Woodstock, a
little town that still probably doesn't have a
traffic light, was populated by artists and
musicians. It made for agreat
environment."
Shortly after joining Bang, Larsen
became heavily involved with studiowork
through Bang's bassist Tom Dawes, who
produced commercials and records. The
studio connection lasted longer than Bang.
"Buzzy and Idecided after awhile that we
had adifferent musical direction than the
other members of Bang, which was apoporiented group. We wanted to be alittle
more adventurous and stretch out, so we
regrouped as Full Moon in 1972, doing a
record. We lasted two years, playing a
couple of tours, gigging in Woodstock. We
briefly had Steve Gadd and Dave Holland in
our group but we weren't very well
organized. That's when Irealized that we
had to respect the business end, not act
like we're only musicians and have
someone else take care of that aspect. We
ultimately weren't asuccessful band
because of lack of direction.
After Full Moon ran its course, Larsen
began to get disillusioned with the many
anonymous studio jobs. "Irearmed that
that was not really what Iwanted to do
with my life. You get to do afew fun things
but much of studiowork involves just going
through the motions. Iwould see veteran
musicians who were not particularly happy
doing jingles everyday, 9-5. Luckily I
hooked up with Gregg Allman in '75. I'd
known him from my days in Florida. The
Allman Brothers Band had just broken up
and Istarted playing with him regularly. We
toured Japan and Europe and in '77 came
out to L.A. to do arecord. At that point I
moved here. In areal stroke of luck the
producers of Gregg's album took an
interest in me, especially after Igave them
atape of afew songs I'd recorded in my
living room. They gave it to Tommy
LiPuma and through him Igot established
very quickly in L.A."
With A&M/Horizon Larsen recorded his
first two solo albums Jungle Fever (
which
received aGrammy nomination) and High
Gear, both solid fusion efforts. "Listening
to them now Ithink that Icould have spent
more time on the arrangements. Istill like
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the material although, technologically,
things have advanced quite abit since
then. Ialways liked From A Dream and
High Gear from those early dates. Ijust
wish Icould have found more time to
spend with those projects."
When Tommy LiPuma moved to Warner
Brothers, Larsen eventually followed. He
co-led the Larsen-Feiten Band record with
his longtime cohort Feiten and they
collaborated on an album named after their
old group Full Moon. "
When Ithink of
Buzzy, it's the excitement he achieves by
building up his solos. When we play live he
takes his solo to acertain level, and then
to ahigher level. Just when you think he's
going to cool it down he has acouple more
levels still to come. It's really athrill to
hear him play."

T

hrough the years Neil Larsen has
participated on awide variety of
sessions including dates led by the
likes of George Harrison, Ricide Lee
Jones, Jimmy Cliff, the Mighty Clouds of
Joy, Dr. John, Kenny Loggins, David
Sanborn, Cher, and Paul Anka, among
others.
Is it really that enjoyable to partly
submerge one's personality so as to fit in
with astylist from adifferent area of
music? "Yes, it's fun to get on areally good
album and work on it everyday. Making a
couple of albums with George Harrison
was areal thrill; to get achance to help
him create music. If Ishow up early at a
record date it's because Ican't wait to play.
On the other hand, there were times in
New York where Iwas hired to record with
folk artists. Ioften felt that they could get
anyone to fill my role, pay them less and
get just as good music. Sometimes it's just
not my type of music or not demanding
enough. In contrast, Ienjoy touring with
rock groups. Playing with people like
Kenny Loggins and Rick Springfield has
made me aware of technological advances.
It really opens up one's ears,
experimenting with different synthesizers."
Since 1986, Larsen has been closely
associated with Al Jarreau as music
director and keyboardist. "Al and Ihave
had the same manager since 1979 and I'd
worked with him afew previous times,
including alive recording in Montreux.
When they offered me the gig Isaw his
itinerary, playing in Naples, Monte Carlo,
Nice, the whole Riviera tour. Ijust had to
sign up.
"As amusical director for Al Idon't have
to do that much. Ihelp alittle with
auditions and maybe tell people when the
breaks are over. Al is such amusical guy
but he doesn't play an instrument, so he
relays to me what he wants and I'll figure
out what notes he needs. He really doesn't
need much help so Imostly just play.
"We performed in the greatest places in
Europe, these amazing theatres, and we
did ashow right on the beach. Al Jarreau is
great to work with; he always emphasizes

music over business. There is alot of
freedom in interpreting his tunes. Live, he
is very spontaneous with alot of scatting
between tunes. He can go off on a10minute excursion or be counting off the
next tune, so Ihave to watch him closely.
He can do incredible imitations of
instruments. What he's playing, the lines
he's singing, are so original."
Now that Through Any Window puts the
spotlight back on Neil Larsen, the
keyboardist is already planning his next
album. "Iwant to use more horns [both
live and synth], which Ithink will change
my sound abit. I'm hoping first to put a
band together to play around L.A. It would
include Buzzy, Lenny Castro, and ahorn
section. Then if the opportunity comes up
to play on the road Iwon't have to start
from scratch."
When asked if he might someday return
to his roots and record standards from the
'50s and '60s, Larsen responds, "Idon't
see myself recording standards. Imay be
using material from other people on my
next album and Imight possibly record an
acoustic album if Ihave the right material
for it. But Iwouldn't touch the tunes
Coltrane and Miles recorded. They have
already been done, perfectly."
As for future directions and goals,
Larsen is quite optimistic. "From doing a
lot of sessions with avariety of people I've
evolved into working on three diverse
projects, each of which are equally fun. I'm
working on anew album, will be going on
another long tour with Al Jarreau, and I've
been involved in anew band with Hamish
Stewart, the former singer with the
Average White Band. The music is quite
funky and includes Anthony Jackson, the
great bass player.
"I hope to work even more on focusing
in on my writing, forming astronger
musical personality. Iconsider myself very
fortunate to be able to make my living from
music and to get so many different
opportunities to make my own musical
statements."
db
NEIL LARSEN'S EQUIPMENT
"I've always played electric keyboards. From the
start, in addition to astandard piano, Iadded the
Wurlitzer piano, a Fender Rhodes, a Hammond
M3 in 1968 that Istill play, and then all the
synthesizers, including the Moog, aProphet, and
the DX. Want to buy some old equipment?"
Larsen tries to use the same equipment live as
he does in the studio: an emulator, a rack of
DX7's, aDX72, aRoland DSO, and aRoland PPG,
along with avariety of Junos and Jupiters. Of the
newer acoustic pianos he prefers Yamahas

NEIL LARSEN
SELECT DISCOGRAPHY
as a leader
THROUGH ANY WINDOW—MCA 42018
HIGH GEAR—A&WHorlzon 738
JUNGLE FEVER—A&M/Horizon 733
with Buzzy Felten
FULL MOON—Warner Bros. 3585
THE LARSEN-FEITEN BAND— Warner Bros. 3468
with George Harrison
SOMEWHERE IN ENGLAND— Dark Horse 3492
GEORGE HARRISON—Dark Horse 3255

Arranging
For
Success
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By Robert Wolf

yle

hat chance does abig band have to make a
national name for itself? Even if it swings
with its own sound, what. are the odds that
it can earn aliving from engagements and
recordings?
Small odds, considering the few bands actually doing it. And
that most of those are ghost bands, bands travelling under names
that have instant recognition, such as Glenn Miller or Jimmy
Dorsey. The transportation costs for big bands are enormous, an
obvious first big strike against them. But that has not lessened
the determination of the Bob Stone Big Band, apowerful 17-piece
unit which has been playing every Wednesday night for the fast
two years at Chicago's Moosehead Bar & Grill. The band has
played Jazzland at the Four Queens in Las Vegas and with the
Four Freshmen and Pete Barbutti at the Anaheim Hilton in
Anaheim, California, not to mention numerous Midwestern dates.
It has one album on the stands, Breakin' Out (Fantasia 1001), and
another, produced by Windy City Jazz, in the can, with an as-yetunannounced release date.
Aside from its formidable playing and arranging talents, the
band's collective determination to weld itself into anationally
recognized big band with an original sound is its most striking
feature. The credit for forging that determination goes to Stone
himself, a37-year-old self-taught drummer who has maintained
the band for 10 years, the last three without any personnel
changes whatsoever.
What gives Stone the edge over many other competent leaders
is his persistence. His ambition to lead agreat band goes hack to
childhood. "That's what Ialways wanted," he says.
After extensive training in classical music at Cass Technical
High School in Detroit ("You had 10 classes aday and eight of
them were music classes") Stone did ashort stint with the
Detroit Symphony but quit because "it didn't swing." Stone later
played with the Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman, and Glenn Miller
bands, and for brief periods with Vic Damone, Frank Sinatra, and
Lionel Hampton.
Ten years ago he took the first steps towards realizing his
ambition by organizing the first edition of his band. It took seven

years, however, for his personnel to stabilize, and before it did
Stone's roster of musicians shifted almost constantly. "Iwent
through literally hundreds of players to find the right guys. I've
had some great musicians in the band but their heads just weren't
in the right place. They were on ego trips and [saying things like]
'I should be playing lead trumpet instead of third trumpet.' That
kind of thing. Ifinally got the guys who realized that it was ateam
effort. that it was much like abaseball team. When you're playing
shortstop you don't complain that you should be playing first base
if you're not qualified. So I've got guys now who are happy playing
second alto and third trumpet and so forth."
He also has some excellent soloists, including Art Hoyle (a
former lead trumpet for the Sun Ra Arkestra) and Bob Frankich
(an atto saxist), to name but two out of many. His strong rhythm
section includes Stone himself, the seasoned bassist Jim Atlas,
and pianist Tununy Hope.

A

few years before the personnel stabilized, Stone found
what he needed most—his arrangers. Arrangers, after all,
are as impor-ant, if not more important, to aband than its leader.
The best arrangers give aband distinctive material, leaders give
that material its interpretation. Stone's arrangers are Mike
Pendowski and Brad Morey, both of whom are dedicated to his
vision.
The 29year-old Pendowski, who also plays tenor and soprano
saxes in the band, holds amaster's degree in wind and orchestral
conducting from Northwestern University. Although he had
written arrangements before joining the Stone band, Stone's
outfit gave him his first big break. The 69-year-old Morey, on the
other hand, is aveteran big band drummer and arranger going
back to the early '40s. After playing afew years with territory
bands out of Wisconsin, Morey began arranging for Stan Kenton,
with whom he worked off and on for many years. Morey also
played and arranged for Tex Beneke, Sldtch Henderson, and
others.
Stone's determination was one of the factors that attracted
Morey. "Igot interested in Bob's band about five years ago," he
says. "Iheard the band and Ithought it had potential and Iliked
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Bob's outlook. Iliked his determination and the fact that nothing
was going to stop him, and the fact that he felt that someday he
was going to have agreat band."
Pendowski shares Morey's and Stone's conviction about the
band's future. "Iplayed with small combos and other big bands
[around Chicago] but this is something that is established and "
really going. It has been somewhere and is going other places,
too. It's like the place to be. The other bands were pick-up and
rehearsal bands. There are alot of them around the city, but none
of them are in the same category [with the Stone band]. This is a
completely different thing. Imean, these guys are all dedicated to
this. We all want to do this badly. We've given up alot for it."
Dedication is something that Stone notes about the players,
too. They are, he says, "ready to do this, and sacrifice to do it."
The respect that Stone and his arrangers have for the musicians
comes across immediately in conversation. "In my opinion,"
Pendowski says, "these are the best players in town. There are a
lot of other players who sit with us who can't read the stuff I'm
writing. These guys can read it.
"Most of the time if Ibring achart to any other place in town
the whole band would crash in 32 bars. I'd be disappointed and
they would be frustrated and ticked off and they'd say it was a
terrible thing. [But] it's not the chart; they can't play it. Bob's
guys can play it."
Morey agrees. "It's great to have abunch of musicians who can
play your charts. It's one thing to write achart, it's another thing
to get it played right. These guys can do it."
But the arrangers not only respect the musicians, they respect
one another, too. Morey says, "Ithink Mike Pendowski is some
sort of agenius. Ireally admire his ability to write. He has the
ability to hear asound in his head and know how to get it out of
the band, which is areal talent. Iadmire him agreat deal, Ireally
do. His future is bright."
Pendowski in turn admires Morey's work. "Brad," he says,
"writes great ballads." Ballads are Morey's passion. "We sort of
complement each other," Morey explains. "Mike's been writing
most of the real flashy up things, and I've been writing most of
the ballads. Ihave written acouple of moderate tempo tunes, but
for the most part ballads. That's really my forte. Ilove writing
ballads. I'm just better at that than Iam at up things."
Right now Stone has about 45 Morey and Pendowski charts in
his library. (While most of Pendowski's charts are arrangements
of his own compositions, Morey's are usually arrangements of
standards.) "I've got two file cabinets chock full," Stone notes. "I
mean, everything from the old Benny Goodman and Dorsey
things all the way up. I've got almost the complete Thad Jones
library.
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"What I've got that for is if we play adance and someone
requests atune Ican go in the files and grab it out of there. But
we're kind of at the point now where we can say, 'Take us as we
are.' We're not trying to play somebody else's music. There's a
thousand bands out there doing that, playing the music of Basie,
playing the music of Miler, and all this stuff. We want to play the
music of the Bob Stone Band, and that's why we're headed in the
direction we're headed."
That direction, eventually, will lead to alibrary filled with
nothing but original charts with adistinctive and immediately
recognizable style shared by both Pendowski and Morey. "That's
really what it's all about," Pendowski says. "The Thad Jones/Mel
Lewis band had their sound and it was areflection of what Thad
and Mel thought. The Basie band had that whole Basie thing,
Neal Hefti and Nestor Cole and all the guys got together and they
followed the same pattern of thinking, so when you heard it you
immediately knew it was the Basie band.
"Well, that's the goal that Brad and Bob and Ihave set. We
want it so that when people hear it, regardless of whether or not
they've heard the chart before, they know it's us immediately by
the way it sounds."

S

tone says repeatedly that he is out to create aband for the
1990s. That's his way of saying that he wants aband with a
new sound. "It's like you don't go around driving aModel A Ford."
By that, presumably, he means that when listeners dance to the
ghost bands they're dancing to an antique sound. "It's funny
because music is the biggest nostalgia thing that there is. When
people want to remember something they first of all remember
the music.
"That's all fine with me, Ihave no gripes with that at all, except
that there are things happening now and there are things being
created for big bands now that need to be heard just as much as
the old sounds.
"Let's put it like this: when Moonlight Serenade came out it was
radical at the time. It was an original tune. It wasn't astandard
when it came out." Of course, the Stone originals are not
standards, either. "But Ifeel that some of the things we're doing
now can become jazz standards 30 years from now"
Nevertheless, Pendowski says the two biggest influences on
the band are Basie and Kenton. Indeed, those influences are
evident on their first album, Breakin' Out. Morey's ballad,
Leavin', has more than afew echoes of the Kenton orchestra,
and Pendowski's surging piece, Back To Basie, is just what the
title indicates.
Pendowski's early influences included not only the Basie and
Kenton bands, but Louie Bellson's and Maynard Ferguson's.

According to Pendowski, his most important recent influence has
been abook, Arranging Concepts, by Dick Grove. "His whole
approach," Pendowski says, "is avery well laid out thing where
you can bring the arranging down to basic denominators as far as
density and weight and the span of the orchestration. It has
nothing to do with style, more just hearing different colors."
Concentrating on these basics, Pendowski says, has helped
him considerably by making him rethink his approach to
arranging. That rethinking process has, in the last few years, :ed
him to his own sound. "It's something I've been working on and
I'm still working on it. It's not something I've perfected, by any
means. But it shows in ILove You, and in anew arrangement of
Sister Sadie and, to acertain extent, in Sweet. The things I've
done in the last couple of years have that influence in them."

S

tone's working relationship with his arrangers allows them a
maximum of creativity within abig band setting. Stone does
not tell them what to write. "Usually Ijust kind of let them go.
They'll ask me what kind of tunes we need in the book. I'll tell
them and say, 'Go ahead.' Ijust have input on what kind of tempo
I'm looking for."
Leader and arrangers meet informally after their latest
Wednesday night set to discuss what worked and what did not.
They also discuss whom they should feature in aparticular tune.
"For example," Pendowski says, "the trombone player, Russ
Phillips, is an exceptional ballad player, and Brad and Iwill sit
down and say, 'Should we write this for Russ or should we write
it for Jack?' [Jack Schmidt is Stone's lead trombonist.] 'Cause they
both play ballads great, but they're different ballad players. We'll
discuss who really should do it. We'll bounce ideas around and
we'll talk to Bob about it. We'll even talk to Jim Atlas, the bass
player, who has played with everybody and who knows alot about
what's going on. And then we'll talk to the players and see how
they feel. So it's not like, `This is how it is,' where they get the
chart and they just have to take it. There's alot of input from
everybody." And it's not just on who should solo. Players will tell
the arrangers whether or not they like achart, and negative
feedback has driven Pendowski to rip up charts at least twice.
"They're all great players," Pendowski reiterates, "and they
know what's happening, so why not draw on that wealth of
information? It doesn't make sense to ignore what they're
thinking, because they're the ones who have to play it practically
every week. And if they're going to play it well they're going to
have to at least like something in it."
Stone claims he also tells his arrangers what he does or does
not like in achart, "and then we'll argue about it, and either they
end up writing the whole chart over again or they get rid of it or I
bend to their way of thinking." But that is not quite Morey's
version of the process. "The way Bob does it is if you write a
chart and put it in the book and he doesn't play it then you 'mow
he doesn't like it. That's about the way it goes. He doesn't like it
or he doesn't like the band playing it."
Of course sometimes the arrangers are harsh critics of their
own work. "Both Mike Pendowski and myself," Morey notes,
"have heard our arrangements the first time down, collected
them and taken them home and changed some things. I've never
heard an arrangement of mine yet the first time down when I
didn't think, 'Why did Ido this?' or 'Why didn't Ido that?' A lot of
times Iwill take it back home and change it.
"I think that if an arranger or writer or anybody else who is
creating anything is completely satisfied with what he's doing he
better quit. Idon't think we ever are. Idon't think Mike is. I
know I'm not."
BOB STONE'S EQUIPMENT
Bob Stone plays Signature Series Sonor drums. They are custom made out of
bubinga wood. Included are a 14 x22inch bass drum; 9x13, 10 x14,
16 x16, and 16 x18 tom toms. Cymbals are all Zildjian A.'s, including a20inch
rock ride, an 18- inch crash ride, an 18inch thin crash, a22- inch swish, a12inch splash, and a14inch quick-beat high- hat. Stone's drum sticks are Pro
Mark Texas hickory 5AS and all of his drums include Remo heads. The band
uses Polytone amplifiers, and Leblanc horns exclusively

A feeling of at least slight dissatisfaction with past efforts is a
necessary prod to future accomplishment. Stone, obviously, is
hungry, and if his band does not become what he envisions, it will
be through no fault of his. Nothing exemplifies Stone's confidence
in himself and his band's future more than his will, which states
that when he dies his band folds. "Who else," he contends,
"knows what's in my head? If somebody starts aband and they
know how it's supposed to sound, how it's supposed to run, and
it's their idea to start the band, how can it be the same when
they're not there? There's no way that it can be."
db

BOB ON THE BAND
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ike abig family" is the way Bob Stone depicts his band. "There
are times when someone will be offered $150-200 to play
somewhere else and the band will chip in to pay the difference so
that member can play with us. There is afeeling that if they aren't there with us— at
the Moosehead — they're letting the band down!'
Who are these dedicated musicians? Bob spent some time reflecting on how great
his band really is.
Bob Frankich—lead alto saxophonist. " Bob has been with the band almost from
the beginning, about 11 years. He's stuck with it through thick and thin." Agraduate of
DePaul University, Frankich and Stone have carried the same vision about the band
from the start.
Bob Rzeszutko—second alto saxophonist. Another DePaul graduate, " Bob is like a
teammate for Frankich. He's been with the band for about six or seven years and is a
teacher by day"
Mike Pendowski—lead tenor saxophone. " In addition to being acopyist and doing
some jingle work in town, Mike is our main writer. He's also agraduate of
Northwestern University"
Tony Bacca—tenor saxophone. "Tony's daytime hours include part-time teaching.
His playing style comes out of the Ben Webster school. Tony's horn has awarm, pretty
sound to it!'
Kent Minor— baritone saxophone. Minor started with the band six or seven years
ago as atenor saxophonist, eventually replacing the outgoing baritone saxophonist.
Another teacher by day, Stone says " he knows just about all of the books, having
played on two different instruments. Kent can move around."
Jack Schmidt— lead trombone. Schmidt's main gig is being an owner of aprinting
company but that doesn't keep him from being " probably one of the best trombone
players I've heard anywhere. Jack is very dedicated, always working to make the band
sound better."
Russ Phillips— second trombone. Raised in avery musical atmosphere, Phillips'
father played with Louis Armstrong. " Russ basically learned on the street. A
magnificent musician," Stone beams, " he is one of my favorite players in the band. I
don't know what I'd do without him"
Brian Jacobi — third trombone. Yet another teacher, Stone enjoys that " Brian can
move around and play any chair except the bass trombone chair. An occasional
soloist, he's getting into being amusic copyist to help with the band's arrangements!'
Richard Moss— bass trombonist. Originally the band's lead trombonist, Stone said
"there was an opening for the bass trombone spot and the guys all chipped in and got
Rich ahorn. He mastered it, studying with afella from the symphony"
Mark Thompson — lead trumpet. AUniversity of Illinois grad, " Mark is afull-time
musician, part-time teacher. He's aconsistent, hard-driving lead trumpet player."
Mike McGrath — second trumpet and soloist. Threeand-a-half years with the band,
"Mike is an excellent soloist, excellent section player, and all-around team player"
Terry Connell — third trumpet. Aproduct of Northern Illinois University and Ron
Modell, "Terry has won all kinds of awards. He's the hot soloist, the man who can
scream and go way up high. Another team player"
Arthur Hoyle— fourth trumpet. "What can be said about the great Arthur Hoyle? A
Chicago original, everybody who comes to town, Oscar Peterson, Louis Bellson,
Lionel Hampton, asks for Art. Art is one of the older gentlemen in the band who helps
to keep the younger guys in line, to explain the business."
Tommy Hope— piano. Out of Houston, Hope has been with the band 12-15 years,
10 years steady. Having worked with people like Arnett Cobb and Britt Woodman,
"Tommy is the ultimate accompanist in any situation, whether it's for asinger or a
band. He'll stop the band and make suggestions to Pendowski and Morey [the
arrangers] to alter the arrangements. And nine-out-of10 times, he's right!'
John Moran— guitar. Moran has been with the band alittle over ayear, having
worked in Las Vegas with Peggy Lee, among others. Stone beams: "John is another
team player who prefers playing in the band to writing mortgages for banks."
Jim Atlas— string bass. With the band seven years, Atlas has played with Lena
Home, George Shearing, and Oscar Peterson. Stone relates: " Raised in Chicago, Jim
was atop session man on the West Coast!' Stone chuckles, "Along with Art and
myself, Jim is one of the father figures trying to keep everybody straight."
—john ephland
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don't think you can
continue to write pop
music in the trivial
sense and really be
happy with life. You
want to do something with a little more
substance. And eventually you have to
move into areas that aren't going to
appeal to masses of people. There's
something that's closer to the writer's
heart than maybe anything they did
before that was more commercially
acceptable."

John Taylor, and bassist Danny Thompson.
And jazz isn't the only element he draws
upon. He's also played with avant garde
trumpeter Jon Hassell, progressive guitarists Robert Fripp and Bill Nelson, the German eccentric Holger Czukay, and Japanese
pop eclectic Ryuichi Sakamoto.
It reads like an undefinable mish-mash of
sounds, a clash of styles that would submerge David Sylvian himself. But Sylvian—
who plays guitar, keyboards, composes, and
sings—has managed to unify these forces in
his moody, literate music, establishing his
own identity by exploiting the individuality of
unique instrumentalists. "Ithink the most
David Sylvian has moved out of the comimportant thing is what ends up on the recmercial mainstream, where he enjoyed sucord," insists Sylvian, "and if it means that I
cess with the techno-pop group Japan, and
sacrifice part of my personality appearing on
into amore personal music that fuses his love
arecord for agreat performance by someof jazz with the avant garde.
body else that suits the piece perfectly, then
In England, where there's something of a that's the way it has to be. It's amatter of
jazz revival going on, many pop musicians
ego, Ithink."
have dabbled with jazz. Joe Jackson does
Sylvian knows about ego. He reached his
ersatz Blue Note records, Sting writes jazzgreatest popular success with the British
funk stylizations, and Bill Bruford works
pop group Japan, which recorded several
with improvisation and electronics with his
LPs between 1978-'83. Born in England in
band Earthworks. David Sylvian's current
1958, pop music was the natural direction for
interest in jazz is just as serious, if not more
any young boy with an electric guitar. He
so. Rather than erecting tributes or using it
began playing at 13, along with his brother,
as window dressing, he's created something
drummer Steve Jansen. (Their real surname
entirely new. Like Duke Ellington, he comis Batt.) He remembers Motown as the first
poses for the musicians he plays with, almusic to have an impact on him. "There was
lowing their personal stamp to shape his
very little interest in music in the family," he
music.
recalls. "I have an older sister and she
And some of those stamps are very perbought loads of Motown music. That was the
sonal indeed. On his four solo recordings to
first music Ireally heard. It sparked off my
date he's had trumpeters Mark Isham and
interest."
Kenny Wheeler, guitarist David Torn, pianist
As ateenager, he formed Japan with Mick
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Karn, Richard Barbieri, and his brother.
Bassist Karn, who toured with David Torn
this past fall, recalls that their choice of
instruments was amatter of looks. "It was a
strange thing when we first started the
band," says Karn incredulously, "because
we sat down and tried to figure out what role
we were each going to take up in the band.
All we knew was that we wanted aband. We
didn't know who was going to play what. I
really think it wasn't until the third album,
Quiet Lift, that we really learned how to play
our instruments."
Sylvian wound up as the frontman, playing
guitar and singing. Even now, he's modest
about his instrumental skills. "I'm not an
adequate guitarist," he says. "Ithink I'm a
studio-bound guitarist. Ican put down on
record guitar lines and solos and whatever
that convey the emotion that I'm looking for
and the mood I'm looking for, but Icould
never play that in alive context. And I'm not a
good piano player, but when it comes to
creating atmospheres it's more aquestion of
sound than technical ability. So Iget by with
synthesizers."
He'll have to show some proficiency this
spring when he makes his first U.S. tour
with Mark Isham, Steve Jansen, David Torn,
and bassist Ian Maidman.

I

n his Japan days, Sylvian had sculpted
blonde hair, wore eye make-up, and had
an aloof, aristocratic manner. When we
spoke in the manager's office in London, his
natural brown hair was pulled into a disheveled pony tail, he had two days beard
growth, and wore glasses. According to

Sylvian, Japan % early days were a classic
example of record company manipulation.
"It was a difficult period because, one
thing, there was the punk and disco," laments Sylvian. "That's all there was and it
was impossible to get adeal at that point in
time. We were totally confused by what we
were doing and we were surrounded by
people totally unsympathetic to helping us.
We were being forced into avery commercial
position. The people who had signed us up
did so purely on an image basis and they
really weren't interested in the music."
Kam and Sylvian agree that Japan reached
its zenith on the album Tin Drum. It drifted
out like apsychological mist wafting over the
emotional moors. One song, Ghosts, with its
Morton Subotnick-style electronics and Sylvian's mournful, bass vocal refrain, was far

removed from the pop mainstream. It was
also ahit in England. "When we reached the
point of going to the studio to make Tin
Drum, we were told it was going to be our
last album," recalls Karn ruefully. "The record company was no longer behind us. And
our manager was going to give us up once
the album was finished, so we decided if that
was the attitude, then let's make the album
we always wanted to make without any compromises. Take as long as we want and really
make sure that we're happy with this one.
The ironic thing was, it ended up being the
successful album."
It was too little, too late, however. Japan
broke up, but Sylvian went on aspiritual and
musical odyssey and after a few singles,
recorded his solo debut, Brilliant Trees. The
music, played with trumpeters Isham,

Kenny Wheeler, and Jon Hassell, and bassist
Danny Thompson, reflected Sylvian's discovery of jazz. "Ithink my tastes have
changed dramatically," exudes Sylvian. "I
mean '80, '81, '82, that's when Istarted
listening to people like Miles Davis, Coltrane, and Bill Evans. That was the beginning of anew period for me because Iwas
totally unsatisfied with what Iwas listening
to, mainly in the pop world, and I
just started
looking for other things and Ifound it in jazz."

S

ylvian, who is avisual artist and recently had abook of his photography
published called Perspectives, found a
correlation between jazz and painting. "It
was asudden growing awareness that happened around that time of the power of art, "
he explains, "and that's when Ibegan to want
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to work with jazz artists, instead of just
making structured pop music which, although Iloved it at the time, is in the end
quite vacuous, Ithink, or superficial. It
doesn't have enough depth to it."
Brilliant Trees was ahaunting record filled
with brooding atmospheres driven by Jansen's ritualistic slow-funk rhythms. As he has
on all his recordings since Brilliant Trees,
Sylvian writes compositions for the musicians he wants to play on them, artists who
he has admired over the years. He agrees,
"Most of them are people I've admired since
Iwas very young. I'm loathe to work with
session musicians because you don't get a
soulful performance out of the people and
they don't ever become involved in the work.
So Iwanted people that could come in and be
involved in the work in some way. Because
I'm so familiar with their work Ithink Ican
anticipate what they'll react to and so I
choose very carefully the people to perform
on certain pieces."

DAVID SYLVIAN'S
EQUIPMENT
Sylvian's first instrument was a guitar, and it
remains his primary instrument on which he composes his music. He plays aFender Stratocaster
for his electric. He also plays aSpanish acoustic
guitar.
He fleshes out many of his arrangements using
synthesizers, his favorite still being the Prophet 5
He also uses a Prophet VS and a Kurzweil 250
which he used extensively on Secrets Of The
Beehive in the composition stage. " It influenced
the writing Idid with sampled brass," says Sylvian.
His home studio is equipped with the Akai 1412
recorder, a combination tape deck and mixing
console which records 12 tracks on aVHS video
cassette built into the mixing desk

arrangements by Ryuichi Sakamoto, the lyrical bass of Danny Thompson, and Mark
Isham once again playing trumpet. It's a
personal and intimate collection that reveals
Sylvian's melodic gifts and the resonant
baritone of his voice.

"I think it's because of the strength of the
lyrics that Ifelt Ididn't have to embroider the
arrangements at all," he explains. "So I've
kept them very sparse as usual, but with just
either an acoustic piano and strings or acoustic guitars and strings. They're all really
straightforward arrangements, and they're
all really straightforward songs. The
strength in the album lies in the composing,
not so much in the creating of atmospheres in
the studio. So it's an old-fashioned way of
DAVID SYLVIAN
writing, because it's really just putting down
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
songs that I'd written at home."
as a leader
Because of its acoustic nature, and its lack
SECRETS OF THE BEE
790677 1
of percussion, Secrets Of The Beehive, has an
BRILLIANT TREES—Virgin 2290
GONE TO EARTH — Virgin 90577 1
intimate, smokey atmosphere. But the intiALCHEMY— AN INDEX OF POSSIBILITIES — Virgin EP
macy is studio-wrought. These musicians
SYL 1
Often the music sounds so much like the
aren't
playing off each other in person, but on
with Japan
artists he has playing with them, Sylvian
ADOLESCENT SEX—Ariola 50037
tape. "They don't have people to interact
OBSCURE ALTERNATIVES—Ariola 50047
gives them aco-composing credit, as he did
with," admits Sylvian, "they just interact to
QUIET LIFE—Ariola 8011
with guitarist Robert Fripp on much of the
GENTLEMEN TAKE POLAROIDS—Virgin 138
what's on tape. On apiece like Mother And
TIN DRUM—Virgin 2209
Gone To Earth album and Jon Hassell on
Child, the first thing that went down was the
JAPAN—Epic 37914
Words With The Shaman. "
He obviously has
bass, and the line was pieced together from
OIL ON THE CANVAS—Virgin 2513
digested things that he likes," says Hassell of
EXORCISING GHOSTS — Virgin 3510
three or four tapes. Then the percussion
Sylvian, "and he's forthright enough to,
[David Cummings] was laid down. It's avery
rather than trying to fake it or mock it up
controlled way of getting improvised persomehow, invite the people themselves to do
formances." Especially with Salcamoto laying
it."
of the mystic philosopher G. I. Gurdjieff, in
down avery uncontrolled Cecil Taylor-like
Gone To Earth is atwo-record set featurmuch the same way Fripp has used them.
improvisation.
ing one disc of atmospheric, moody instruBut Sylvian, who discovered Gurdjieff
One of the musicians was guitarist David
mentals that owe much to the music of Brian
around the recording of Brilliant Trees in '83,
Torn, who offered subtle environmental
Eno. "Yes," admits Sylvian. "In fact, if you
claims he isn't afollower. "A lot of these
backgrounds of delay-looped guitar and solo
asked all the members of Japan what their 10
things were going on," he reflects. "Iwas
flourishes that flitted on the periphery of
favorite records are, I'm sure that Another
making lots of discoveries within myself and
Sylvian's compositions. "David and Mark had
Green World by Brian Eno would be one of
through literature and what have you.
the most freedom on the record and they
them." Which may account for the presence
Changes were happening at that point and I were really left to their own devices as far as
of Fripp—an Eno cohort, whose Fripthink that's why the music changed so radithe recording went," says Sylvian.
pertronics, alooping delay system he emcally. And it's been a continual spiritual
Torn concurs, "Ithink he was after the
ploys, envelops Gone To Earth.
growth within and finding myself more commore open, atmospheric, almost ECMish
"What Iwould do at the David Sylvian
fortable with the style of composition I'm
type stuff from me; aspace sound/ambient
sessions," explains Fripp, "is set the equipnow doing."
thing. It was an interesting session because
ment up and just for fun punch something inHis search reached its peak on Gone To
he didn't have any idea what he wanted me to
to the Fripp-in-the-box and leave it playing in
Earth. "
You see, it's very difficult for me to
do at all. And what he told me when Iarrived
the studio, walk out and come back some
talk about what went into the making of Gone
was that he knew what he wanted everyone
three or four hours later and there it was still
To Earth," he says. "It came out a very
else to do. But me, he said, 'Okay, you can be
going—except the sound had changed in the
important period for me in my life which was
the wild card and Ijust have no idea; why
three or four hours in between. And with
heightening awareness of my spiritual self,
don't you just try some stuff?"
Sylvian, he really liked what was coming out,
and Ithink the music was anatural extenThe dark instrumental moods that Sylvian
so he recorded lots and lots and lots of these
sion, or growth out of that period.
paints are ultimately an extension of his
little soundscape pieces, and they're all over
"I write far more material than Iever did in
lyrics, which are introspective to the point of
his Gone To Earth album."
the past," he continues. "The inspiration
psycho-therapy. "Alot of my music has to do
"Yes, that's right," laughs Sylvian, when I comes from within and that was akind of
with the desire to belong and at the same
relate that story. "Ithink we all left the
turnaround. Before Iwould always need
time it has this sense of isolation about it and
studio, went out for coffee while we rethese outside stimulants. Traveling was a conflicting emotions," he confesses. "The
corded these hours and hours of Fripgreat stimulant at one point for me, espebeehive in many cultures represents afampertronics." To be sure Fripp also offered
cially when Iwas in Japan, the group. Now I ily, asocial unity as well as akind of spiritual
serpentine solos on Wave and crunching
don't need that so much. Ifind there's akind
hierarchy, and Ijust used the imagery as in a
distended power chords to the title track,
of well within me that hasn't run dry and it
desire to belong to afamily or agroup of
Gone To Earth.
just keeps on coming."
people with similar ideals, if you like, which I
Sylvian's lyrics smolder with adark sendon't find basically. Imean I've always felt
suality, tempered by aspiritual mysticism.
ylvian's newest album, Secrets Of The
very isolated and I'm happy in my isolation,
After living for nearly adecade in England's
Beehive, is his most ambitious, yet
but Ihave this strange desire to belong, and
trendy youth culture, he found himself looksubtle recording. While his previous alit's these conflicting feelings, emotions that I
ing for more in life than next week's hair
bums floated on electronic textures and stuthink run throughout the album like atheme
color. Gone To Earth is peppered with the
dio atmospheres, Secrets Of The Beehive is
and have run throughout my work in the
spoken recordings of J. G. Bennett, adisciple
almost entirely acoustic, with spartan string
past."
db
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record reviews
***** EXCELLENT **** VERY GOOD

*** GOOD

** FAIR * POOR

its sheer musicality. Take it home and listen,
heritage), father to such different sons as
and dance, and learn, and enjoy.
Michael Jackson (who makes aghostly cameo
—gene santoro
by way of Tokyo here), Prince, and Terence
Trent D'Arby. But in essence he remains only
himself and thus, like Jimi Hendrix, absolutely
unmistakable and ultimately unimitatable in
any significant way.
Wonder was one of the first great black
musicians able to wrestle the music biz into
granting him—the ultimate horror— control
over what he did. Squatting in the studio
Hendrix built for his own use for over a year
after Jimi's death, with two technicians who
were developing ways to program the primitive
ancestors of what we now know as syntheCHARACTERS— Motown 6248ML: You WILL
sizers, training them to fantastic leaps of imagKNOW; DARK'N'L
OVELY; I
N YOUR CORNER; WITH
ination on endless reels of tape, sculpting a
E
ACH BEAT OF MY HEART; ONE OFA KIND;
new sound all his own, Wonder waited his
SKELETONS; GET I
T; GALAXY P
ARADISE; CRY/N'
childhood Motown contract out as he filled up
T
HROUGH T
HE NIGHT; FREE.
the tapes with what he heard his music coming
Personnel: Wonder, vocals, Synclavier, Moog
to be— and sa: on them until he got his terms.
bass, piano, clavichord, spinet, strings, bells,
Ever since, he's been doing just what he wants,
synthesizers, wave synthesizer, Fairlight, bass,
telling us in no uncertain terms what's on his
DANCES AND BALLADS— Nonesuch 979164
percussion, drums, heartbeat; Ben Bridges,
mind.
1: SWEET D; FOR L
ESTER; BELLY UP; COOL RED;
guitar (
cuts 5, 7), acoustic guitar (
10); Brad
Whether it's operating at peak insight, as on
HATTIE WALL; ADJACENT; WEST AFRICAN SNAP;
Buxer, synthesizer (
5), Moog synthesizer ( 10);
Talking Book or Innervisions, trying things that
FULL, DEEP, AND MELLOW; DANCE UNTIL DAWN
Isaiah Sanders, synthesizer (5), horn synthesizer
might be better left undone, like Stevie Won(
FOR L
ITTLE ANTHONY); F
AST L
IFE.
(10); Robert Arbittier, computer and synthesizer
der's Journey Through The Secret Life Of
Personnel: Julius Hemphill, soprano, alto saxoprogramming (
6); Nathan Watts, synthesizer
Plants, or ever doodling another Top-40 hit like
phone, flute; Oliver Lake, soprano, alto saxobass ( 10); Dennis Davis, percussion ( 10); Julian
IJust Called To Say ILove You, that ramified
phone ; David Murray, tenor saxophone, bass
Bahula and ADE, African drums ( 10); Michael
mind has always seen his music as away to
clarinet ; Hamiet Eiluiett, baritone saxophone,
Jackson, lead vocals (7); James Allen, backcomment on and change the world that suralto clarinet.
ground vocals (
2); Bridgette Bryant, background
rounds it. So it is with Characters. Drugs,
vocals (2, 5, 9, 10); Keith John, background
* * * *
apartheid, divine providence, human ( self-)
vocals (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10); Myx, background
deception,
justice,
the
Apocalypse,
freedom,
vocals (2); Syreeta, background vocals (2);
love, and redemption are just a few of the
Shirley Brewer, Kevin Dorsey, Alexis England,
themes he explores on this musical odyssey
Dorian Holley, Melody McCully, Darryl Phinthrough gritty funk, Beatles harmonies, Princenesse, background vocals (
3, 6); Lynne FiddSOUTHERN BELLS— Black Saint 0107: DON'T
style beats, Buppie dance music, and African
mont background vocals (3, 5, 6, 9, 10); Junior
GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE; FLUFFY'S BLUES; I
roots.
Giscombe, background vocals (5); Marva Hicks,
WANT To T
ALK ABOUT You; BEAT Box; SOUTHERN
If that sounds like it's too diverse to hold
background vocals (5, 10); Mary Lee Evans,
BELLS ;PERDIDO; MBIZO.
together, it's not. Wonder is no asshole who
background vocals (7, 9); Steve Wise, backPersonnel: Alvin Battiste, John Carter, Jimmy
likes to gulp down and shit out undigested bits
ground vocals (8); Paul Johnson, background
Hamilton, 8- flat clarinets; David Murray, bass
of musical history, note-for- note mouthfuls of
vocals (9); Gospel Choir, background vocals
clarinet.
instantly recognizable pablumized past ( Is
(10).
that aRickenbacher? This must be 1964), then
* * * *
* * * * *
stand back to say, with pompous irony, Look,
The World Saxophone Quartet has become a
Ma, no hands. His fingerprints are everywhere,
jazz institution by anumber of measurements,
and the result—this disc— is impossible to
"Where he lives, they don't use colored peoand Clarinet Summit is following the same
imagine without his mediating intelligence at
ple." Stevie Wonder, Living In The City.
trajectory. Such status entails adilemma, eswork. His aesthetic works by juxtaposition and
pecially when innovation is the crux of the
mutual illumination, and unfolds ever further
ensemble's charter, as past breakthroughs
with successive listenings. Take as arelatively
Idon't know if anybody needs to be retend to become today's signature pieces, and
straightforward example how Cryin' Through
minded just how incredibly long-lived, how
tomorrow's clichés. Subsequently, the idea of
The Night is avirtual thesaurus of blues lines
consistently surprising, entertaining, and prostretched over dancefloor music. Take as a yet another recording of Hattie Wall is an
vocative, how damn good Stevie Wonder's
affrontive redundancy, but this newest reading
more complex example how Dark'n'Lovely
music has been over the last 20 years. If you
is fulfilling and enlivening, nonetheless.
draws on achord progression whose intimado, stop and think for a second about his
Likewise, Clarinet Summit's reliance on
tions of rage and protest reach back to the
prodigious talents. He's one of the best songEllingtonia to feature Jimmy Hamilton is threat1960's, filters that through synth sounds that
writers in American pop— period; he's usually
ening to become a pat tactic, a moot point
could only be now, and puts the result in
too tough to let his songs get away without
upon hearing his winsome duet with John
service of lyrics that speak to South African
working them into something nobody could
Carter on Perdido.
premier Botha from both above (the Sun God)
quite expect. He's got a scary chameleonic
The measure of vitality for long-lived ensemand below (the oppressed and murdered peovoice that can bath you in an erotic glow or
bles is not the staying power of their most wellples of the shebeens). Take the ironic bounce
freeze your blood, whether he's filigreeing a
known works, but the deepening of the collecdriving the friendly treachery the lyrics demelody or digging into his soul. He can play
tive chemistry, catalysed by the ongoing comscribe in In Your Corner, the acerbic funk
any instrument that's put in front of him. He can
positional output of its members. While WSQ
hammering home the list of last judgements in
conceive arrangements that combine the denhas equalled its previous best efforts on
Skeletons, the lilting defiance and affirmation
sity loved by fellow Motowners like Marvin
Dances And Ballads, which contains several
that spreads over the African drums and backGaye and Smokey Robinson with the parednew pieces that may someday be considered
ing gospel choir on Free. Take this album's title
back feel of the blues at its most haunting. He
among the Quartet's classics, Clarinet Summit
and its explanatory definitions on the inside
is an American classic, heir to this country's
meets this criteria only adequately on Southcover, its ir the- round understanding of what
enormous musical wealth and diversity (and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 32
philosophers used to call the human condition,
frighteningly ingenious about how he uses that

STEVIE WONDER

WORLD SAXOPHONE
QUARTET

CLARINET SUMMIT
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record reviews
THE TWANG GANG
By Robin Tolleson

T

he guitar has long been an
important voice in jazz, but in jazz fusion it's really come to the
forefront. A Robben Ford bluesrock solo will kick acrowd into afrenzy at a
typical jazz fest. These new releases by
some of the most notable "fusion" guitarists
fronting bands these days give you an idea
of how many guitarist bandleaders there
are. Six new records hit the market recently,
and we're not even talking Abercrombie,
Holdsworth, McLaughlin, Morse, Beck,
Santana, Scofield, or Khan.
DiMeola, Ritenour, Eubanks, Watanabe,
Henderson, and Bullock are all at different
stages of pursuing the muse and refining
their art, trying to be rock stars or revered
struggling artists. There's nothing wrong
with attempting to appeal to the mass
market, with ajazz musician trying to cross
over to pop. It's just that jazzers have a
habit and history of being terrible when
trying to sell out
Al DiMeola must be considered one of
the uncles of fusion guitar, coming in on Bill
Connors' heels in Chick Coreas Return To
Forever. Al was the incredibly talented kid in
the band when RTF was at its commercial
peak, around the Romantic Warrior days.
Al's playing has always been on the
romantic side, melodically speaking. On
Tirami Su (
Manhattan 46995), the Al DiMeola
Project brings together exCorea drummer
Tommy Brechtlein and Airto's keyboardist
Kei Akagi, sees the estimable bassist
Anthony Jackson low-toning it, and
generally finds DiMeola, still the swifthanded one, back closer to Land Of The
Midnight Sun and Elegant Gypsy,
upgraded abit technologically. Nothing
wrong with that. Al knows his sequencers
and computers, and keeps technology
working in his favor. He includes some
acoustic work over apercussion section,
the vocals of Jose Renato, and writes
perhaps his most beautiful ballad to date,
Smile From A Stranger.
KazumIlleatenebe's been putting out
some great stuff recently. His Mobo records
featuring Sly and Robbie, Steve Jordan and
other New York stalwarts have been
fascinating, and the one with his mostly
Japanese touring band (
Mobo Splash) was
every bit as adventurous. Now he's put one
out with bassist Jeff Berlin and drummer
Bill Bruford, who worked together in
Bruford's band for several years, and are
made to order. Few bassists could play the
extremely difficult parts demanded with the
cool disdain also sought by the icy
drummer. On Watanabe's Spice Of Life
(Gramavision 18-8706-1), Bruford shifts the
beat around as his radical but logical
whims direct, all the while keeping it
grooving. Melancho even plays off a
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Al DiMeola
Crimson-type chant, complete with
Watanabe's best Fripp-isms. Side two
actually works better than the first,
surprising perhaps because there Bruford
and Berlin are given their composing
space. Watanabe knows how not only to
pick musicians, but also to write for them
and let them speak out. The guitarist never
lets you sit still in your seat long enough to
peg him, and he knows how to get the best
from his bands. Spice of life, indeed.
Hiram Bulled( and Kevin aubanks
look like they attended the same photo
session for their latest records. Looks like
they had the same acting coaches too. The
album covers show off the guitarists' best
bedroom eyes— in order to help boost
record sales, is my guess. They've got the
sweat machines out and both guys look like
they just ran through asprinkler
On Hiram's Give It What U Got (
Atlantic 7
81790-1), Half Life is lovely, and worth all
the butt-shaking it took to get to that point
on the record. It's beautiful in structure and
in the long ending vamp, which is like
Weather Report's A Remark You Made.
Other notables include Down The Pipe, and
some searing groove numbers like Give It
What U Got (
yes, song titles like Prince) and
Gotta Get Your Jollys. Hiram makes no
bones about the fact that he wanted this to
be a " groove" record— in fact he explains
that on the back cover. Maybe this record
will get Hiram's rock & roll ya-yas out, so
that he can go back to Gil Evans band and
not blast everybody away. Hah. Probably
not. His cover of Pretzel Logic is apleasant
few minutes, like afavorite third cousin
visiting for the afternoon. A nice choice.
And Al Jarreau doing You Send Me is
another quality cut. Hiram's starting to get a
handle on this record- making stuff.
Kevin Eubanks is aPhiladelphia native,
still shy of his 30th birthday, and The Heat
Of Heat (
GRP 1041) shows his growth into
pop (the title track is acover of aJimmy
Jam and Terry Lewis tune) to go along with
his acclaimed acoustic and electric guitar
work. The album is produced by George
Benson, and if you didn't know better you'd
think it was George himself playing once or
twice. It's arich sounding record, and
Eubanks is from the school of melody and
subtle charm rather than harmonic
invention or rhythmic outreach. This is
pleasant fare, but Kevin's guitar praying is

watered down abit too much. It doesn't
measure up to the instrumental excitement
of his 1983 Elektra debut, Guitarist, or
Opening Nights, his GRP outing with
Branford Marsalis. In A Few has one of
Heat Of Heat's best rhythm tracks, and
eEubanks seems inspired playing over it. But
0there are far too few of these type of
a moments. Too MOR. It's hard to find Patrice
z Rushen on acouple numbers she guests
5on here, but she's allowed to play abit on
Third Interior, atrio piece with Ron Carter.
eThis is an album Imight have been pleased
with from Benson, but for some reason, not
Eubanks.
Another record from Lee »anew?
Yes, the Captain still has Fingers. Not
whittled down to nubs yet. Lee sounds
great in acouple spots on Portrait (
GRP
1042). Ritenour always looks the same on
the covers of his albums, like the smiling
boy next door— non-threatening—and
that's pretty much what his music is like,
especially on Portrait, with his acoustic,
Captain Gloss sound. Ritenour has been
imitated so much that it might be easy to
say he doesn't have an original sound.
Guys like him— Larry Carlton, David
Sanborn, Nathan East— probably have that
problem. Lee sounds alittle too
comfortable on Portrait. He's backed by the
Yellowjackets on much of the LP, but they
don't really get to stretch. Russ Ferrante's
White Water has aswirling sequenced
sound, and it builds nicely, like aquick run
downstream that puts you in acalm blue
lake. Rit is good at painting nice scenery
with his music, but often that one main
voice that delivers the knockout punch is
missing, either in the compositions or in the
playing. The guitarist doesn't take full
advantage of his space. With all the new
synth- axes on the market, we're not always
playing better. And with the new composer
software, we're not writing better songs.
The first five minutes of Seen
Nenderson's Dr. Hee (
Passport Jazz
88030) seem to blow away Rit's whole LP,
with saxman Bob Sheppard handing out
calling cards, and Henderson coming in to
destroy the place. It's bad. Trapsman Steve
Houghton seeks to make aname for
himself on Salsa Lastra and Ominous,
splashing around with precision and
thought. Henderson's group explores it
all — rock, odd-times, latin grooves, oriental
changes, even some bop. And the playing
is stronger and more inspired than on most
of the rest of these albums. Los Angeles is
home to session guitarist Henderson and
most of the versatile musicians on Dr. Hee.
Maybe the guy who hasn't put out adozen
albums has the advantage in this case.
Henderson calls his group Tribal Tech,
theoretically mixing the old and the new.
Gary Willis helps on bass, and mallet
percussionist Brad Dutz is amore
mysterious version of Dave Samuels. The
writing, instrumentation, and arranging— it's
all here. Fans of fine instrumental music will
appreciate this one.
db
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record revif
BLUEBIRDS OF
HAPPINESS
By John McDonough

he LP continues to be the preferred
format for reissues— by me, at
least. Compare the RCA Bluebird
series, CD vs LP. A recent Fats
Waller CD called The Joint Is Jumpin' offers
23 cuts for about $15; not bad for aCD. But
the latest LP entry of The Complete Fats
Waller series (Volume 4, RCA/Bluebird
5583)— and the first since 1982—carries
28 sides at about two-thirds the CD price.
At only seven titles aside (not eight), it not
the value the earlier volumes were. But, like
other LPs in the Bluebird line, it still beats
the CD, especially with all issues of sound
and fidelity in adead heat.
Ioccasionally wonder about the direction
the great American novelists like
Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and Faulkner might
have taken if they hadn't labored within a
literary zeitgiest severely circumscribed by
Victorian prudishness— if they'd written
today instead. One can only wonder. By the
same token, Iwonder how different Fats
Wallor's legacy would sound today if he
hadn't been circumscribed by the threeminute limits of record technology that
ruled his era. It was adevilish restriction
because the player, his concepts, his very
thinking often became its prisoner and was
forced to submit to its formulas. This was
certainly true of the brilliant Waller; and the
consequences of formula are magnified
when performances originally released in
pairs come out in LP and CD
concentrations. It's particularly unhappy
because the power of Waller's piano strains
to break loose in cut after cut. The other
problem with Waller in this restricted form is
the dreadful nature of the songs—a
problem dramatised and discussed in
Richard Sudhalter's notes. To Waller's
credit, he didn't take them seriously. The
Curse Of An Aching Heart is one of his
most famous sides, and one of his most
typical, too. He mocked its ineptness. He
kicked it around like atin can. But this
turned him into aclown, areputation that
vastly undervalued his musicianship, yet
one which these records—which bring his
discography up to 1936—do little to repair.
Louis Armstrong's Pops (
RCA/
Bluebird 5920-1-RB) takes up Armstrong's
career during apost-war lull that saw the
end of his big band and atenuous
transition back to small groups. The band
had become afine journeyman outfit by
this time, but it came of age too late. By
1946 there was nothing left for it to achieve
but parity. Big bands had reached their
manifest destiny. But the power of
Armstrong's trumpet remains endlessly

arresting, even in the all-too- brief flashes
the post-war pop arrangements allow him
here. The second LP in this set of two has
the first 15 small groups. What at the time
was anostalgic reunion between Louis and
Kid Ory produced arocking finale on
Where The Blues Were Born, aNow You
Has Jazz-style number from amovie; and a
good Mahoganny Hall Stomp. The last eight
sides with Jack Teagarden hit astride, with
Louis up to his best form on Jack
Armstrong Blues.
As Armstrong dissolved his big band, his
lineal descendent, Dizzy elllosple,
began building his. Dizziest (
RCA/Bluebird
5785-1-RB) charts its spectacular rise and
fall in acomplete two- LP edition of RCAowned Gillespie, save for the 1937 Teddy
Hill sides and the 1949 Metronome All-star
session. From Fletcher Henderson to Eddie
Sauter to Tadd Dameron, big band writing
reached farther and farther out. With these
sides, it could reach no farther, as it not
only sought to orchestrate the harmonic
and rhythmic codes of bop, but fuse them
with Cuban rhythms as well. Through it all,
Gillespie's playing is consistently bold and
ingenious. But despite the excellence of
many of the band pieces— and they are
something to hear—the four septets that
open the twofer (
52nd St. Theme, Night In
Tunisia, et. al.) imply anotion that's hard to
escape—that bebop was inherently asmall
group form, and transposing its grammar to
eight brass and five reeds turned its natural
energies into contrived effects, novelty, and
onomatopoeic vocals. Moreover, in the
reach for iconoclasm, the natural balance
between brass and reeds was often swept
away in shrill and showy brass writing. After
some impressive early efforts (
Manteca,
Woody 'nYou, Good Bait), the road leads
inevitably to commercial things like Let's
Eat No Meat. Nevertheless, this remains an
essential set for any serious Gillespie
listener.
Late Lament (
RCA/Bluebird 5778-1-RB)
finds Paul Desmond, who was the
principle jazz credential of the Dave
Brubeck Quartet when this single LP was
recorded in 1961/62, luxuriating in pretty
and pensive string/woodwind ensembles.
The music is lovely and lyrical, made in a
time when such words were still eulogies,
not epithets. Desmond is adescendent of
Trumbauer, Hackett, and Prez; brother in
spirit of Lee Konitz and Stan Getz; and
father to no one Ican think of offhand. His
sound is cool without being cold, warm
without being hot, and entirely at home in
such asetting as this. The tempos are
moderate to slow, the solo work melodic.
Guitarist Jim Hall provides attractive buffer
zones between Desmond's soft winds of
improvisation.
Johnny Hodges, the alto for all ages,
made acouple of LPs for Victor in the ' 60s,
and Triple Play (
RCA/Bluebird 5903-1-RB)
was the better of the pair. Now it's better still
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35

em Bells. The less intensive itinerary kept by
Clarinet Summit factors into their heavier use of
not only repertory material, but originals that
do little more than bracket unaccompanied
solos (Alvin Battiste's tart Fluffy's Blues), or jettison improvised polyphony ( David Murray's intriguing, emotionally wrung tribute to Johnny
Dyani, Mbizo). Probing compositions like
Carter's title piece, which forwards fluid, evolving relationships between improvised and notated materials, are the exception, not the rule.
Dances And Ballads argues against the
usually supportable view that Julius Hemphill
is the Quartet's principal composer, even
though Sweet D, a funky, ostinati-driven juggernaut, and the ballad Cool Red (
which, like a
rose, is all petals and thorny stem) are among
the program's higher points. One of his most
nuance-filled compositions, Murray's Dance
Until Dawn is ashadowy, alluring dreamscape,
with bluesy figures rising from and receding
into afog-draped background; the entwined
lines of Murray and Hamiet Bluiett's bass and
alto clarinet duet brings the muted drama to a
simmer. Oliver Lake's Belly Up, whose soaring
theme finds his soprano dovetailing
Hemphill's, and Adjacent, which slips supple
ballad changes for solos by Hemphill and
Murray between pensive voicings, are arguably his strongest compositions recorded by
WSQ.
On balance, the World Saxophone Quartet
and Clarinet Summit have not rested upon their
laurels. Battiste's Beat Box, awaggish hybrid of
New Music drone and Hip- Hop staccato, and
Lake's loose-limbed nod to Afro- pop, West
African Snap, reflect a necessary ear-to-theground sensibility both WSQ and the Summit
need to remain vital. If adeft mixture of formula
and the sidestepping of formula is the gauge,
then both ensembles are improving with age.
—bill shoemaker

HENRY BUTLER
THE VILLAGE — MCA/impulse 2-8023:
WHAT'S UP?; BEAUTIFUL, SHE I
S; J
OANNA; T
HE
VILLAGE; REFLECTIONS; EXPRESSIONS OFQUIETUDE;
SWINGING ATT
HE P
ALACE; MUSIC CAME; SOFT
PLATONICISM; T
HE ENTERTAINER.
Personnel: Butler, piano, synthesizer (cut 6),
vocal (8); Ron Carter, bass ( 1-9); Jack DeJohnette, drums ( 1-9); John Purcell, soprano
saxophone, english horn, flute, oboe (1-3, 7-9);
Alvin Batiste, clarinet (4-5, 8, 10); Bob Stewart,
tuba ( 10).
* * * *
Henry Butler's second album harks back to the
days when double-albums were particularly
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record reviews

Newly recorded jazz
in the
classic tradition.
Exciting new releases!
THE
GREAT
FONTANA
CARL
FONTANA

CARL FONTANA
UP 27.28
The Great Fontana
"One of the most innovative trombonists since J.1
Johnson."
—LEONARD FEATHER
"Carl Fontana is one fantastic jazz trombone
player Icouldn't improve upon that statement i
fI
tried."
—J.J. JOHNSON
"FONIN11
FLA NM iAN

11>
TOMMY FLANAGAN
UP 27.29
Nights at the Vanguard
"Flanagan may be the finest pianist in the melodic
mainstream of post-bop jazz."
—DANIEL GEWERTZ, Boston Herald
"One of the great pianists of jazz . . . an all-time
great."
— IRA GITLER, Jazz Times
AVAILABLE IN LP & CD FORMATS

ambitious affairs. But The Village is retro-'60s in
more ways than that: Butler wears his Impulseiveness on his sleeve, taking his label's heritage seriously. His Trane tendencies are undisguised, in tunes that pivot on incantatory
figures: What's Up?, Palace, The Village.
Joanna declares itself a Coltrane waltz via
rhythmic feel and Purcell's pliant, declamatory
soprano.
Like other mainstream modernists, Butler is
busy reinvestigating ensemble motion. His
rhythm is Trane-inspired but tighter in execution. Picture McCoy Tyner going easy on the
sustain pedal—that's Henry's departure point.
DeJohnette may focus on cymbals like Elvin,
but his attack is crisper, decay times shorter.
Ron Carter, like Jimmy Garrison, is an anchor
not overly reliant on lazy patterns. And Butler's
Louisiana roots thicken the stew, coming
through in What's Up?'s triplet feel, and in the
way he piles three on four, riding out Swinging
At The Palace.
Meanwhile, the range of colors on top gives
The Village appealing scope. Butler adds credible Spanish guitar ( played on an electric
keyboard) to Quietude, and lends his resonant
voice to Alvin Batiste's annunciatory Music
Came. Elsewhere, the fourth voice belongs to
Alvin Batiste or sopranoist/doubler John Purcell (who plays flute on the stately Beautiful,
and english horn on the attractive ballad Platonicism). Batiste's clarinet is put to excellent
use; The Village's piping theme fits him so
snugly, you're content just to hear him reiterate
it. If Butler's missed a bet, it's by not using
Purcell and Batiste together— afive- note oboe
cameo on Music Came notwithstanding.
The only track featuring two horns is The
Entertainer, for clarinet, piano, and Bob Stewart's tuba. Modernizing ragtime remains fiendishly difficult; Butler invests the composition
with the jaunty phrasing and peppy gait Joplin
detested, and makes it work. The beat- lagging
on the B strain underscores the syncopation;
the trio breathe new life into the tune that made
ragtime a ' 70s fad. But Butler knows that
revivalism will transcend faddism, if the feel is
right—whether you're looking back to 1902 or
1962. He plays all he attempts with gratifying
conviction.
— kevin tvhitehead

Other Uptown Titles
27.27 Claudio Roditi
Claudio
27.26 Kenny Barron
Autumn in New York
27.25 Maria Muldaur
Transblucency
27.20 Barry Harris
For the Moment
27.19 Budd Johnson/Phil Woods
The Old Dude and the
Fbndance Kid

POWER TOOLS

27.18 Charlie Rouse
Social Call
27.15 Philly Joe Jones
Dameronia

Uptown Records
P.O. Box 186
Harrington Park, NJ 07640
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STRANGE MEETING—Antilles/New Directions 90627-1: STRANGE MEETING; WOLF I
N
SHEEP'S CLOTHING; WADMALAW I
SLAND; UNSCIENTIFIC AMERICANS; HOWARD BEACH MEMOIRS;
WHEN WEGo ;T
HE PRESIDENT'S NAP ;A SONG I
S
NOT ENOUGH ; BLAME & SHAME ; UNCHAINED
MELODY.

Personnel: Bill Frisell, guitar ; Melvin Gibbs,
electric bass; Ronald Shannon Jackson, drums.
* * *

MARC JOHNSON'S
BASS DESIRES
SECOND SIGHT— ECM 1351: CROSSING T
HE
CORPUS CALLOSUM ; SMAU HANDS; SWEET SOUL;
T
WISTER; T
HRILL SEEKERS; PRAYER BEADS; 1951;
HYMN FOR HER,
Personnel: Johnson, bass; Bill Frisell, John
Scofield, guitar ;Peter Erskine, drums.
* * * * *
On these two albums, Bill Frisell's guitar goes
over, under, sideways, down— and sometimes
backwards.
With Bass Desires, Frisell plays vertically. He
spins out textures and colors for the other players to slice through. His use of electronic
devices and oddball approaches here is a
virtual textbook of post-modern rhythm guitar.
Frisell doesn't just outline the chord structures,
he creates environments.
With Power Tools, Frisell moves horizontally,
playing long lines that probe and sizzle and
explode. His subtlety sometimes gets lost in
the exuberant downtown bashing of Gibbs and
Jackson, but it's fun to hear him slither through
Unscientific Americans and hang up sheets of
feedback on The President's Nap, where he
sounds like the angry ghost of Jimi Hendrix.
The Power Tools album is guaranteed to
clean out your ears the first time through, but
Second Sight has more staying power. It's more
cohesive, and the tunes cover more ground.
Unlike the first Bass Desires album, which
started out with abang on Samurai Hee-Haw,
this one sneaks up on you. Crossing The
Corpus Callosum is wide-open but restrained,
with aclever structure that hides beneath the
zig zagging improvisations. (The corpus callosum, for those of you who dozed off in biology
class, is the nerve bundle that connects the
two sides of the brain.) Frisell's Small Hands,
up next, is adelicate ballad with amelody that
unfurls slowly amid shimmering arpeggios.
Things start to heat up on Sweet Soul, then
everybody cuts loose on John Scofield's
Twister, ajazzed up Twist & Shout. Frisell plays
agreat little psychedelic solo. The temperature
stays high on Thrill Seekers (
Frisell's solo
sounds like a swarm of bees), but the mood
turns bittersweet on Prayer Beads, Marc
Johnson's solo piece. Frisell's 1951 is Loony
Tunes bebop, and the album comes full circle
on the melancholy Hymn For Her.
Strange Meeting, the Power Tools debut,
doesn't have this kind of range. It starts out fulltilt and pretty much stays that way. (The exception is Frisell's A Song Is Not Enough, which
serves as a brief interlude before the band's
last sonic assault.) Shannon Jackson creates
the textures on this one, throwing up walls of
percussion that Frisell scrambles over, scoots
around, or blasts through.
The wackiest tunes on the album (
Wolf In
Sheep's Clothing, Unscientific Americans)
have the loping grooves that always make me
think of Captain Beefheart—where is he?-

and Frisell is alert and resourceful throughout,
searching for just one more sound he can
wring from his guita i: Credit must also go to
Melvin Gibbs, who steers a steady course
through the haretolodic chop and never— not
once—slaps or pops his bass. That might be
the most revolutionary thing about this entertaining but erratic album.
—jim roberts

PAUL DESMOND
THE COMPLETE RECORDINGS OF THE PAUL
DESMOND QUARTET WITH JIM HALL —
Mosaic 6-120. EAST OFT
HE SUN ; FOR ALL WE
KNOW; IGET AKICK OUT OFYou; GREENSLEEVES;
T
wo DEGREES EAST, T
HREE DEGREES WEST; T
IME
AFTER T
IME; You Go To My HEAD; SUSIE, OUT OF
NOWHERE; T
HE ONE IL
OVE; POLKA DOTS AND
MOONBEAMS; SAMBA DEOBFEU; POOR BUTTERFLY ;
HEME FROM BLACK ORPHEUS ; EMBARCADERO
T
(alternate version); EL PRINCE; EL PRINCE
(alternate take); ALONE T
OGETHER; T
HE NIGHT
HAS A THOUSAND Eves (
alternate version);
NANCY; EMBARCADERO; BLUES FOR FUN; T
AKE T
EN;
T
HAT OLD FEELING; ANGEL EYES; RUDE OLD MAN; A
T
ASTE OF HONEY; WHEN J
OANNA L
OVED ME;
POLKA DOTS AND MOONBEAMS (
alternate version); SAMBA CANTINA; BOSSA ANTIGUA; SAMBA
CEPEDA; ASHIP WITHOUT ASAIL; T
HE NIGHT HAS A
T
HOUSAND EYES; 0 GATO (
alternate version);
ANY OTHER T
IME; T
HE GIRL FROM EAST 9TH STREET;
CURACAO DOLOROSO; 0 GATO; STRANGER I
N
T
OWN; BYT
HE RIVER SAINT MARIE; GLAD To BE
LO;EASY L
IVING ;ALL ACROSS
UNHAPPY; HI-IJLI, HlT
HE CI7Y; BEWITCHED (
alternate version); Au.
T
HROUGH T
HE NIGHT; I
'VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED
To HER F
ACE; HERE'S T
HAT RAINY DAY; BEWITCHED.
Personnel: Desmond, altosaxophone; Jim Hall,
guitar; Percy Heath, George Duvivier, Gene
Cherie°, Gene Wright, bass; Conny Kay, drums
* * * *
Whether we like to admit it or not, the ' 50s
ushered in a wide- split between black and
white approaches to jazz than had ever existed
before in our music's history. During the earlyand mid-'20s, even the most invertive and
innovative white musicians—Roppolo, Rollini,
Beiderbecke, Teagarden, Teschemacher,
Russell, Goodman— looked f.rst to the black
New Orleans masters for their tutelage in this
new art. As Mezz Mezzrow reputedly reminded
his fellow Chicagoans repeatedly, 'The only
real jazz is black jazz. Study Oliver and Jelly
Roll and Louis and Bessie and Dodds, and
forget the rest. Stay pure''
It was little different in the ' 30s and '40s,
when the best bands and the best soloists
were either blacK, or whites intensely dedicated to the principles of " le jazz hot." But this
was to change drastically during the years

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

with three new cuts added, one from each
of the three sets of personnel that made up
the original Triple Play concept. There's a
lot of variety here. Hodges is gorgeous on a
grand scale, even when he whispers, and
no one outswings him on the sprints.
Among the other pleasures are relatively
rare solo rations to Harry Carney, Hodges
on The Very Thought Of You, and Buster
Cooper's salty solo on Money On A Limb, a
performance that atones somewhat for his
blustery balladeering on Nearness Of You.
Roy Eldridge is not quite up to form to my
ears. Others on hand include Paul
Gonsalves, Hank Jones, Lawrence Brown,
Tiny Grimes, and Gus Johnson.
Shorty Rogers' light, pastel big band
swing of the early ' 50s became the
embodiment of what they used to call West
Coast jazz. And despite the LP era, he
turned out alot of neat little threeminute
performances that often swung irresistably.
Thirty-two of them are on Short Stops (
RCN
Bluebird, 59 -'7-1-RB), made up essentially
of Rogers' first three Victor LPs, plus four
cuts composed for the Marlon Brando

picture The Wild One. (
Incredibly, agang of
motorcycle thugs were supposed to be jazz
buffs; but then in the early '50s jazz of this
sort was the epitome of hipness and
coolness. Thus, the connection.) The first
side are nonets with particularly strong
trombone by Milt Bernhart. Rogers, though
asolid trumpeter, never dominated his
groups. The big band cuts on side two are
full of soft shadows from the Second Herd.
It's unclear whether Rogers did all the
arranging; Jimmy Giuffre may have had a
hand too. The vocabulary of voicings and
devices are quickly evident to the point of
cliché; observe the intros to Coop de
Graas, Short Stop, and Boar-Jibu, for
instance. Yet, it all has such alovely
surge—ensembles and solos alike— it's still
apleasure. And where else are you going
to hear afour baritone sax section
(Sigmund Freud)? Most interesting, though,
is the West Coast veneer Rogers gives a
flock of pre-Hefti Basie staples. With areed
section full of little Lester Youngs, the band
turns numbers like Tickletoe, Taps Miller, It's
Sand, Man, Doggin' Around, and Swingin'
The Blues into airy, reedy souffles that will
fascinate and delight Basie fans. Shelly
Mannes drumming, incidently, is right in the
Jo Jones pocket.
db

PETER
KATER
"Peter Kater's
music comes
from the heart
and touches into
the deepest hidden
spaces of our
own emotions.''
—Downbeat
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following WWII, years which were to reflect the
changing tastes and values that are now best
exemplified by the emergence and ultimate ingroup acceptance of Charlie Parker, Dizzy
Gillespie, and Bud Powell as being that generation's most overwhelmingly potent
spokesmen. Their music was, among many
other good things, almost unnervingly hot to
most white sensibilities, so much so that there
was bound to be abacklash in the offing.
What developed in antithesis to the
seemingly savage intensity of bebop at its best
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As acomposer and arranger of the first
rank, Westbrook thrives on contrast and
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of Ellington, Anthony Braxton, and Charlie
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DIGITAL live recording from Zurich Jazz
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Agrant of Swiss Bank Corporation,
Basel/Switzerland, made the production
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was a counter-revolution set off by men of
cooler temperaments and less voracious musical appetites than Bird, Bud, the Sonnys, and
Klook. It was amovement that soon captured
the attention of apublic ready for respite from
blazing altos, screaming trumpets, honking
tenors, percussive pianos, and turbulent,
madding drums. In short, it was atime ready
for the laidback, reflective ruminations of such
new groups as the Mulligan Quartet, the MJQ,
the Shorty Rogers and Art Pepper combos,
and, most relevantly, the Dave Brubeck Quartet.
Then as now, everyone knew that the
altoman with Brubeck represented astartling,
if soft-spoken, departure from the definitive
incandesces of Parker. First of all, he was quiet.
His sound, almost classical in its purity,
carefully avoided the excesses of vocalic expression so common to most black, or blackinspired, blues- based white jazzmen of past or
present. Always in control, perennially
unruffled, bespectacled, witty, and urbane,
Paul Desmond presented a protypical public
image that was in diametric opposition to that
usually associated with jazz musicians. He
was, quite reassuringly to all newly curious
about modern jazz, agentleman—and aliterate one to boot.
But beyond the superficialities, Desmond's
then popularity and his still lingering appeal to
serious listeners owe their true debt to his
superior musical intuition, his unflappable
taste, and a sense of melodic structure that
finds its roots far more in the cyclically phrased
improvisations of Frank Trumbauer and Benny
Carter than they do in the more immediate and
certainly more heated statements of Parker.
Desmond was truly an original, and a very
rebellious one as well, for he saw no reason to
try to alter his own innate sensibilities so as to
become one more member of the growing Bird
herd. Of his closest peers, it might be said that
Art Pepper swung harder and that Lee Konitz
was the more experimental, but when the
award is given for consistency in tasteful control and boundless lyrical imagination within
proscribed limitations of tempo, volume, and
mood, that award must be given to Paul Desmond.
Mosaic, in a long overdue tribute to one of
the best matched pairs in jazz history, has here
brought together the entire existing collection
of recordings made by Desmond and guitarist
Jim Hall. This collection consists primarily of
four albums from RCA Victor ( LSP 2569, Take
Ten; LSP 3320, Bossa Antigua; LSP 3407, Glad
To Be Unhappy; LSP 3480, Easy Living), one
from Warner Brothers (WS 1356, First Place
Again!), and one track, Susie, from the Warner
Brothers date that appeared only on avery rare
Playboy LP (1959-C, Playboy Jazz Al/stars
Album, Volume 3). Alternate versions of titles
(those recorded at different sessions), alternate takes (those recorded at the same sessions, i.e., El Prince), and previously unissued
titles are also included.
If memory recalls correctly, there was at least
one critic from the past who referred to Desmond's tone as one that resembled the pitiable
whimperings of " alittle girl lost." But perhaps
this is amistaken attribution. Perhaps that critic
was actually referring to Stan Getz's "emasculated pipings" of the same era. So much for the
critics!
—jack sohmer

Peatiug dis
THE PRODIGY
GENERATION

DONALD HARRISON /
TERENCE BLANCHARD :
CRYSTAL STAIR (
Columbia 40830) ****
OUT OF THE BLUE :L
IVE ATMr. FUJI (
Blue Note
85141) *** 1
/
2
METROPOLITAN BOPERA HOUSE :FORMIDABLE
(
V.
S.
O.
P50) ***
SECOND SIGHT:FLYING WITH T
HE COMET (
Sun jump
01) ***
RICKY FORD :L
OOKING FORWARD (
Muse 5322)
*****
BOBBY WATSON :ROUNT T
RIP (
Red 187) ****
RALPH MOORE QUARTET :623 C STREET (
Criss
Cross J
azz 1028) *** /
2
1
GARY THOMAS:SEVENTH QUADRANT (
Enja 5047)
*** /
2
1
BILL EASLEY:WIND I
NVENTIONS (
Sunnyside 1022)
*** /
2
1
WALLACE RONEY:VERSES (
Muse 5335) *** /
2
1
CURTIS LUNDY:
JUST BEYOURSELF (
New Note 1003)
*** 1
/
2
CHARNETT MOFFETT :NET MAN (
Blue Note 46993)
**
BERT SEAGER JAZZ QUINTET :T
IME To BURN
(Antilles 7086) ***
MAKOTO OZONE :Now You KNOW (
Columbia
40676) **
MARVIN "SMITTY"SMITH :KEEPER OFT
HE DRUMS
(Concord J
azz 325) ****
STEVE COLEMAN AND FIVE ELEMENTS :WORLD
EXPANSION (
JMT 870010) *** /
2
1
GERI ALLEN :OPEN ON Au_ SIDES I
NT
HE MIDDLE
(Minor Music 1013) ****
GREG OSBY AND SOUND THEATRE :GREG Ow
AND SOUND T
HEATRE (
JMT 870011) *** /
2
1
MICHELE ROSEWOMAN :QUINTESSENCE (
En ja
5039) ****

The post- bop modernism style of jazz, to judge
from its present semi- popularity and the large
amounts of artistic wealth contained in the
music, enjoys robust health. Swinging young
players are largely responsible. Wynton Marsalis, without question the most prominent
prodigy, and an increasing number of less
celebrated marvels show great respect for
their jazz pedigree, especially their bebop and
improvising- on- modes progenitors, while
each industriously devotes himself or herself to
the development of adistinctive performance
choice. They know that to have one's own
dialect of the no-nonsense jazz language is to
attain the peak of personal satisfaction—and
to achieve artfulness.
The young lions, most of whom are under

age 30, primarily den in the boroughs of New
York City, where they often tussle on club
bandstands. A pack of them received their
introduction to the real world of jazz—the feral,
soulful regions of the mainstream— as part of
Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers, a venerable
place to spend time. Some have increased
their creative roars alongside such notables as
Betty Carter, Jack DeJohnette, Johnny Griffin,
Roy Haynes, Dave Holland, Woody Shaw, and
Jack Walrath.
Discussed here are 19 albums belonging to
members of the prodigy generation. The majority of these recorded efforts are likely to
stand the test of time for their intrinsic musical
worth, becoming treasured someday as remarkable early markers in certain musicians'
routes to eminence. (Only ahandful may suffer
the fate of eternal out-of- print oblivion.) So hear
abit of the promising future now. . . .
Two years after leaving the Messengers, alto
saxophonist Donald Harrison and trumpeter Terence Blanchard prove on fourth
outing Crystal Stair that their technical skills
are growing at arate commensurate with their
deepening of feelings. Harrison's horn is here
keen and limber in its attack, sure in its emotional thrusts, true to the evidencing of his
budding maturity and conviction; yet on the
album he often sets aside the alto in favor of
tenor, soprano, and C Melody saxes, which are
played well but without the insight brought to
his primary reed instrument. Blanchard, a
more sentient if less adventurous musician
than his partner, turns in several excellent
performances whether ruffling or cherishing
song themes, taking after Freddie Hubbard
and Miles Davis in certain stylistic/historical
respects but never to aself-stifling point. Harrison and Blanchard are both commendable
composers, and they use a solid, driving
rhythm section consisting of youthful cohorts
Cyrus Chestnut on piano, Reginald Veal on
bass, and Carl Allen on drums.
Out Of The Blue's Live At Mt. Fuji captures
the hard-swinging confederation of six striplings in concert at the base of the prodigious
Nipponese natural wonder immediately before
the splendid alto player Kenny Garrett left the
fold ( late summer 1986). OTB ebulliently reexplores previously recorded originals on this
third offering, loosening the ties and unbuttoning the jackets that are customary garb for
them and many other serious young musicians. Highlights include Garrett's hellfire
fraught- with- ideation choruses on Nathan
Jones and the funky bop esprit de corps of
OTB. Also noteworthy is pianist Harry Pickens'
adroit interpretation of Bud Powell's Blue Pearl,
on which he gets pushed by the more-thanable pair of drummer Ralph Peterson and
bassist Kenny Davis. Someone is heard to
exlaim "Yeah!" at one point in the set— an apt
summation.
The Metropolitan Dopera House, a
Big Apple quintet with but one member on the
low side of 35 ( pianist Tardo Hammer), revitalizes such dusty hard bop tunes as Hank
Mobley's The Opener, J. R. Monterose's Mark
V, and Walter Bishop es Formidable—the last
serving as album title of their second date. Alto
player Gary Pribek, once with Buddy Rich, and
trumpeter John Marshall, an associate of Mel
Lewis, competently handle the chestnut
themes, expressing enough solo individuality

amid references to storied bop figures to make
the fiery and bluesy proceedings more than a
celebratory throwback. Leader/drummer
Danny D'Imperio, who worked with Woody
Herman and Maynard Ferguson, sees to it that
the pulse never lags.
As is the case with MBH, the Second
Sight sextet is little known outside New York.
Their debut Flying With The Comet evinces the
great enthusiasm and fair skills of the ensemble when evoking an updated ' 60s modernism
on aprogram made up of four unexceptional
songs from the pen of leader/pianist John
Esposito and a long hot-vamp number con-

ceived by the Coltrane- influenced group saxophonist Jeff Marx. Featuring a thrifty, direct
approach apparently nurtured in recent stints
with Horace Silver, trumpeter Dave Douglas
offers improvisations throughout the album
that advance his grasp of nuanced emotions,
tempo, and dynamics. Douglas soars best.
For some 10 years, Ricky Ford has been
one of our premier tenor sax players, making
his mark as both an urgent-sounding leader
and asideman with the likes of Charles Mingus
and Abdullah Ibrahim. Also an impressive
composer, Ford accentuates the breadth of his
gifts on Looking Forward. Ford originals Back
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To America and Onward Forward, which mirror
his deep respect for the black South African
people, are musically enthralling due to his
deft tenor statements and his majestic charts
for middle-aged worthies James Spaulding
(flute, alto sax), John Sass (tuba), Kirk Lightsey
(piano), Cecil McBee ( bass), and Freddie
Waits (drums). The material is of varied moods
and colors, from the melodious Living Doll,
with its swinging ensemble parts and effulgent
solos, to the dark, edgy harmonic seesaw
entitled Supra Changes. Ford's version of Duke
Ellington and Juan Tizol's Conga Brava merit
special citation
Bobby Watson, the former Messenger
and longtime unsung hero, spent time in Italy in
1985, recording Round Trip (
and the earlier
issued Appointment In Milan) in the company
of adecent Milanese group known as the Open
Forum Trio. With fertile imagination Watson
guides his (mostly) straightahead, yearning
alto sax through a captivating program of
Omette Coleman's Round Trip, Bill Evans and
Miles Davis' Blue In Green, and two numbers
penned within the quartet. He expresses wisdom and passion. It's of no great harm that
Watson's accompanists sometimes appear
emotionally distant.
Younger saxophonist Ralph Moore, who
may be best known for his involvement with
Freddie Hubbard, takes wing on initial feature
outing 623 C Street, manifesting a strong
sense of phrasing and direction during flight.

His tenor frequently has a dry and light tone
though it can darken and get weighty. Moore
sounds most inspired on Wayne Shorter's
Black Diamond and Bud Powell's Un Poco
Loco; he uses soprano convincingly on the
graceful ballad Christina, a song written by
sessionmate Buddy Williams. Billy Hart on
drums and Williams on bass— no kids—contribute acceptable work and fresh face David
Kikoski on piano goes about searching for his
own musical identity.
Another as yet unheralded tenor saxophone
force is Clary Thomas, a habitué of Baltimore and Washington jazz clubs and acohort
of Jack DeJohnette and Miles Davis. His first
showcase, Seventh Quadrant, brims with vitality of the strikingly earnest sort. Indeed he
swings hard, ordering his thorny phrasings
through a probing intelligence, as drummer
Jeff Watts ( a Wynton Marsalis associate),
bassist Anthony Cox, pianist Renee Rosnes,
and D.C. guitarist Paul Bollenback—youngbloods all— stand their ground on avolcanic
hot array of Thomas numbers and non-originals. The drama unfolded by the group in Terri
Lyne Carrington's The Eternal Present is especially engrossing.
Bill Easley serves notice with Wind Inventions that he belongs to the vanguard of present-day exponents of the clarinet. Possessing
the nature of abopper enamored of swing, the
New Yorker journeys into the instrument's upper and chalumeau registers with confidence,

Avant bop and blues roots
from tenor saxophonist/
composer Rich Halley
and The Lizard Brothers.
CRACKED SIDEWALKS, Halley's
third release, features vivid
and imaginative writing for
apowerhouse sextet.

DAVE STORRS
"A bravely madcap melting
pot ... eclectic and
consistent... ajazz party
with infinite possibilities."
With JUMPER CABLES,
drummer/composer Dave
Storrs takes awild ride
through rhythm and grooves.
Avocet Records P.O. Box 6769
Portland, Oregon 97228-6769
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all the while keeping his impulses sharp; not
surprisingly, he has aricher and fuller sound in
the clarinet's low ranges. On an appealing
blend of originals and Ellingtonia, Easley gets
fine support from Victor Gaskin on bass and
young players Tony Reedus on drums and exMessenger Mulgrew Miller on piano.
Wallace Reney's Verses, his first recording with top billing, has the former Messengers
trumpeter aligning impressive technical ability
with copious inventiveness on two good selfpenned blues, Tony Williams' piquant Lawra,
the lovely Blue In Green, and a pair of relentless post-bop tunes composed by one
Cindy Blackman. Roney's lines glide effortlessly, full of meaning and suggestive of a
deliberated fervency. His blowing session
comrades are Gary Thomas, Mulgrew Miller,
estimable drummer Tony Williams, and precocious bassist Charnett Moffett. ( Roney and
the last three belong to the Tony Williams
Quintet.) Thomas' tenor is agale wind, making
an agreeable contrast to the trumpet's fresh
breeze, and Miller's piano exhibits his exceptional way with harmony. Williams and Moffett
don't disappoint.
Just Be Yourself places nominal date leader
and talented bass player Curtis Lundy
alongside longtime collaborator Bobby Watson, ageless piano wonder Hank Jones, young
drummer Kenny Washington, and promising
vibraphonist Steve Nelson. Lundy stays within
the ensemble sound, stepping forward only on
his witty Jabbo's Revenge, but he's not a
shrinking violet: his big, well-deep rumbles are
felt everywhere and his constant expressiveness goads the others into using their most
fluent and imaginative mainstream language.
Such speech is heard on the high-grade repertoire numbers and songs written by either
Watson or Nelson. Carmen Lundy, the singing
sibling of Curtis, makes two pleasing appearances
Charnett Moffetts Net Man gives us
glimpses of the superb 20- year- old jazz
bassist we know from his work with Wynton
Marsalis, Tony Williams, and others. Glimpses.
Softly As In A Morning Sunrise and Swing
Bass, the former with his father Charles (the
onetime Omette Coleman sideman) on drums,
best evidence his mature technique, his cavernous thump, his swinging. Elsewhere Net
Man affords us long looks at Moffett the wouldbe pop star. Now and then charming, yes, but
when he snuggles up to synthesizers the
mawkishness is intolerable.
With Time To Burn, the Bert Seeger
Quintet of Boston presents agood straightahead blowing date that has a soulful bop
liveliness reminiscent of what Art Blakey and
comrades always bring forth. Seager is but a
moderately forceful pianist, favoring temperance over fiery excess when taking solos
and comping on six of his own structurally
interesting compositions. The youngish pianist
is on close terms with his group members,
sharing awarmth of feeling which arises from
frequent work together. The late saxophonist
Jimmy Mosher, who worked with the Buddy
Rich and Woody Herman bands, spins improvisatory tales worth hearing. So does trumpeter Tim Hagans, a former Stan Kenton
sideman.
Make?. Ozone's Now You Know reveals

what has been clear for some time: the Gary
Burton Quintet pianist brings aromantic streak
and an affinity for classical music to his jazz
performances. His right hand proceeds in
stiffly formal and precise fashion, bringing forth
sweet nothings in You Are In Love and wishywashy sentiment in Might As Well. Three songs
decorated by flute player Steve Kujala also are
of affectedly refined emotional content
Guitarist John Abercrombie, bassist Marc
Johnson, drummer Peter Erskine, and Ozone
himself on occasion show jazzy life (
Little
Piggy, As Is), but one comes away from the
record thinking of Ozone's dryly elegant piano
Marvin "timidity" Smith's Keeper Of
The Drums might also be titled " Keepers Of
The Hard Bop Flame" since the highly soughtafter drummer ( David Murray's Big Band, Dave
Holland Quintet, etc.) and a half-dozen prodigies pledge allegiance to the Blakey legacy
when performing Smith-composed and -arranged blues, ballads, and song- sprints
Steve Coleman and Ralph Moore on saxes,
Wallace Roney on trumpet, and Robin Eubanks on trombone deliver solo and ensemble
remarks built of freshly conceived ideas and
melodic suppleness. The passionately involved drummer, aided by Messengers alumni
Mulgrew Miller on piano and Lonnie Plaxico on
bass, directs the soloists' impulses. An altogether swinging, pleasure-giving date.
One wouldn't guess from listening to Keeper
Of The Drums that "Smitty" Smith, Steve Coleman, Lonnie Plaxico, and Robin Eubanks belong to a free- spirited coterie of Brooklynbased young jazz musicians who also look to
rock, r&b, and world musics for further inspiration. (Smith, Coleman, and Eubanks also belong to the Dave Holland Quintet.)
Steve Coleman and Five Elements
synthesize substantial jazz solos and voicings
by front line hornmen Coleman ( parched alto),
Eubanks ( trombone), and Graham Haynes
(trumpet) with the sturdy funk of Kevin Bruce
Harris (electric bass), Kelvyn Bell (electric
guitar), and Mark Johnson (drums) on World
Expansion, their second long- player. Keyboardist Geri Allen keeps busy amidst them
all. Pop singer D. K. Dyson furnishes Desperate Move with street- life bluster, and the jazzoriented vocalist Cassandra Wilson helps
make Dream State memorable. ( Elsewhere
they have less presence.) Despite several
lame tunes (e.g. Tlydor's Bane—with an ordinary rap), World Expansion should bewitch
open-minded listeners.
On the strength of her first two albums, Geri
Allen catapulted to the front row of the best
low- aged pianists. Unlike its predecessors,
Open On All Sides plays down her inventiveyet-tradition- bound piano in favor of her f
irstrate composing, arranging, mingling of pop
and jazz notions, writing of lyrics (cheif concern: Mother Nature/Creative Muse), and ability to gather together empathic players ( New
York friends Coleman, Eubanks, percussionist
Mino Cinelu, and several hometown Detroit
musicians). Allen's set of 10 songs is unassailably imaginative and consistently beguiling,
containing surprising melodies, rhythms (funk,
latin, etc.), textures, orchestral hues, singing
(by the otherworldly Shahita Nurallah), and so
much else wonderment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 62

Guitar Music and Beyond

The BIll Frisell Band
Lookout For Pope

833 495

"Every few years, agutanst appears who manages to wr .ng
something new out of the most played instrwment in the wceld.
American guitar watchers now have E. chamce to discover Bill
Frisell."
The New York Times
By now, Bill Frisell has clearly been discovered. Lookout ror
Hope, the debut album from the Bill Friseli Band, unifies the acclaimed guitarist's many musical worlds-burning rock, courntry
swing, jazz and reggae- all filtered through Pisell's witty and _inmistakeable instrumental style The band features Hark Roberts,
Kermit Driscoll and Joe. Baron.
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John Abercrombie
Getting There
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"Joining forces with some of the most solid musicians in modern
jazz, John Abercrombe has forged anew sound that brings together strong compos.tion, ahigh level 3f group cohesivemess
and adventurous imprrvisation."
Guitar Player
It is no secret that Johr Abercrombie has. been at the forefront of
contemporary guitar music since the early seventies. With his.
new album, Getting There, in collaboration with Marc Johnson,
Peter Erskine and Michael Brecker, Abercrombie has come up
with one of his most engaging and colorful albums to ,
date.
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(BLUE) NOTE.
WORTHY
sthe lingering effects of the jazz
reissue boom merge with the
continuing CD phenomenon,
'a record labels find themselves
digging ever deeper into their vaults to unearth
whatever dusty sessions they can Windex and
slap onto asilver platter. And as more and more
"product" appears on dealers' shelves it becomes increasingly difficult to determine
which date is a forgotten masterpiece and
which deserved its long night of neglect.
For many years previous, however, in the
time before CDs proved it pays to look Back To
The Future and issue material almost indis•
criminately, there was aname which signified a
Hank Mobley, "
quality record—one which could be guaranteed to provide a substantial musical experience, in clear, ungimmicked sound. That name
was Blue Note— a label which eventually
track record with such repackaging is far
assumed a legendary status, thanks to an
better than most labels, there arestill anumber
honor roll of creative musicians, and owners
of CDs w,th pitifully short playing times.)
who were wise enough to give them the freeClark's next ('58) date, Cool Struttin' (
CDP 7
dom to create virtually without commercial
46513-2, 63:45), exudes a Horace Silver-ish
restraint. From its inception in 1938, Blue Note
w'th Art Farmer and Jackie McLean
could be said to have defined— if not outright
replacing Byrd and Coltrane, and PhiIly Joe
caused—at least three of jazz's most important
Jones' sizzling cymbals bumping Art Taylor's
evolutionary steps: the boogie-woogie craze of
bomb- dropping. Royal Flush, which didn't apthe 1940s, post- Parker hard- bop, and the initial
pear on the origina LP, is the most memorable
experiments of the '60s New Thing. Given the
track of this sturdy, if not overwhelming, album.
label's uniform quality in sound and style—
Clark's almost casual keyboard mastery can
directly attributable to Alfred Lion and Francis
be best heard on The Sonny Clark Trio (
CDP 7
Wolff—collector's were (and still are) known to
46547-2, 49 .04) from ' 57. Though in many
save and savor any and all discs bearing the
ways a Bud Powel disciple, Clark was never
Blue Note imprint. During its long and praiseone to flamt virtuosity; what's communicated
worthy history, Blue Note was—and to many
most is his ability to suggest inevitability rather
still is—quite probably the single most valued
than shockwaves. But he was far from retilabel in jazz.
cent— hear the way he digs into Dizzy
So it should be no surprise that Blue Note
Gillespie's Bebop with relish and cunning.
CDs were among the most eagerly anticiRecorded less than a week after his trio
pated, once the new format took atoehold in
date, Clarks talents as an accompanist corne
the public's consciousness. As the label's CD
to the fore behind Lee Morgan on Candy
catalog now nears or surpasses the century
(CDP 746508-2, 41:59). A showcase for the
mark, I
surveyed 20 or so that were of particular
trumpeters lyrical side—only Jimmy Health's
personal interest, or in some way exemplified
C TA. is arecognizable "jazz" swinger—some
Blue Note's high standards of artist and artistry.
of the tunes are simply too sweet despite the
Over the long run, the CD revolution's bigsometimes audacious risks Morgan takes. For
gest benefit may be that it is able to refocus
fans of trumpet prodigies, it's good to rememattention on musicians who were neglected or
ber that Morgan was 20 at the time of this
underrated the first time around, and reclaim
recording. Not to make comparisons, I'd
the critical reputations and popularity they
nevertheless suggest that anyone who has
deserve. Sonny Clark is one such artist who
purchased aWynton Marsalis record in the last
never received his full due during his lifetime,
year shoula hear ths, too.
but— ala Herbie Nichols— might be in line for
Sonny Clark was known to be one of Sax.
amass rediscovery. Often to be found as the
ter Gordon's favorite musicians, and he rekeyboardist on anumber of swinging sessions
corded /eh Long Tall 1Dex an more than one
by other leaders, Clark has three of his own
occasion— most notably, Go! (
CDP 746094-2,
dates among the initial batch of Blue Note
37:50), an impressive outing for all particiCDs. The earliest, Sonny's Crib (
CDP 7 pants. Clark gives the rhythm section agutsy,
46819-2, 67:17 minutes) was a 1957 sextet
soulful sol dity, arouno which drummer Billy
outing especially notable for some energetic
Higgins sprays accents. Dexter burns on the
middle- period John Coltrane, Donald Byrd at
uptempo tunes, and his ballaa playing is
his most pungent, and a pair of the leader's
leaner than, say, Ben Webster's, without sacriingratiating themes surrounded by three curificing romance or muscle. Gordon's " hard"
ously chosen " standards." ( Included, as the
tenor sound is unique—and is captured honplaying time would indicate, are three alternate
estly by Rudy Van Gelder's recording. ( Van
takes not orignally released on LP. Wherever
Gelder should be lionized— pardon the pun—
possible, reissue series producer Michael
for his consistent engineering work on these
Cuscuna has added acceptable alternates or
recordings.) Yes, Dexter is masterful—and
other unreleased performances; but while their
outrageous (aquote of the Mexican Hat Dance
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.utterly personal!'

in Love For Sale?),
Dexter Calling . . . (
CDP 746544-2, 43:13) is
another quartet session without complimentary (or competing) frontline horn. The pianist
this time around is Kenny Drew, whose light,
laidback presence contrasts with the
high-powered program and Dex's aggressive
stance. In addition, Gordon's sound is more
robust and warmer—was abit of art .f
iciai echo
added? On Our Man In Paris (
CDP 746394-2,
50.13)—the only of these not engineered by
Van Gelder— his tone is even more quirky,
rough and tough with edges other, less confident, tenormen might sand off. There's a bit
too much echo on some songs, and Bud
Powell's piano is fuzzy at times; still, his inventiveness shines through. Kenny Clarke's crisp,
exacting divisions of the beat are propulsive,
glowing, flowing. All three of these Gordon
quartet CDs are essential listening.
Among the most famous pianoless recordirgs (with Gerry Mulligan and Ornette Coleman's quartets, respectively) are A Night At
The Village Vanguard Vols. 1 and 2 (CDP
746517-2, 57:46 and CDP 746518-2. 69:20) by
Sonny Rollins. Though recombined into
chronological order, we still have only two of
the afternoon performances with Donald
Bailey and Pete LaRoca, so the compilations
are far from complete. Recorded on location, in
mono, in 1957, the sound on CD is occasionally harsh and hard— Sonny's sax buzzes at
times, and Elvin Jones' drums are muffled
landmines—but it's honest and audible and
who cares? Like many agreat work of art these
performances are intricate and obvious,
messy and monumental. Some feel that
despite the wealth of Rollins' on record, he
never achieved these rarified heights again,
ard I'd be hard-pressed to argue.
To go from the weakest sounding Blue Note
CD to perhaps the best sounding, you only
need to hear irle Dolphy's Out To Lunch
(CDP 746524-2, 42:33 and no new alternate
takes, alas). This sounds vivid and vibrant, with
Bobby Hutcherson's ringing vibes so sharp
you could shave with them. The vibes are the
crucial ensemble glue, with crisp chording
and punctuating accents, though Richard
Davis' bass is the foundation the adventurous
soloists built upon— and every note, slide, slur,

and glide is perfectly audible. The unison and
dialog passages between Davis and Dolphy's
bass clarinet on Something Sweet, Something
Tender are breathtaking. Even if you have this
LP memorized, it will sound fresh and exciting
on CD.
Dolphy's accompanying personnel on Out
To Lunch— Freddie Hubbard, Hutcherson,
Davis, and Tony Williams—were among the
rotating cast which created some of Blue
Note's— and the decade's—most electrifying,
experimental music. Unfortunately, as of this
writing none of Andrew Hill's impressive output
has been remastered on CD. (Soon, please,
with plenty of new alternates?) But ahandful of
the others have been. Jackie McLean's
1962 quartet Let Freedom Ring (
COP 7
46527-2, 38:20) was one of the altoists first
exploratory steps and to my ears a problematic LP. In attempting to incorporate Omettes
freedom of conception and expanded range
(of register and emotion). McLean's squealing
seems forced, though his phrase- loosening is
a plus. Billy Higgins' drumming—as McLean
requires here— is more in-the- pocket than he
provided at this time for Omette, but even his
incessant swinging can't prevent the treatment
of Bud Powell's heartfelt I'll Keep Loving You
from plodding.
The next year's One Step Beyond (
CDP 7
46821-2, 46:57) found McLean and cohorts
forging aunified ensemble conception much
more flexible—and infinitely more valuable—
for future concerns. As on the subsequent Out
To Lunch, Hutcherson's vibes are the fulcrum
on which much of this pianoless quintet balances. McLean sounds best (most energetic
and inspired) on Blue Rondo, the date's most
boppish line. Tony Williams' drums are atreat
throughout—with amuch lighter touch than he
uses today—and are upfront soundwise, too.
Perhaps the brightest soloist, though, is trombonist Grachan Moncur Ill (and let's hope that
his two, important albums, Evolution and Some
Other Stuff, are reissued quickly).
Bobby Hutcherson as leader is represented by a pair of CDs of varying style and
substance. Dialogue (
CDP 746537-2, 45:30)
dates from ' 65— possibly the heyday of this
group of experimentors, being also the year of
release of Tony Williams' seminal free session,
Spring (
CDP 746135-2) and Herbie Hancock's
equally influential, impressionistic Maiden Voyage (CDP 746339-2)—and features Hubbard,
Andrew Hill, Richard Davis, Joe Chambers,
and Sam Rivers. Though the material ( penned
by Hill and Chambers, respectively) has its
high and low points, it's what the ensemble
makes of it that's important—often utilizing a
floating, dissipating rhythm (even when afoundation is stressed, as in Chambers emphasis
on martial rolls on Les Noirs Marchant) and a
freer group interplay which allows for spontaneously generated details dictating overall
shape— both of which still sound fresh and
exciting today.
Hutcherson's '66 quartet, Happenings (
CDP
746530-2, 44:05) unfortunately hasn't aged as
well, being primarily a mainstream showcase
for the vibist's melodic side. All of the material
is more traditionally composed, save the freely
conceptual The Omen.
Similarly uneven are a pair of Freddie
Hubbard CDs. The first, Hub- Tones (
CDP 7
46507-2, 38:55), is from 1962, when Freddie

was 24 years old but totally in control of his
remarkable chops. Witness the two sides of his
personality: the title tune opens with a jerky
head but soon kicks into quicksilver tempo and
exploits careening lines and roman candle
bursts; elsewhere on Lament For Booker (
for
deceased trumpet pal Booker Little) his solo is
inventive but restrained and deeply felt— a
model of sustained mood. Little else on the
program reaches these inspired heights, but
there are no real fows—and James Spaulding's
always pungent alto playing is ever a boon.
Likewise, Blue Spirits' (
CDP 746545-2, 62:15)
unevenness can be attributed to its anthologylike feel— it's made up of three separate sessions from ' 65 and '66. Hubbard's compositional efforts are ambitious but unfocused and
structurally gawky, thanks to an expanded
frontline that allows multi-sections, rifling, and
little regard for polyphony. There are some
strong solos by Hubbard, Spaulding, and Joe
Henderson if you're patient, however, and one
cut, True Colors, is afascinating if failed experiment in exotic colors, timbres, and free phrasing.
Hubbard's fe:low frontlinemate in the early
'60s Jazz Messengers, Wayne Shorter,
was meanwhile exploring a different set of
compositional and interpretive values at this
time. Though continuously trying to strip his
tenor sax of the almost unavoidable Coltraneisms heard often on Juju (
CDP 7 46514-2,
42:08), the comparison was re-emphasized by
the rhythm section he chose to work with:

McCoy Tyner, Reggie Workman, Elvin Jones—
Coltrane sidemen all. Paradoxically, Shorter's
phrasing is most original when it is most fragmented, insecure, or sardonic. But the intelligence of the compositions elevates this effort
above the run-of-the-mill. Shorter's valuable
next step— recorded just four months later in
'64—was to substitute Herbie Hancock and
Ron Carter for Tyner and Workman. The resultant Speak No Evil (
CDP 7 46509-2, 42:16)
furthered Shorter-the- composer's development of themes ranging from total (yet not
naive) innocence to almost demonic (though
not chaotic) intensity. If there is acaution about
Shorter's work here it is not uncertainty, but a
considered scrutiny of the many directions in
which the material could evolve (thus Hancock's somewhat ambiguous harmonic support is more appropos than Tyner's singleminded strength).
Adams Apple (
CDP 746403-2, 48:24) is not
the complete breakthrough, but a success
nevertheless. Joe Chambers' drumming is aggressive, driving the music with unexpected
accents and a different sense of swing than
Elvin Jones' dispersed rhythm. And Shorter's
playing by early ' 66 (consider the time spent
with Miles up to this point, too) is now beautifully mature, memorable. The composing
shines brightest, though; the themes are accessible but invariably intricate (thus finding
favor among musician and listener alike). An
especially attractive release from one of the
shining lights of the Blue Note catalog.
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"Rico is all I've ever
played all my ¡fe."
Jazz Great Bud Shank
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LEARN SAXOPHONE
THE WAY RICHIE COLE DID.
AT BERKLEE

"I feel very fortunate to be able
to make my livelihood playing Jazz.
My good fortune began with winning
ascholarship to Berklee College of Music. By meeting dedicated
people like Phil Wilson, Herb Pomeroy, Joe Viola, and many other
professionals at Berklee, my journey toward "Alto Madness" had a
sound foundation.
"Berklee was the leader in my student days and in my opinion it is still the leader in preparing one for aprofessional career in
music today."
-Richie Cole
Alto saxophonist Richie Cole has performed with Buddy Rich, Phil
Woods, Eddie Jerson, and Manhattan Transfer. With his group "Alto
Madness," he has recorded albums for Muse, Palo Alto, and is currently
recording for Fantasy Records.

Berklee has helped produce thousands of professionaLs who
enjoy successful careers in all aspects of today's music business.
For acurrent catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions Office. Call
toll- free: 1-800-421-0084 (9a.m. to 5p.m. EST). In Massachusetts
call: 617-266-1400. Or write: BERKLEE, Admissions Office,
Dept. W25, 1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215.

Berklee
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Where careers in music begin.
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cd reviews
Another of the label's shining lights has not
maintained the consistent popularity which
Shorter has, and as aresult Hank Mobley is
my second candidate for rediscovery. Many
writers have proposed reasons for Mobley's
unwarranted neglect; it's safe to say that his
versatility may have appeared to be amorphousness instead. While perhaps lacking the
unself-conscious flash of other, more superficial players, he could nevertheless ride a
soulful backbeat with rigor and, more importantly, trace delicate latticework over the most
intricate of chord changes with equal aplomb.
The Hank Mobley Quintet (
CDP 46816-2,
57:20) is from ' 57 (that's over 30 years ago,
remember) but sounds serviceable save for
one of Art Blakey's cymbals, which sizzles with
an annoying resonance. The ensemble (Art
Farmer, Horace Silver, Doug Watkins, and
Blakey—with the exception of Farmer, this was
the original co-op Jazz Messengers) seems
near breakdown at times (
Wham And They're
Off is a prime example) but they hang on by
their nails to finish together. It's far from today's
pasteurized perfection, and all the more exciting for it. Mobley, too, reflects similar characteristics. You hear his lagging rhythm (why do
critics keep pushing Charlie Parker as his main
influence, when I
hear so much Lester Young?)
and wait for him to fumble, to falter, and he
doesn't—and his inventiveness in the face of it
all is marvelous. Mobley's playing on Fin De
L'affaire, for example (the melody calls to mind
You Don't Know What Love Is, appropriately
enough), is utterly personal. Of the others, the
pre-flugelhorn Farmer's trumpet is incendiary
trading fours on Startin' From Scratch, and
Silver's minimalism makes Basie seem
positively verbose. The tunes, all Mobley originals, are vaguely familiar, as if built from bits
and pieces of recognizable standards.
Soul Station (
CDP 746528-2, 37:29) is often
cited as one of Mobley's recorded triumphs,
and rightfully so. Though the sound isn't topnotch (there's a touch of unnecessary echo
around the tenor, and afew times it sounds as if
he wasn't in the same room as the rhythm
section) you can't grumble about the music—
every note is square on-target, and the quartet
(Wynton Kelly, Paul Chambers, and Blakey)
creates aperfectly balanced equation: if one
component were altered or removed, the structure would collapse. An essential release.
Nine months later ( Nov. 1960) Freddie Hubbard joined this quartet for Roll Call (
CDP
746823-2, 52:06). The energy is cranked up a
notch (hear Blakey bashing away on the title
tune for astrong influence on today's Andrew
Cyrille), Mobley's tone and temperament seem
harder-edged ( aided by abetter recording?),
and Hubbard's youthful enthusiasm is atonic.
If his exuberance sometimes throws him out of
control, still these are the sort of gunslinger
sessions which made his early reputation.
Finally, Dippin'(CDP 746511-2, 41:38) makes a
few qualified concessions to the times (the
soul-jazz remnants of ' 65), though pianist
Harold Mabern's heavily articulated chording
and funky demeanor cannot smother his spirited, sparkling lines and propulsive push. If not
the sophisticated success of some of Mobley's
earlier dates, perhaps Blue Note will let us
have the complete Workout session soon, in
order to help open afew more ears to one of the
glories of jazz.
— art lange

blindfold test
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN.
ROSE Room (from THE GENIUS OF THE
ELECTRIC GUITAR, Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces). Christian, guitar; Benny
Goodman, clarinet; Lionel Hampton,
vibes; Fletcher Henderson, piano; Artie
Bernstein, bass; Nick Fatool, drums.

HIRAM BULLOCK
by Gene Santoro
...Warn Bullock does an awful lot of
KB different things with the guitars he
totes from studio to studio around the
Apple. A consummate sideman (with
credits from every corner of the jazz and
pop worlds) who can fill aslot with just
what's needed to make atrack do what
it's supposed to, he can also tear up a
club stage with the kind of reckless
abandon audiences love while burning
up his strings—as folks who've stopped
in to see him play with Gil Evans on
Monday nights at Sweet Basil, or who
caught him during the early days of the
David Letterman show, can attest. His
second solo LP, Give It What U Got
(Atlantic 7 81790-1), was released this
winter. This was his first Blindfold Test.

Iwould guess that's Charlie Christian. I'm
not real familiar with his style, but Iguessed
that because in that era of swing there
weren't that many guys who could solo,
actually play; the guitar was still mostly a
four-to-the-bar rhythm instrument. One
thing that strikes me on hearing it is the
connection between that and what became
rock & roll guitar playing, especially because
they're playing over one chord. It's alittle
more linear, a little more single-note-oriented, but in the sound of what he's playing,
and even the basic feel, it reminds me of rock
& roll guitar playing. If you take what he did
and make it alot cruder you come up with
early rock & roll. One other thing about that
music is that you can hear people were having aball—people jitterbugging, grooving. I
way you can tell that's an old record is the
like that in any kind of music.
drum sound; everything else in there sounds
like it was done tomorrow. Unbelievable. I
JOE PASS. BODY AND SOUL
don't know how he did it, especially that
(from UNIVERSITY OF AKRON CONCERT,
backwards-guitar sound—I've never heard
Pablo). Pass, guitar.
anyone else do it the way he could. Ialmost
get into a magical thing talking about
Ithink that's Joe Pass. Igive it 900 stars
Hendrix; it's beyond normal playing. He
[laughs]. Whenever I hear that stuff, it
changed guitar playing in the sense that the
makes me want to sit down and play the
guitar as an instrument never sounded like
guitar; that's really guitar playing, it shows an
that before.
extremely high level of the guitar as an instrument. It's not like listening to Segovia.
It's astep further for me, because it's not
ALLMAN BROTHERS.
written, it's just aguy sitting there playing off
DON'T WANT You No MORE ( from THE
the top of his head. Imean, I'm sure there
ALLMAN BROTHEqS BAND, Atco). Duane
are some things he does over and over, but
Allman, Dicky Betts, guitars; Gregg
it's pretty loose. At one point in my sketchy
Allman, keybcards; Berry Oakley, bass;
musical education Ihad to transcribe some of
Butch Trucks, .. ai Johnny Johanson,
those solo things off his Virtuoso record,
percussion.
which is why Irecognized him: there's a
That
was one of my favorite bands, the Allcertain style he has to his solo playing. But
man
Brothers.
Idoubt that you could find
he really is among the most fluid guitar playsomething they did that I haven't heard
ers; it's not like he's just playing chords or
[laughs]. To me, they were the first fusion
single-string stuff, it's just whatever he feels.
band. They were doing 22-minute instrumental tunes in the late '60s and people were
JIMI HENDRIX. DRIFTING
listening to them. They were calling it rock,
(from THE CRY OF LOVE, Reprise).
because they had long hair and were from the
Hendrix, guitar, vocal; Buzzy Linhart,
South, but in essence it was fusion. They
vibes; Billy Cox, bass; Mitch Mitchell,
were playing songs in odd-time signatures,
drums.
for instance; everything that technically represents fusion they were doing. What can I
You surprised me by finding some Hendrix
say? I'm afan. Quite frankly, Inever felt that
that I've never heard. Guess Ididn't pay that
either Duane or Dicky were stellar guitar
much attention to that album. What are you
players—except when Duane played slide,
gonna say about Hendrix? That was indicawhich was unbelievable. He was great. The
tive of one of the styles he had, which is to
closest thing to that now is my friend Steve
me an r&b balance: alot of those two-note
Morse, who took that Southern tradition—
sliding fills, those stock r&b things that he
there is something Southern about the mudid so much with. Then there's his producsic, though Idon't know what it is— and
tion values, which still, to me, sound totally
carried it farther intellectually.
current. They're 20 years old, but the only
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i
t BLUES BREAKERS.

HIDEAWAY ( from BLUES BREAKERS,

London). Eric Clapton, guitar; John
Mclean, keyboards; John McVie, bass;
Hughie Flint, drums.

I'm in my blues blindness here— Blind
Lemon Bullock I
laughs]. Ihave no idea who
it was.
GS: That was Clapton.
HB: That was Clapton? Sounded like one
of the real cats. That was old, Iguess. I
didn't start listening to Clapton until around
1971, when he'd smoothed all that rawness
out—he sounds young and real raw there.
Funny thing was, it reminded me of what we
do with Gil Evans, the way they had all those
time changes—it was ablues, but they put it
through every conceivable time feel. Inever
would've guessed that that was Clapton it's
his sound, but it's not the slicker feel I
associate with him. That surprised me.

e

BILL FRISELL QUARTET.
LOOK O UT FOR HOPE ( from LOOK C UT

Fos HOPE, ECM). Frisell, guitar; Hank
Roaerts, cello- Kermit Driscoll, boss; Joey
Ba on, drums.

Well, one of those people is Bill Frisell; it's
impossible to miss him. He is one of my
favorite players—there's nobody else like
him. It's funny, because he's from Colorado,
but when Ilisten to that kind of music it
strikes me that it would only be in New York
that people would play like that. Not even
uptown, definitely downtown. It's so weird,
it's full of all these bizarre elements. It's jazz,
but it's not; his personal style has country
elements, but also munch; what can Isay?
Being abig fan of weird, I'm into it.
db
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Harold Vick tenor saxophone
player, died of a heart attack in
Manhattan November 12. He was
51. Anative of Rocky Mount, North
Carolina, Vick performed with
such music greats as Shirley Scott,
Jack McDuff, Dizzy Gillespie, and
Aretha Franklin. He will be featured
in an upcoming Spike Lee film
entitled School Days.
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instrument. Stewart achieved
prominence in the late '30s when
he teamed up with singer/guitarist
Slim Gaillard to form the duo Slim
& Slam. From there he went on to
perform with such jazz greats as
Erroll Garner, Charlie Parker, Art
Tatum, and Benny Goodman, as
well as leading his own small combos
• • •
David Lastie, jack- of-all-music
New Orleans saxophonist, died
there December 5 at age 54.
Lastie belonged to one of the major New Orleans musical dynasties, epitomizing the transition
from New Orleans r & b (his father
was drummer Deacon Frank
Lastie, and his uncle was Jesse
"Ooo Poo Pah Do" Hill) to contemporary jazz ( his nephew is drummer Herlin Riley, formerly with
Ahmad Jamal). Long associated
with Cosmo Studio in New Orleans, Lastie played on mainly
r & balbums recorded there, backing, among others, Dr. John, Professor Longhair, Huey " Piano"
Smith, Sonny Jones, Dave " Fat
Man" Williams, and Smiley Lewis.

Ted Taylor, Okmulgee, Oklahoma native r&b singer, died October 22 in an auto accident in
Louisiana. He was 50. Known for
his soaring vocal range and a
trademark falsetto, Taylor
switched from gospel to r&b in
1955, joining a vocal group variously billed as the Jacks, the
Cadets, and the Rocketeers.
Going solo in '57, Taylor made
some fine blues and r&b for the
Ebb firm in L.A. He eventually
signed with Columbia's Okeh label
in 1963. He went on to work in
Chicago, Memphis, Muscle
Shoals, and Nashville, recording
for Atco, among others.
• • •
Billie (Tiny) Moore, accomplished mandolin and fiddler, died
December 15 of aheart attack at
the age of 67. Tiny was mostly
known for popularizing the electric
mandolin while playing with Bob
Wills and his Texas Playboys in the
'40s. In the late ' 70s and early ' 80s
he was a regular with Merle Haggard's band, the Strangers. He
also performed with his own band
and recorded with such greats as
Jethro Burns, Merle Haggard, and
David Grisman with Stephane
Grappelli.

Potpotatei
pring jazz: Cuyahoga
Community College's
Jazzfest '88 will be held at
multiple venues 4/14-23. "The
nation's premier educational jazz
festival" will include artists- inresidence Gary Burton
Makoto Ozone Al Gray
and Oliver Lake . . . more
jazz on campus George Wein
and the Yale School of Music
will co- produce the second
annual Yale Jazz Festival on
2/25-27. For more information call
(203) 432-4157 . . . awards
benefit: The Eleventh Annual
Bay Area Music Awards will
be held 3/12 at the San Francisco
Civic Auditorium . . . for the
record: the recent Altar°
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feature in db (
Jan. ' 88) lists some
of his records being available as
imports. Gramavision has
released these same records
here in the U.S. They are: In
Person, Tunghuang, Silk Road
Volumes 1 & 2, Oasis, Kitaro
Keepsake, Ki, and My Best . . . a
jazz treasure: both Houses of
Congress have passed a
resolution drafted by U.S. Rep
John Conyers of Mich.,
designating jazz " arare and
valuable national American
treasure." The House of
Representatives passed the bu
last September; fellow Democrat
Alan Cranston of Calif.,
introduced it in the Senate, where
it was passed in December...

profile
MULGREW MILLER
A FORMER JAZZ MESSENGER
NOW FORGING HIS OWN
CAREER, THIS YOUNG PIANIST IS
SPREADING HIS MESSAGE
ACOUSTICALLY.
By Gene Kalbacher

M

ulgrew Miller does not play the
synthesizer. He plays the
piano, period.
Miller, 32, has played the acoustic piano
on three recordings under his own name (the
latest being Wingspan, Landmark 1515), and
his at-once earthy and orchestral touch on
the ivories has, over adecade, enlivened the
bands of Mercer Ellington, Betty Carter,
Johnny Griffin, Woody Shaw, Art Blakey,
and, most recently, Tony Williams. Yet instead of asking Miller why he plays the piano,
journalists persist in asking him why he does
not play the synthesizer. Patiently, though he
obviously finds the topic atrifle tiresome,
Miller answers the question with one of his
own: "Should aprofessional bicycle racer
also be expected to race motorcycles?"
To play or not to play the synthesizer—
Miller doesn't ponder the question like a
musical Hamlet. For Miller, the issue is not
what one plays but how one plays it; not
whether the musician plays piano or synth
but whether or not the musician plays with
imagination and feeling. The instrument is
only the means of expression, he asserts,
not the expression itself. "True possibility
and expression come from within."
Miller, who lives in Newark, New Jersey,
with his wife Tanya and son Darnell (another
child is expected soon), emphasizes that he
has no objection to synths, he simply has no
interest in them as performing instruments.
"Some of the synthesizers have good uses as
compositional and arranging tools to help you
to hear an ensemble or special kind of voice,"
he allows. "And they're valuable because of
their portability. Ihave nothing against synthesizers; Ilike to hear people play them
well."
Yet, according to the muscular 6-foot-2
inch pianist, synthesizers (and electronic
instruments in general) can be "deceptive,"
even distracting. "Sometimes people think
that when they have more volume, or when
they have apitch wheel to bend notes, they
can put across more emotions. Ican hear
that to apoint. The goal," he continues, "is
for a person to find out how to express
himself fully, how to free his imagination and
bring across his feelings. To me, the problem, as it were, of musical expression is not
external, is not about the instrument—it's an
inner thing."

For Miller, imagination is amatter of both
inspiration and effort ("One of the characteristics of imagination is to take an idea and
distort it, change it, turn it around"), both of
which he demonstrated at an early age. One
Sunday morning in the family house in
Greenwood, Mississippi, asmall Delta community, six-year-old Mulgrew sat down at
the piano and began playing—by ear— the
melody of ahymn he had heard in church,
Come Thy Fount OfEvery Blessing. That he
played the entire tune un only the black keys
made little difference; his musical aptitude
was readily apparent to his parents, who
arranged classical studies for the youngster.
Besides takingprivate piano lessons for 10
years, Miller played the Baldwin organ during church services nearly every Sunday for
adecade until he joined the Mercer Ellington
Orchestra in 1977. In fact, Miller got his
professional start playing the music of
Aretha Franklin, Al Green, and James Brown
on combo organ with rhythm & blues bands
in the late '60s and early '70s. It wasn't until
1973, when he attended Memphis State
University and befriended pianist James
Williams (whom he would later replace in the
Jazz Messengers), that he concentrated on
the acoustic piano and jazz theory. But while
he was digesting all this newly acquired
theory, he had another small obstacle to
overcome: "Ialmost had to learn how to play
the piano all over again!" he recalls. "When I
was playing r&b on the Farfisa organ, I
realized that some of the subtle possibilities
of the piano were lost, and this was a
limitation, but Icould always cut through; the
drums never drowned me out. Icould always
raise the volume. But with the acoustic
piano, once you realize that you have to
compete acoustically for sound [with the
drummer], then you start losing technical
control and you start playing harder, less
relaxed. Ihad to learn how to control my
technique with adrummer; Ihad to figure
out how to get the maximum amount of
sound with aminimum amount of effort."

In short, bereft of sheer electric power,
Miller faced the challenge of overcoming the
inherent limitations of the piano. Little did he
know that within adecade he'd become a
rhytlun-section batterymate to two of the
hardest-bashing, most percussively intricate
drummers in jazz. "The piano is not like a
trumpet or saxophone, where you can
scream or bend notes," he remarks. "The
acoustic piano player has to know how to
make the instrument more dynamic, emotionally, within the group. If you notice, on a
lot of early bebop records [of the '40s],
whenever Charlie Parker or the trumpet
player finished playing, the whole dynamic
level of the group went down when the piano
player started to play—though Bud Powell at
his best was an exception. Later on, piano
players became more aware of this and
learned to project more dynamically. One of
those players was Oscar Peterson. And
nobody overwhelms Oscar Peterson. Even
when he's playing onstage with ahorn player,
Oscar is not going to be dynamically overshadowed in the ensemble playing; it might
even be the other way around."
Miller's stint from 1977-80 with the Duke
Ellington Orchestra, directed by Mercer
Ellington, the pianist's first major professional affiliation, did much to pique his imagination. "Duke's music was aworld of colors
and images, " Miller marvels. "Irealized that
this man had awild imagination—he lived in a
musical fantasy world." After ashort stay in
vocalist Betty Carter's trio in 1980, Miller
spent three productive years in the Woody
Shaw Quintet, followed by nearly three more
as amember of the Jazz Messengers, with
whom he appeared on such recordings as
New York Scene (
Concord Jazz 256), Live At
Sweet Basil (
GNP 2182), and Live At Kimball's (
Concord Jazz 307).
"Art Blakey has this expression, 'to go
beyond the lights [of the stage],' " Miller
reveals. "It refers to the importance of
projection beyond the bandstand, and while
he applied it to horn players, it has meaning
for pianists, too." Miller's ability to project,
dynamically, within the ensemble stood him
in fine stead with the Jazz Messengers, but
the pianist was quickly disabused of another
notion by the formidable leader. "Art sharpened my awareness of rhythm-section
functions, Miller notes. "With other groups
I'd played in, free-lance groups, Ialways felt
Ineeded to direct the rhythm section, pianistically; with my comping Ithought Icould
pull the rhythm section along. Ifelt that
whenever I wasn't comping—and this
could've been my own immaturity—Iwasn't
doing my job. But Iquickly found out you
can't lead Art. Ifound that out fast."
With Tony Williams, who, like Blakey, "is
one of the most dynamic drummers in jazz, "
according to Miller, he comps even less.
Says the pianist, who has recorded two
albums for Blue Note with Williams'
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fivesome, "Tony's music is alot freer harmonically [than Blakey's], so Idon't have to
dictate the harmonies as much as Idid with
Art."
Besides Peterson, the pianists who've
made the deepest, most lasting impression
on Miller are the orchestral, "expansive"
players, among them Art Tatum, Erroll
Garner, Ahmad Jamal, Herbie Hancock, and
McCoy Tyner. Since his days with trumpeter
Shaw, when the band's repertoire contained
numerous modal works, Miller has been
dogged by sylistic comparisons with Tyner,
an identification that, once flattering, he now
finds frustrating and restrictive.
Miller's new, third Landmark outing as a
leader, Wingspan, his first non-trio affair,
represents another step in what the pianist
calls his "growing process." Spotlighting
Miller's melodic affinities, to say nothing of

his post-Tyner locutions, this quintet album
(Kenny Garrett, alto sax; Steve Nelson,
vibes; Charnett Moffett, bass; Tony
Reedus, drums) is richly variegated in
colors, styles, and structures, ranging from
the title track, aboppish line dedicated to
Bird, and The Eleventh Hour, ablues with a
chromatic line, to One's Own Room, atone
poem built on apedal point with free improvisation. Garrett, who shares the front
line on Wingspan with surrogate hornman
Nelson, extols the "sensitivity" of Miller,
with whom he roomed from 1980-82. "He's
always aware of what's happening, regardless of what's being played. He's listening along with you, not overplaying." Drummer Reedus, citing Wingspan's wide-ranging
compositions, adds, "His tunes come out of
so many different bags that you really have to
be versatile to go from one to another."

Instrumental and Piano Workshops

SUMMER

July 11-15 and July 18-22
Vocal Workshop July 5-8, 11-14
Choral Educators Workshop July 5-8
Large and small ensembles, improvisation, master
classes in all instruments, history and arranging.
Director: Dick Lowenthal

d

WORKSHOP
For
•High School
and College
Performers
•Vocalists
•Jazz Educators

Housing and meal plan
available.
For information, write or
call Neal Hatch, Director of
Summer Programs.

Piano: Dave Lalama, Harold Danko
Percussion: Justin DiCioccio, Rich DeRosa
Trumpet: Hal Lieberman, Lew Solotf
Trombone: Jack Gale
Sax: Bob Mintzer
Guitar: Jack Wilkins, Chris Rosenberg
Bass: Rick Petrone
Vocal: Anne Marie Moss
Choral: Dan Schwartz

MANHATTAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Gideon Waldrop, President
120 Claremont Ave., NY, NY 10027 (212) 749-2802

From The Publisher of "The World's Greatest Fake Book"

THE NEW REAL BOOK
JAZZ CLASSICS
(Exactly as Recorded By:)
Miles Davis
Thelonious Monk
Bill Evans
Wayne Shorter
Stan Getz
Charles Mingus
Bud Powell
Charlie Parker
McCoy Tyner
AND MANY MORE

Miller, who expects to replace the Sohmer
baby grand piano in his home with aSteinway
soon, is looking forward to more work in
Williams' quintet, additional gigging with his
own group (which was warmly received by
the critics at the Village Vanguard last August), and fewer questions about synthesizers. "It's not that I'm trying to avoid
synthesizers, " he maintains. "It comes down
to this: Do Ihave imagination and can Iset it
free? Do Ihave areal feeling for the piano?
Can Iget asound? Can Iproject? Ilove to
play the piano, and it's important for me to
play it with as much eloquence and beauty as
possible."
db

CHOICE STANDARDS
(With Lyrics & Correct Changes:)
Duke Ellington
Antonio Carlos Jobim
Harold Arlen
Jerome Kern
Rodgers & Hart
Michel Legrand
Jimmy Van Heusen
Billy Strayhorn
Johnny Mercer
AND MANY MORE

POP- FUSION CLASSICS
(Keep 'em dancing - w/Tunes By:)
Al Jarreau
George Benson
Spyro Gyra
Dave Sanborn
Steps Ahead
Aretha Franklin
Jaco! Weather Report
The Yellowjackets
The Crusaders
AND MANY MORE

438 Pages — Perfect For Any Gig — Satisfaction Guaranteed
Send $ 30 or write for free brochure to:
SHER MUSIC CO., P.O. Box 445, Petaluma, CA 94953 ( Dealer Inquiries Welcome)
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THE RADIATORS
THE BROTHERS MARSALIS AND
NEVILLE AREN'T THE ONLY
MUSICAL PRODUCTS TO ESCAPE
FROM NEW ORLEANS OF LATE—
AS THIS HARD-CHARGING ROCK
SEXTET PROVES.

By Gene Santoro

M

ost bands that have been playing bars and clubs for adecade
or more—if they survive that
long—settle into afairly predictable formula
of immediate crowd-pleasers, thus sacrificing any chance at forging their own musical
identity in favor of making it through another
four- or five-set night on the bandstand. Not
so coincidentally, they also—realistically—
give up on one of rock & roll's most basic
hopes, that the guy with the contract and
blank dotted line will be out there in the
audience some night, be blown away, and
start them on the last leg of the road to, uh,
overnight success.
The New Orleans sextet called the Radiators—Ed Volker on keyboards, Dave Malone and Camile Baudoin on guitars, Reggie
Scanlon on bass, Frank Bua on drums, and
Glenn Sears on percussion—who've been
stewing the gumbo they call Fishhead Music
for just over adecade now, did neither. In one
of the occasional stories that reinjects the
whiff of hope into rock's valleys of despair,
they recently landed acontract and put out
their major-label debut, Law Of The Fish
(Epic 40888), when the youngest band member clocked in at 34 and the oldest at 40.

10

FREE GIFT
You can receive acurrent stereophonic jazz LP by simply including a
modest postage and handling fee with your order. " Solo Recital - by
Michael Longo is currently being played on JAZZ RADIO and selling
in retail stores for 87.95.

REASONS WHY A

CREATIVE MUSICIAN
CANNOT AFFORD TO BE
Not exactly prime time for rock & roll, eh? If
they don't look like pop stars either, it's
because they wear their tangled histories—
which read more or less like hundreds of
odysseys that began in the late '60s—like
they wear their clothes and present themselves on stage, without pretension or fuss.
Their music is in the same bag. The
grooves and hooks are often stamped with a
New Orleans second-line pedigree, but
there's a healthy leavening of late '60s
sounds that filter those sources prismatically: the Grateful Dead and touches of
laidback psychedelia, for instance, the ragged countrified harmonies of the Band, the
Southern rock strains fathered by the Allman
Brothers Band of the early '70s, and, more
crucially, Little Feat's own Southern Cal take
on the Crescent City Sound. The Radiators
twin-guitar setup, which generally threads
moving lines and figures around alead rather
than strictly divvying up the chores between
chordwork and fills, clearly owes agreat deal
to all three of those progenitors. And also
like those four bands, they know how to
work live for all it's worth, milking atune or a
vibe until the audience peaks on it.

WITHOUT THIS BOOK!
If sou are acreative player from the " self-taught school who sometimes regrets not having e formal musical education. THIS IS THE
BOOK FOR YOU!

This fine jazz piano album can be yours ABSOLUTELY FREE by ineluding SI.50 postage and handling with your order,
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are dissatisfied with " Theory and Musicianship
for the creative Jazz Improviser" you may return it to us within fourteen days for afull refund floss postage and handling charges1 and keep
the FREE GIFT to boot!
HOW TO ORDER
Send check or Money Order for $2350 to:
CONSOLIDATED ARTISTS PUBLISHING
290 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 1111, DEFT.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10025

2. If you are acreative talent who has aformal education but came to
find out that you were taught in amanner unapplicable to 90% of the
work available to professional musicians. THIS IS THE BOOK FOR
YOU ,

Be sure to include the El 50 postage and handling charge if you wish to
take advantage of the $7.95 FREE GIFT offer.

3. It you are aclassically trained musician who would like to supplement your income with gigs that require improvising but you lack an
improviser's understanding of music. THIS IS THE BOOK FOR YOU!

•NY State residents are required to include sales tax. Failure to do so will
cause delay in shipment.

4. Not amere presentation of facts: you receive • course of study in 20
lessons with homewore assignments.
5. You receive the same information taught in conservatories explained so that you can understand it from apractical application to
the American musical idioms.
6. You will find that this book communicates with the intuitive nature
of acreative musician, providing you with the type of insight and un.
derstanding that builds self-confidence.

Foreign orders muet include postage for 2lb. parcel.

THEORY AND
MUSICIANSHIP FOR THE
CREATIVE JAll IMPROVISER

7. This is the type of book that actually helps you to grow musically
Many musicians are already proclaiming how they found themselves in
a" different place - upon completion of the course.
S. Some of the world's most highly acclaimed jazz artists are presently
studying from this book. Saxophone and flute great JAMES MOODY
was quoted recently as saying, " This book has helped me already — I
take it with me when Igo on the road. Irecommend it highly to any
serious musician on any level."
9. EARN EXTRA INCOME! Book can be used as a textbook in
private teaching practice.
In. You receive athorough education in basic skills and how to apply
them for less than the price of a fake book of the same volume and
thickness! " Theory and Musicianship for the creative Jazz
Improvisor" comes with over 200 pages of clear, double spaced print
and over 400 professionally notated examples. You learn:
HOW TO UNDERSTAND KEY CENTERS
THE PRINCIPLES BEHIND MODULATION
THE THEORY OF CHORD PROGRESSION
HOW TO ANALYZE TUNES PROPERLY
HOW TO MANIPULATE THE HARMONY OF A TUNE
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR EAR
HOW TO MEMORIZE TUNES EASILY
HOW TO II, CREASE YOUR REPERTOIRE
HOW TO PLAY IN ALL KEYS
HOW MODES WORK AND HOW TO USE THEM
HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN ORIGINAL SCALES
HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN RUNS
Plus many
proviºing!

more

of the professional skills necessary

for sucresSfill
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Mike Brecker, Dave Liebman, Bill Evans, Dave Tofani,James Moody,
Bobby Malach, Bill Perkins, Tom Peterson, Lawrence Feldman, :.
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NEW MODELS AVAILABLE
TENOR SAX
ALTO SAX
Those qualities, ironically enough, are
among the reasons it took them until now to
land amajor-label deal. "The standard response when record company people would
come to see us was, 'Y'all are great, but we
don't have any idea how to sell you, — says
singer/guitarist Malone with some degree of
satisfaction. "Now they don't seem to care
about that any more. They're really keen on
Fishhead music, whatever that is; it's just a
feeling that goes through whatever we do. I
mean, we have our own influences, and
obviously a lot of them come from New
Orleans. But there are tons of other things
too. Like lately I've been listening to every-
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thing from Peter Chase to Talking Heads to
Louis Jordan." Songwriter/keyboardist/
singer Volker puts in, "I'm big on Argentine
tango music right now. Ilike William Schimmel's Tango Project a lot, and Astor
Piazzolla's double live album. Wild stuff."
Which is not abad description of their new
Epic
Law Of The Fish. Raunchy and
snarling guitars twine over the taut rhythm
section's bouncy struts or swampy ballads
and everything in between, while the gruff
vocals by either Malone or Volker sing of lost
loves and other bluesy staples. With the
occasional and rewarding offbeat image: Volker, who dredges much of his material out of
his dreams, has aknack for the startling, as
in the Little Feat-ish cut called Doctor Doctor
where he writes, "Ti Jean said the only real
thing was to live and love in vain/Talk about
the silence, and the pre-dawn firing squad/
Last cigarette, never will forget that look on
the face of God."
With a massive repertoire that may be
topped only by Sleepy LaBeef's, the Radiators had to face the problem of culling a
dozen tunes from a cast of hundreds and
hundreds for Law Of The Fish, though it was
nowhere near as difficult as it might have
been. "We have avery dynamic repertoire—
it's constantly shifting around, and we've
forgotten more songs than we know,"
asserts Volker. "We get requests from fans
for old songs we used to do that we don't
even know how they go." Not always,
though; sometimes atune gets revived and
rearranged. Hard Time Train from the new
LP is one such instance. "This is the third
go-round for that one," he grins. "It's come
and gone abunch of times, but Ithink we've
finally got ahandle on it. We kept having to
redo the rhythms, which Glenn, the conga
player [and the band's newest member, with
only four years in group harness], really
helps tie together. My using the Kurzweil
250 along with the piano gives it a lot of
bottom and top too."
And so the actual tune selection went
fairly easily. "There was alot of consensus
between ourselves and the folks at Epic that
were handling us," says Volker. "So that
wasn't so difficult. See, we wanted to have
about 20 songs, and narrow that down to
about 15, and then record them. That's what
we did, including two versions of Law Of The
Fish, so we still have two tunes in the can
that we didn't think were quite at the level of
the rest."
Abit more difficult was the transition from
stage to studio, which not only requires a
different way of working but adifferent way
of thinking about the tunes themselves. "It
was our first real studio endeavor," admits
Malone, though the band has put out two
self-produced LPs, one live and the other
studio. "But having [producer/engineer]
Rodney Mills there made all the difference.
He really worked with us, was like one of the
guys—just as crude as we are and with the

Lp,
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performance has to be more concise and
controlled—especially if you want it to get
radio play in these days of padlocked formats. As Volker himself notes, "Playing for
20 years, like Ihave, in the bar element,
length is one thing that doesn't matter; but
when you're making arecord that you want
to last for acertain period of time, you don't
want it to use up all its time saying the same
thing over and over. So you cut the verses
that repeat, drop the chorus a couple of
times, things like that." Malone cracks, "In
the studio there was nobody there, no applause. Silence, and six people looking at
each other. And Rodney would never say
anything, except maybe, 'Oh, Iguess you
can come in [to the control room].' That
Clockwise from top left: Dave Malone—guitar,
would help, actually, because it kept us from
vocals; Glenn Sears— percussion ; Frank Bua—
getting too spunky about what we were
drums ; Camile Baudoin—guitars, vocals; Regdoing." Back to Volker: "We'd have run
gie Scanlan— bass; Ed Volker— keyboards, vothrough it three or four times, filled up a
cals.
tape, then we'd go in the booth to listen and
see what we had there. Rodney always liked
to have at least two tries on there, just to
same sick sense of humor," he laughs. "He
have aperspective, to be able to balance the
had done the last Greg Allman album, so
cleanliness of the rendition against the perwhen he flew down to meet us, we just got
formance. It surprised us sometimes. We
along great."
might have four run-throughs, and you would
That made the actual recording process a think after the last one, `Ah, that was it, ' but
lot easier, obviously. "We didn't record enthe first one would be much better."
tirely live," explains Malone, and Volker
As you might expect of any unit that's hung
continues, "In order to get the feeling, we
together as long as the Radiators have, they
did record everybody on just about every cut
have evolved amore or less set method of
when we were doing the bottoms, with the
approaching the basics of their craft, like
idea that if we didn't have to do something
writing and arranging. "The way it's been
over we wouldn't; we weren't looking to
going," says Volker, "I'll assemble maybe 45
construct every song like an edifice on tape,
minutes or an hour's worth of material, then
in different layers. But mostly we recorded
Dave and Iget together and party and listen
like that to get as good afeel as we could on
to it. He'll start getting into certain cuts, and
the bass and drums. If we also saved little
we'll start getting acertain number of these
rhythm guitar parts, great, but mostly it was
tunes together and start learning them, just
to make it comfortable for the rhythm secthe two of us, figuring out who's gonna sing
tion. We and Rodney were very meticulous
what. Then we bring them to the other
about getting good performances on things,
guitar guys, and start focusing on what we're
not just clean and perfect renditions of parts
going to do as far as an arrangement, alon each of the songs. So we had to balance
though sometimes we do the song just as I
the clean recording of it versus the feeling of did it. Then we finally get with the drumthe performance."
mers, it starts taking on some kind of total
Malone picks up the tale: "There weren't a life." So they tend to learn Volker's tunes in
whole lot of takes of any one song. Imean,
bunches of fours and fives via this process.
we've been playing together for so long, that
"Sometimes that turns it completely
the playing was there even if there were a around," notes Malone. "Like the single,
few flubs that had to be fixed. The bottoms
Dreamers, originally started out with the
took about four days to do. The vocals were
piano figure the way it does, but when we
done separately, of course, which took the
first heard the drum part Frank was gonna
longest, a few days-1didn't even start
put on there it didn't sound like it would work
doing vocals until the third week we were in
at all— we'd thought of that part as
the studio. The last bulk of the guitar solos
straighter. But it works great."
took acouple of days too, and there were
"Sometimes," explains Volker, "the song
little bits and pieces that Rodney picked
structure itself will dictate the arrangeout—abass track here, acouple of drum
ment—there won't be much else the band
parts there—that had to be redone."
can do except play it as it is. Other times it'll
All told, the disc took four weeks from
be really fleshed out by everybody putting
start to finish. Including editing things down,
their two cents in. So the arrangements
one of the key aspects of the transition from
come in many different ways; that's what I
live shows, where the idea is to hook an
love about this group doing the songs Ibring
audience on the groove and make 'em ride it
'em, is that there's always going to be more
for as long as possible, to tape, where the
to 'em than meets the ear."
db
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reat Jazz Standards

For YOU To Play Or Sing!

itere are three fine collections of classic standards selected to please a wide variety of styles and tastes.
levels of ability.

Perfect for instrumentalists and vocalists!

Suitable for all

Complete lyrics are carefully positioned with the music!

Sensitive chord changes throughout and the rhythm sections "really make it happen."

Look through these great titles and

you'll find many favorite perennials as well as discover some classics that have been difficult to find in this format.

Volume 39 - SWING, SWING, SWING
Book & Record

A

$ 10.95

Songs are Avalon, Bye Bye Blackbird, Too Marvelous For Words, Blue Room, Sweet Georgia Brown, Oh, Lady
Be Good!, Indian Summer, Poor Butterfly.
Goodwin, drums.

VOLUME 40

'Round
Midnight

Rhythm section is Hal Galper, piano; Steve Gilmore, bass; Hill

Volume 40 - '
ROUND MIDNIGHT $ 13.95
Book & 2 Records
Songs are I Know That You Know, If I Love Again, September In The Rain, Love For Sale, Softly As In A
Morning Sunrise, Lullabye of Birdland, Days of Wine And Roses, 'Round Midnight, A Time For Love, Early
Autumn, You Go To My Head, Nancy, I Cover The Waterfront, Autumn In New York, Namely You.
section is Hal Galper, piano; Steve Gilmore, bass; Bill Goodwin, drums.

Rhythm

Volume 41 - BODY AND SOUL $ 13.95
Book & 2 Records
Songs are Alone Together, Lover Come Back To Me, Yours Is My Heart Alone, You And The Night And The
Music, Teach Me Tonight, What Is This Thing Called Love, Time After Time, You're My Everything, The Very
Thought Of You, That's All, Fools Rush In, I Thought About You, Misty, Body and Soul, What's New, When
Your Lover Has Gone, Pm An Old Cowhand.
Soph, drums.
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JAZZ PLAY-A- LONG SETS
FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
$9.95 per set ( LP & Book) unless indicated.
[3 VOL. 1-"A NEW APPROACH"-Beg./Int. level. Chapters on melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale
use, ear training, articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales and chord tones written
in each measure. Blues in Fand Bb, Dorian minor tracks,
cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths, IIN7's, 24- measure song
. . . transposed parts too.
$9.95
Ill VOL 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BLUES"-Beg./Int. level. 11
different Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume
is truly fun to play with. Rhythm section on LP grooves!
Scales and chord tones are written with transposed parts
and melodies.
$9.95
El VOL 3 "THE 11/V7/I PROGRESSION"-Int. level. Probably the most important musical sequence in modern jazz.
Amust for all jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages
of IIN7/1 exercises to be applied with LP 8 tracks to
improvise with and practice in all keys.
$9.95
D VOL. 4 "MIN' ON"-Int. 'Adv. level. A challenging
collection of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Melodies
and needed scales/chords for all instruments.
$9.95
D VOL. 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"-Int. level. Similar to
Vol. 4 except the songs are much easier. Modal Voyage,
Killer Pete, Groovitis, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3.
Lots of variety.
$9.95
D VOL 6 "ALL BIRD"-Adv. level. 10 songs written by
Charlie Parker. Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano;
Ben Riley on drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel!
Best way to learn these famous tunes.
$9.95
ID VOL. 7 "MILES DAVIS"-Int. 'Adv. level. Eight classics.
Four, Dig, Solar, Tune Up, 8. Milestones, etc.
$9.95
VOL. 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"- Int./Adv. level. Nine classic
jazz originals written by Sonny Rollins. 9of Rollins' most
famous tunes, in their original keys . . .
$9.95
ID VOL 9 "WOODY SHAW"-Int./Adv. level. Eight jazz
originals. Little Red's Fantasy, Blues for Wood, Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc. $9.95
VOL. 10 "DAVID BAKER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight beautiful originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific
composers in jazz today. Tunes offer a wide variety of
st les and tempos.
$9.95
PI VOL. 11 "HERBIE HANCOCK"-Beg./Int. level. Eight of
Herbie's songs. Maiden Voyage, Cantaloupe Island, Watermelon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc.
$9.95
D VOL. 12 "DUKE ELLINGTON"-Int. level. Nine all time
favorites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to A Kiss,
Sophisticated Lady, Mood Indigo, ILet A Song Go Out of
My Heart, In A Sentimental Mood, "A" Train.
$9.95
DO VOL. 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEY"-Made famous by
Cannonball: Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine,
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe. $9.95
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JAMEY AEBERSOLD

P.O. Box 1244-0
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA

Rhythm section is Dan Haerle, piano; John Goldsby, bass, Ed

by Jamey Aebersold
1: VOL. 14 " BENNY GOLSON"- Int. Adv. level. Killer Joe,
Along Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, IRemember Clifford, Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away
Walk. P. Rushen, piano; B. Magnason/R. McCurdy, bass
$9.95
D VOL. 15 "PAYIN' DUES"-Int./Adv. level. Nine chord
progressions jazz greats have played ... part and parcel of
the jazz repertoire. Based on standards!
$9.95
El VOL 16 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11/V7's"-I nt./Adv.
level. A 2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, much more in
depth. All keys, most playing situations and common
harmonic formulae. Includes Joy Spring.
$12.95
ID VOL 17 "HORACE SILVER"- Eight songs. Song for My
Father, The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace,
Nutville, Silver's Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec.
same as Vol. 18.
$9.95
D VOL. 18 "HORACE SILVER"-Int./Adv. level Eight
songs. Strollin', Room 608, Nice's Dream, Mayreh,
Ecaroh, Etc. R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster. $9.95
ID VOL. 19 "DAVID LIEBMAN"-Int. level. Brite Piece,
Lookout Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster.
$9.95
D VOL 20 "JIMMY RANEY"-Int. Level. Contains EP
recording of Jimmy playing transcribed solos. Chord
progressions to 10 standards. Great bebop study. $9.95
E VOL. 21 "GETTIN' IT TOGETHER"- For all musicians
regardless of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use
for daily warm-ups, scale/chord practice, etc. Don't
overlook this disciplined comprehensive ( but exciting)
method of practicing or improvising in all keys: Major,
minor, Dom. 7th, Lydian, Sus. 4, Half-dim., Mel/Har.
minor & Blues Bb and F
( Bk & 2 LP set) $11.95
O VOL 22-STANDARDS 13 songs, The Nearness of You,
Lover, My Old Flame, Easy Living, IRemember You, My
Ideal, Soon, Stella by Starlight, Out of Nowhere & 4
more. Rhythm section: D. Haerle, Ed Soph, T. Coalman.
Lyrics included
(
Bk & 2 LP's) $12.95
VOL. 23-STANDARDS 12 songs Angel Eyes, But Beautiful, Here's That Rainy Day, IShould Care, Imagination,
Like Someone In Love, You Say You Care & 5 more. M.
Weiss, piano; J. Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums. Lyrics
included
( Bk & 2 LP's) $12.95
ID VOL. 24 MAJOR & MINOR-for ALL Instrumentalists &
Vocalists. Hook, 2stereo LP's, anspecial 7" EP demonstration record featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set
covers ALL Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos30 exteded tracks to practice with. Transposed parts.
This set is designed to help you gain confidence regardless of your ability. Use for warming up- pick adifferent
key each day. Piano, bass, drums rhy. section. .. $11.95
VOL. 25- STANDARDS 17 " All- Time" songs.
Summertime, September Song, Old Devil Moon, My
Funny Valentine, ICan't Get Started, A Foggy Day& 11
more. Rhythm section: H. Galper, piano, S. Gilmore,
bass; B. Goodwin, drums.
( Bk 8. 2 LP's) $12.95

ENDORSED BY THE PROS!
• VOL. 26 "THE SCALE SYLLABUS" played by D. Liebman
&J. Aebersold. 2LP's& supp. Hear soloing on ALL scales
jazz players use. You can play along.
$9.95
• VOL. 27 "JOHN COLTRANE"- Mr P.C., Some Other
Blues, Naima, Like Sonny, Spiritual, Blues Minor, Crescent, The Promise. R. Carter, bass; H. Mabern, piano; A.
Nussbaum, drums
$10.95
D VOL. 28 "JOHN COLTRANE"- Impressions (
slow), Impressions (
fast), Giant Steps (
slow), Giant Steps (
fast),
26-2, Up Against The Wall, Dear Lord, A Love Supreme,
Mr. Day, Countdown (
medium tempo). R. Carter, H.
Mabern, A. Nussbaum.
$10.95
D VOL. 29 "JIMMY RANEY"-Ten JAll DUETS In Stereo- play with either channel, or both. Bk & LP $9.95
O VOL. 30A & 3013 RHYTHM SECTION "WORKOUT"- Play
with the pros . . . solo or comp! Valuable tips &
suggestions. D. Haerle, Ed Soph, J. Petersen, T.
Coolman. VOL. 30A designed for KEYBOARD/GUITAR.
VOL. 308 designed for BASS/DRUMS
Each $9.95
D VOL 31 "BOSSA NOVA"- Ten favorites. Rhythm section
same as Vol. 25. Girl From Ipanema, Meditation,
Desafinado, Quiet Nights Of Quiet Stars, Once ILoved,
How Insensitive, Wave, Little Boat, Summer Samba, One
Note Samba
$9.95
ID VOL 32 "BALLADS"- 8 soulful ballads Lover Man,
Skylark, You've Changed, Chelsea Bridge, Lush Life, You
Don't Know What Love Is, Soul Eyes, & Ballad Blues.
Rhythm section same as Vol. 25
$9.95
ID VOL. 33 "WAYNE SHORTER"- 18 tunes including
Footprints, Witch Hunt, E.S.P., Infant Eyes, EIGaucho,
Black Nile, Nefertiti, & Ju Ju. R. Carter, K. Barron & A.
Nussbaum.
(
Bk & 2 LP's) $13.95
• VOL. 34 JAM SESSION- 18 great standards Just
Friends, Green Dolphin St., Stompin' At The Savoy,
Laura, Blue Moon, The Shadow Of Your Smile, & 12
more. Rhy. same as Vol. 25.
( Bk 8. 2 LPs) $ 13.95
E VOL. 35 "CEDAR
LTON"-9 orig. w. Cedar on piano.
Bolivia, Clockwise, Cedar's Blues, Firm Roots, Ojos De
Rojo, 4 more. R. Carter, bass; B. Higgins, drums. $9.95
VOL 36 "BEBOP" & BEYOND"- 8 Bebop standards.
Ladybird, Roy's Idea, Theme For Ernie, IMean You, 8. 4
more. Ronnie Matthews, piano; Ray Drummond, bass;
Marvin Smith, drums.
$9.95
O VOL. 37 "SAMMY NESTICO"-9 originals, great for
woodshedding these famous tunes: Hayburner, Wind
Machine (
2 versions), BasieStraight Ahead, 88 Basle
St., Lonely Street, & 4 more. Rhythm section: D. Haerle.
Ed Soph, T. Coolman.
$9.95
D VOL. 38 "BLUE NOTE"- 17 favorites capture the spirit
of the ' 60s on Blue Note records. Blue Train, Blue Bossa.
Moment's Notice, Lazy Bird, Chick S Tune, RecordaMe.
Ceora, El Toro, Isotope, Shirley, 8. 7 more. Rhy. same as
Vol. 25
( Bk 8. 2 LPs) $13.95

HOW TO USE: Each play-a- long record allows you to practice with an outstanding rhythm section while you follow the parts in
the booklet. Each volume includes aquality stereo record and acoordinated booklet with parts for all instruments, Ctreble & bass
clef, Bb and Eb. The special stereo separation technique is ideal for use by rhythm players. Left channel includes bass and drums,
while the rig it channel contains piano ( or guitar) and drums. The volumes . onot necessarily get progressively more difficult. This is
popularly te ed THE MOST WIDELY USED IMPROVISATION METHOD ON THE MARKET!
Suggested order of study. Vol. 24, 1, 21, 2, 3, 5, . .
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NEW ITEMS

JAZZ SOLOS/TRANSCRIPTIONS

THE ULTIMATE FAKE BOOK O C: E Bb; E Eb @535.00
THE INTERVALUSTIC CONCEPT by Eddie Harris
$ 18.00
JAll DUETS FOR SAXOPHONE- Lennie Niehaus
$ 6.00
158 SAXOPHONE EXERCISES-Sigurd Rascher
$ 9.95
TOP TONES FOR SAXOPHONE-Rascher Altisimo playing $5.00
BLUE RONDO- Piano Trasc. from Brubeck's album $ 10.95
DRUM EARS-Complete drummers theory book
$5.95
TODD COOLMAN BASS LINES-off Vol. 37 S. Nestico $4.95
0 CHARLIE PARKER FOR PIANO- 15 Arrs. of Bird solos . 57.95
El COMPOSING MUSIC-A new approach by Wm. Russo $9.95
ID 600 VOICES for the DX7. Also for TX series
$19.95
D THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO MIDI SOFTWARE by Massey $ 19.95
EI MIDI BASICS. Includes free MIDI signal tracer
$9.95
E SYNTHESIZER BASICS. Definitive guide. Friedman $ 14.95
D THE COMPLETE GUIDE to Synths, Sequens& Drum Machs $ 9.95
ID THE HOME RECORDING HANDBOOK. Techs and equip. $ 17.95
ID CREATIVE JAZZ EXERCISES Van Lenten ID # I; E # 2 @ $ 7.95
E VOICINGS FOR JAll PIANO by Frank Mantooth
$ 12.95
D BENNY GOODMAN- 25 clarinet solos & piano accomp $12.95
D ART OF JAll GUITAR- I2 Charley Christian Solos .$4.95
NICK BRIGNOLA SOLOS-O C; D Ob; D Eb;
e$5.00
D CHORD CHANGES & SUBS For 100 tunes by D. Hyman $ 15.95
E PIANO THEMES by Ogerman, as recorded by Evans .$5.00
D STEVE GILMORE BASS LINES off Vol. 34 Jam Session . $4.95

$6.95
D THE ART of ART FARMER- Solos, Excer., Techs
D ALTO SAX SOWS. Adderley, Desmond, Dolphy, Hodges,
Parker, Woods. 15 solos with bio á analysis $7.95
D JAll TRUMPET SOLOS-Satch, Morgan, Hubbard, Dizzy &
more. Inc. Bios. and Analysis. 16 Solos in all. '
$7.95
D TDM HARRELL SOLOS- 24 trasc. solos
$9.95
0 JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS- Blue Train, Omicron & 6more $5.95
CI SONNY STITT -- 5transcribed Tenor Sax solos
$5.95
D ART FARMER TRPT. SOLOS Trans. by Don Erjavec
$8.95
D TENOR SAX SOLOS- Hawk, Trane, Getz & more.
$7.95
El MILES DAVIS. 17 Solos in Bb key. So What, Four, Filles, All
Blues, Freddie Freeloader, Budo, etc.
$10.95
D DAVID LIEBMAN SOWS-2tenor solos w/cass.
$5.00
D CLIFFORD BROWN SOLOS 16 solos trans. by Ken Slone $6.95
D C. PARKER- 14 solos
D C, CI Eb
@ 59.95
D CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos.
D Concert key; E Eb; D Bb E Bass
el. $11.95
D CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR Bb and Ckeys. 9solos transcribed
off records w/piano accompaniment.
$5.95
D JOE HENDERSON SOLOS. 7original songs and solos .. 56.95
D MILES DAVIS-il solos
D C, 0 Bb
@ 59.95
D BUD POVIELL-6 transcribed solos
$9.95
ID 28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOWS transcribed by Ken Slone
and edited by J. Aebersold. ... D # I, $5.95; D #2, $8.95
D DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Bb and Ckeys. 14 transcribed solos
off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.
$7.95
ID LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in Bb key only. 20 solos
$4.95
E SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS in Bb key
$9.95
D BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS in EI C; D Bb
@
$9.95
D MILES DAVIS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by
Miles with aCassette of Miles playing the solos. Book and LP
set. Hear & see Miles' solos together! Bk/LP
$9.95
7.
BEBOP JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with
J. Aebersold's play-a- long records Vol. 10 & 13. Great way to
improve sight-reading and learn the language of jazz.
O Concert, E Bb, D Eb, E Bass
Each book $4.95
D TROMBONE, STYLES & ANALYSIS by David Baker. 157 solos in
bass clef off records by known trombonists
$16.50
D ALTO SAX, STYLES & ANALYSIS by Harry Miedma and David
Baker. 125 transcribed and annotated solos
$12.50
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GUITAR BOOKS
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GUITAR DUETS by Steve Eroutaga. Bk/Cass/Suppl
$16.90
MODAL MASTERY for Guitar Improvisation by M. Pachelli $7.95
TONAL COLORS FOR JAZZ/ROCK GUITAR-Carter
$16.00
BRAZILIAN MASTERS. For solo guitar. Jobim & more . $4.95
GUITAR SEEDS by J. Grasse
-T. -Theory, Tech., Practice $12.95
MONSTER CHOPS- Formerly "Evolution of Guitar Tech." 8,
"Guitar Tech. in 4ths". Now one book
$7.95
JIMMY RANEY SOLOS. Transcribed off "Vol. 29 Duets" $5.95
GUITAR ELECTRONICS- Aworkbook by Don Brosnac $14.95
HISTORY of the GUITAR in JAll. 274 large pages.
$17.95
BARRY GALBRAITH "GUITAR I
MPROV" play-a-long Hinton, bass;
SI if stein , solo gu itar & Galbraith, camping
Bk/LP$11.90
BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COMPING". Transcribed
guitar comping & bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on bass
w/Barry. Bk. 8. LP set
$11.90
BARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. O # 1Logical Fingering. D #2 Daily exercises. II # 4 BACH two-part inventions. ( bk & LP).
Each book $4.95; LP is $6.95
JIMMY RANEY Play-along LP/Bk Vol. 20
$9.95
JIMMY RANEY " Duets" Play-along LP/BK Vol. 29
59.95
DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)
$8.95
WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR BOOK by Steve Khan. Improvisations 8, interpretations of 17 of We solos
$7.95
JAZZ GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum
$4.95
JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS for GUITAR. 74 solos
$9.95

DAVID BAKER BOOKS
D JAZZ STYLE OF: D C. Brown; D Navarro; O Rollins Q59.95
D EAR TRAINING TAPES FOR THE JAZZ MUSICIAN- David Baker.
5 books with cassettes. E#1 Intervals; D#2 Triads, Three
Note sets 4 & 5 Note sets; D#3 Seventh Chords, Scales;
0#4 Major Melodies, Turnarounds, I-V17 Formulae; D#5
II-V7 Patterns. With book & cassette .... Each vol. $10.95
El HOW TO PLAY BEBOP- E#1,57.95; ID #2,59.95; 0#3,58.95
E ARRANGING & COMPOSING for SMALL ENSEMBLE .... $21.95
D. BAKER'S MODERN JAZZ DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin', Treble D
Bass at Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble E Bass D
@ $6.95
D DAVE BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00
J. J. JOHNSON MONOGRAPH In-depth study
$7.95
El JAll QUIZBOOK "
Trivial Pursuit" of Jazz
$2.95
C. PARKER MONOGRAPH In depth study of " Bird"
$7.95
D JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. A practical theory book
aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for
jazz players. Spiral bound. Revised edition.
$
21.95
c:i THE MU SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol. 586playa- long records. Excellent sightreading. Can use with LP's. D
Concert, 0 Bb, E Eb, D Bass
ea. $4.95
D EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2cassettes by D.
$22.00
Baker. Designed to aid hearing and recall
O THE BLUES-HOW TO PLAY by David Baker. Exhaustive study
of the blues
D Treble
D Bass
@ $10.95
D THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker.
O Treble or E Bass
E Vol. 1, $9.95; D Vol. 2, $8.95; D Vol. 3, $8.95
ID CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS O Treble E Bass
@ $12.50

BASS BOOKS
D PIZZICATO FUNK. Finger Mute Bass style
$8.95
D MODERN WALKING BASS TECHNIQUE by Mike Richmond $10.00
0 THE COMPLETE ELEC. BASS PLAYER. Chuck Rainey D # 1The
Method-514.95.D #2Playing Concepts & Dexterity; O #3
Bass Improv; E #4 Slapping Techs; 101 # 5 Bass Chording.
#2 thru # 5
@$7416
D THE BASS TRADITION by Todd Coolman. 36 transcribed solos
by the masters w/biography & discography. "The Past,
Present & Future." BRAND NEW!
$9.95
El STEVE GILMORE BASS UNES off Vol. 25 LP's
$4.95
E JAll RIFFS for BASS- Rick Laird
$6.95
E RON CARTER BASS UNES off VOL.15 Payin' Dues LP. 54.95
FUNK-E-TUDES for Elec. Bass. Step by step approach to
THUMB & POPPING style. Bk/Cass. # 1E; #210 ea. $9.95
O PAUL CHAMBERS-20 Bass Solos by J. Stinnett $10.95
D LEFT HAND GYMNASTICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Scott Reed.
Technique building book. D # I, D # 2
@ $8.95
D RON CARTER BASS LINES off Vol. 6 record of play-a- long
series, w/chord symbols. A must for bassists!
$3.95
'THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid.
International version in English, French & German . $17.00
D EVOLVING UPWARD-Bass Book II by Rufus Reid-Book on
thumb position for acoustic bass
$7.50
D RUFUS REID BASS LINES transcribed off records Vol. 1and 3of
play-a- long series. Exactly as recorded.
$4.95
E HARMONICS for ELECTRIC BASS. by Adam Novick
57.95
D NO NONSENSE ELEC. BASS-1 Basic; DAdvanced . Q$5.95
El BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton
$8.95
El THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E.
Gomez, R. Reid, etc. Transcribed fines & solos
518.00
CI BEBOP BASS acollection of bass lines and solos
54.95
D THE BASS LINE BOOK by Am Evans. Great book for constructing and performing good walking bass lines
$5.95
D "DOUBLE VISION" Electric bass duets. Bk & caso
$9.95

ARRANGING & COPYING
IT SOUNDS 8, SCORES by Henry Mancini. Bk/Cass
$24.00
Da ARRANGING CONCEPTS COMPLETE by D. Grove. Bk/Cass $49.95
JAZZ COMPOSERS COMPANION- Gil Goldstein
$12.95
O HOW TO CREATE JAll CHORD PROGRESSIONS
$5.95
0 ARR. & COMP.: ALINEAR APPROACH- Dobbins Bk/cass $34.00
El ARRANGED BY NELSON RIDDLE. A must for serious arrangers
and composers. 200 pages, spiral bound
$19.95
D THE CONTEMPORARY ARRANGER by Don Sebesky. Hard cover
book & 4records. New revised edition
$45.00
D AMUSIC NOTATION PRIMER by G. Rosecrans
$3.95
D MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont $23.00
D "
INSIDE THE SCORE" by Ray Wright. Revealing the jazz
arranging secrets of T. Jones, B. Brookmeyer & S. Nestico
O Book $28
D Bk II LP $35.00
D COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo & Reid
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $16.95
D THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING Copyist Bible
$19.95
D STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by Roemer . $5.95
0 THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia.
Standard text for big band writing, D # I, E # 2 @ $14.95

JERRY COKER BOOKS
E
ID
El
D

FLASH CARDS available again at special low price .. 519.95
USTENING TO JAll- Paperback for all people
$6.95
IMPROVISING JAZZ- Intro to Jazz Theory
$7.95
PATTERNS for JAll by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for
daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21
D Treble clef
$18.00; E Bass clef
$20.00
D A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by J. Coker.
New book by master teacher. W/play-a-long cassette $20.00
I DRONES FOR IMPROVISATION. Playalong BK/Cass.
$14.95

PIANO BOOKS
.
.__.
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GENIUS OF BENNY GOLSON. 15 songs for piano
$7.95
COMPLETE BOOK of STRIDE PIANO-Judy Carmichael $9.95
THELONIUS MONK SOLOS- 8Solos & Tunes
$9.95
PIANO MASTER CLASS-VHS Video by W. Bishop, Jr. $34.95
CHICK COREA ELEKTRIC BAND-Compl. transcriptions $12.95
JAZZ PIANO SOLOS Priestly. 14 solos by various artists $7.95
FATS WALLER INTERPRETATIONS- Deluxe edition
59.95
GEORGE SHEARING INTERPRETATIONS. Deluxe edition $9.95
SYMBIOSIS by 0 erman, as recorded by Bill Evans .
95
ART TATUM S W - 6solos with bro & analysis
$9.95
GENIUS OF ART TATUM-23 solos
:9 5
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OFME
DUKEBRUBECK-Piano
ELLINGTON-Piano
Solos # 1; El #2 @$7.95
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GENIUS OF GEORGE SHEARING- O #1; D #2; D #3Q56.97
GENIUS OF FATS WALLER-Transc. solos
$5.95
GENIUS OF JAll GIANTS-O # 1; E#2
Q57.95
GENIUS OF JAZZ GIANTS- O # 3; 7 #4
Q59.95
HARMONIC FOUNDATION for JAll & POP MUSIC
$24.95
MARIAN McPARTLAND SOLOS. Laura, Emily and 4more $8.95
DAVID LIEBMAN/30 COMPOSITIONS for piano
"K.D." 30 KENNY DORHAM Songs for piano.
$$6
10 .
.95
00
ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM Piano/Vocal book
$5.95
DOBBINS:"Cont. Jazz Pianist" D#1 D#2 D#3. @ $25.00
TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1record! With hands,
chord symbols and other markings.
$4.95
O JAZZ KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech.
E PIANO: Practice Routines- 4th, Ext. Dom. & Aug llths $.
"5..135
95
1 JAll IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Haerle. Melodies,
use of left hand, soloing, and more. D Basic, D Inter.,
li Adv., $5.95 ea.; O Comp. ( 3vols.)
$14.00
O BILL EVANS #1, 6 transcribed songs- Interplay, Time Remembered, Very Early, etc.
$4.95
O BILL EVANS # 2, 5transcribed solos and 1song
$4.95
D BILL EVANS #3, 32 tunes of the 50's & 60's
$4.95
BILL EVANS # 4, 4transcribed solos for piano
$5.95
BILL EVANS #5, the 70's (8songs)
JAll ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD
PLAYER by Dan Haerle
HORACE SILVER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs
$9
$
5.
.99 55

TO WHIM Send check or money order. Postage and handling charge $1.50 for 1103 items ir. U.S. Free postage for 4items or more. FOREIGN add $3.90 for
113KI.P set and $1.30 each additional set. Foreign book rate $1.25 for 1f3K. and 75c each additional BK.
NO CID.... USA FUNDS ONLY.
RSA & MASTERCARD welcome ... MINIMUM $15. See right hand border on ordering. Dealer inquiries welcome. Prices sulgect to change without notice.

DRUM BOOKS

D AMBIDEXTERITY- Develop four limb independence . $5.95
O MASTERS OF TIME Play along for drummers w/transcriptions
of 13 drummers of play-a-long records .... Bk/Cuss $8.95
CI THE DRUM SET. 2hour video of Ed Soph teaching the drums.
Includes supplement of exercises.
D VHS .... $
69.00
O A GUIDE FOR THE MODERN RHYTHM SECTION S. Houghton
Book, record, parts for ALL Rhy-section members . 825.00
ID ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUES FOR DRUM SET- Ed Soph $8.00
El K. COPELAND-CREATIVE COORDINATION
$8.95
CI INSIDE BUDDY RICH- His style & techs
$11.00
D DRUMMING: "STUDIO & BIG BAND" by Steve Houghton $15.95
D DRUMS: CUTTING THE CHARTS. Big band bk., C. Morey $4.95
E ADV. TECH. for MODERN DRUMMER by Jim Chapin $8.00
El JOE MORELLO- Master Studies for drums.
$7.95
O DRUMS: DEY. AFRO-JAll RHY. CONCEPTS by L.Nazzaro $8.95
El JIM BUCKLEY'S SYNCOPATED ROLLS for the MODERN DRUMMER. Complete revised 2 volume edition
$20.00
0 HIHAT INTEGRATION by J. Prins. HiHat Independence $6.95
D TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts
$3.95
D ED THIGPEN-RHYTHM ANAIYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for
DRUMS. Good primer book. Set of 2 books
$7.00
0 ITS TIME for BIG BAND DRUMMER, M.Lewis/C.DeRosa $9.50
O SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00
El THE SOUND of BRUSHES. Ed Thigpen. Book & caso. $12.95
E BASIC BEATS for the working drummer
$4.95
JACK DE JOHNETTE & CHARLIE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN
JAZZ DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $15.00
BRUSHORE by Willis Kirk. Innovative brush bk
$15.00
D VIBES, Four Mallet Tech., D.Samuels D # 2
$14.95
D DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by B. Mintz. Exercises & solos $9.95
D DRUM WISDOM by B. Moses. Techs. 8, concepts
$5.95

FREE
CLINIC BOOK
WITH EACH
ORDER OF
$30.00
OR MORE.
REQUEST WHEN
ORDERING

MISCELLANEOUS
D LEGIT. ETUDES FOR THE JAZZ ORIENTED PLAYER
$5.95
D JAZZ IN ANUTSHELL-Bunky Green's method of theory following practice as ashort cut to Jazz ' mom. NEW!
$7.95
O FUNK-E-TUNES Play along for ALL instrum. Bk/Cass $9.95
D TRUMPET, MODERN TECHNICAL STUDIES by Pat Harbison. First
Book to incorporate all modern jazz scales into practical
studies. A modern Herbert L. Clark book!
$9.95
D DAILY STUDIES FOR ALL SAXOPHONES-T. Kynaston $5.95
D THE DUO, UVE!-Liebman & Bierach's great L.P. transcribed
in Study/Score format
Mc/LP $16.95
D MIDI FOR MUSICIANS-C. Anderton. How it works . $14.95
ALTISSIMO TRUMPET PLAYING-John Lynch
$9.95
O GREATEST LEGAL FAKE BOOK OF ALL TIME. 1225 songs, 672
large pages, spiral bound. Includes lyrics
$29.95
D REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS
$25.00
LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by G. Russell
$35.00
D SINGERS JAM SESSION. P. Coker .... Bk & 2 caso $20.00
E WORLD'S GREATEST FAKE BOOK. Songs by C. Corea, H.
Hancock, M. Tyner, W. Shorter, F. Hubbard, J. Pastorius, W.
Shaw, E. Dolphy et al 80 composers-484 pages $32.00
" LENNIE NIEHAUS-JAZZ CONCEFITON for SAX: Basic D#1,
;#2, $6.00 (4). D Int. EJ Adv. $8.00Q. 5 songs for Sax
Sectior ad rhythm section D#1, E#2 .... each $12.00
VOCAL IMPROV-An Instrumental Approach. Bk/Cass $20.00
LIP FLEXIBILITIES by Dr. Colin. D Trpt, D TBone
59.95
COMBO CHARTS by the "Jazz Messengers". Write for list ea. 510
LI CARMINE CARUSO-Musical calisthenics for brass • 81065
D A TEXTBOOK FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION- R. Naroff. . $17.00
D FAKE BOOKS, Contemporary. ID S. Nestico, 0 V. Feldman,
O L. Niehaus, D B. Holman, D S. Rogers, El D. Grove,
1M. Lowe, D L. Bellson. Melodies and chords Each $6•95
MAN'S ETERNAL QUEST by P. Yogananda. 57 lectures $5.50
. 12 KEYS TO JAZZ CONCEPTS by Chuck Marohnic $8.95
I. THREE OCTAVE SCALES & CHORDS for sax by Joe Allard $4.95
E STUDIO RECORDING for MUSICIANS. Survival manual $14.95
7 TROMBONE METHOD (Tenor) by Buddy Baker
$9.95
THE EDGAR CAYCE PRIMER by Herbert B. Puryear. $2.95
THERE IS A RIVER. The story of Cayce by Sugrue.
52.50
L. BILL WATROUS "TROMBONISMS" by Watrous/Raph $8.95
CI THE INNER GAME OF MUSIC- Green and Gallwey
$16.95
CI LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING JAZZ CONCEPTS. 45 pieces,
treble clef. Great sightreading
$6.95
87 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle,
R. Matteson 8, J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by
instr. El C. Treble, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass Clef Ea. . $9.95
7 PLAYALONG CASSETTES aligned with above Bk. .. $35.00
ID HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton. Make
professional-quality recordings at home
$15.95
MZZ: LISTENERS GUIDE by J. McCalla
$14.95
E CHARLIE PARKER 2LP ALBUMS. Contains 30 songs, 22 of which
are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.
$11.95
CI JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions D #1; 0 #2 ...@55.95
D CHESKY CONT. JAZZ/ROCK PATTERNS. El # I; D #2 @56.95
D NU-ART technique exercises D treble E bass ...@54.95
D PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson.
$8.00
D ENCY. of IMPROV. RHYS & PATTS. Bass Clef only $18.00
D LOOKOUT FARM by Liebman. 2 records 8, trans. solos $9.95
D JAZZ ENSEMBLE DlleS MANUAL- R. Lawn. Bk/Record $16.00
D WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPRCNISAT1ON w/
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key
$12.00
D NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION- R. Ricker $7.95
AUTOBIOGRAPHY of aYOGI by Yoganada.
$2.50
D SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in
all twelve keys in treble & bass clef
$7.95
D PENTATONIC SCALES for JAll IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker.
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz.
$8.95
D TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.
$7.95
D "
wrrcH Hur LP featuring Jamey Aebersold, alto/tenor; Dan
Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums.
Chord progressions á 2transcribed solos provided $5.95
D COMBO CHARTS
Write for catalog.
D SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Hear yourself play .$15.00
E THE JAll LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory
text for individual or group study. For improv or comp $9.95
MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Winston. Based on Cayce $3.95
THINK ON THESE THINGS- Selected Cayce Readings $3.95
D MANY MANSIONS by Gina Cerminara. About Cayce .$3.95
D DISCOVERING YOUR SOUL'S PURPOSE. Based on Cayce $8.95
El CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players
$5.95
D WWI SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC Bk & caso. $29.95

"VISA"
"MASTERCARD"
customers call
Toll- Free
1-800-662-2255
PAUSE tor RING
and Steady Tone
then dial 258.
ONLY GOOD ON
Write for FREE JAll AIDS Color Catalog.
TOUCH-TONE
For Hsi al 2100 assorted DISCOUNT jazz reoards write ID
PHONES
DOLBLE-TIME ' JAll
same address.
$15. Minimum
JAMEY AEBERSOLD po. MX 124441, NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA
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pro session
JAZZ PIANO by Warren Bernhardt.

Bernhardt is very strong on certain aspects of jazz harmony and deals effectively
with chord alterations, substitute chords, apbooklet. Homespun Tapes, Box 694,
proach chords, pedal points, contemporary
Woodstock, NY $ 65
blues progressions, and the cycle of fourths.
ARRANGING AND RECORDING
He offers many gorgeous sample passages,
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS by Vin - some of which are transcribed in the accompanying 30- page booklet, which he recomnie Martucci. Six one- hour tapes and
mends that the students transport to other
88- page booklet. Homespun Tapes.
keys. He also provides many playalong
$65.
passages: piano accompaniment for the stuBLUES/ROCK PIANO by David Codent to improvise over. On the other hand, he
tends to deal rather quickly and superficially
hen. Six one- hour tapes and 39- page
with other mainline topics, such as pentabooklet. Homespun Tapes. $ 65.
tonics and comp chords. The latter, for examMASTER CLASS WITH WALTER
ple, he illustrates as part of his lesson on
BISHOP JR. One- hour VHS videoblock chords, but gives only avery meager
selection of voicings in the book.
tape. Jazz Video International, Suite
Bernhardt is at his best when he's offering
33-Q, 400 W. 43rd St, New York, NY
an in-depth view of an approach that's an
10036. $ 34.95.
essential part of his own style— and therein
lies the richness of this course, and what
makes it worthwhile. For while there are very
few transcribed melodic lines in the booklet,
Bernhardt's playing on the tape is loaded
with juicy ones, so the student need only
transcribe them himself—good ear training.
He also offers many of his favorite devices;
omespun has recently added two
items to their catalogue: a jazz
for example, the use of major seventh chords
piano method by Warren Bernaround the cycle of fourths, or diminished
hardt and a synthesizer how-to by Vinnie
series patterns over pedal points. Bernhardt
Martucci. Each is a serious contribution to
concludes with a generous selection of his
popular music pedagogy on audio tape. This
own rich and powerful compositions. By the
review will also consider the David Cohen
time the student gets to them he is ready to
Blues/Rock Piano method, also from Homeanalyse them thoroughly and use their despun, but not new, as well as an instructional
vices in his own playing.
videotape by noted bebop pianist Walter
Like Homespun's Dr. John tape series, this
Bishop Jr.
course implicity invites the student to listen
With the Bernhardt Jazz Piano method,
actively, to imitate the music on the tape,
Homespun departs from their usual practice
while using the booklet mainly as abackup,
of offering instructionial tapes on clearly deand to take the initiative in integrating the
fined subjects and ventures into the risky
material into his own playing. The course is
realm of trying to package an entire artform
rich with ideas and contains many thrilling
into six hourlong tape lessons. If you actually
moments. Beginners will find the first two
believe you can become an accomplished
tapes very useful, and intermediate and adjazz pianist through this method alone, Ihave
vanced players will find the rest of the course
a brand-new bridge across the Mississippi
a rich source of inspiration. But as a total
River I'd like to sell you. Yet this seeming
course there's alot missing, alot which could
impossible project has become for Bernhave been included within its scope to make
hardt the occasion for elaborating arich and
it more complete as amethod.
substantial body of ideas, more or less proVinnie Martucci's subject, Arranging And
gressively ordered, culminating in valuable
Recording Electronic Keyboards, is much
and practical insights into Bernhardt's own
more delimited than Bernhardt's, and he
solid mainstream style. A beginning player
covers it effectively, methodically, and with
would probably find this method quite fruspowerful musical illustrations. Along the way
trating after the introductory material. There
he offers a lot of solid music instruction,
is very little guidance concerning melodic
including excellent sections on comping and
construction beyond indicating the raw maaccompanying asinger, which could serve
terials of scales and arpeggios and offering
as avery useful supplement to Bernhardt.
sample playing. Consult John Novello's The
Martucci's method is to present a pieceContemporary Keyboardist (
Source Producby- piece construction of arock composition
tions, Los Angeles, 1985) for basic instrucon synthesizer, examining it layer by layer,
tion here. Of course, Bernhardt offers the
and using the discussion of each layer to talk
standard advice about listening and copyabout the general principles of that layer as
ing, but he does not systematically challenge
well as the part he is playing for the sample
the student to devise exercises and solve
piece. The beauty of it is that all you need is a
problems, and he seems to be unaware of
four-track recorder, asynthesizer, and hopemany of the advances in jazz pedagogy. One
fully adrum machine to create the powerful
is grateful, therefore when he recommends
sound he illustrates. Martucci uses aRoland
an exercise and warns the student not to go
JX-8P, aYamaha DX- 7, and aCasio CZ- 101
on until he has achieved acertain degree of
as his sample axes. The listener need only
mastery in it. But he does not do this once he
own one of them, or a comparable instruhas left the basics.
ment. As he goes along he offers many
Six one- hour tapes and
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30- page

helpful hints about musical effectiveness,
e.g., on starting asolo simply, how to make
the solo stand out, how to bring the audience
along with you, how to provide "things to
listen to that go by in blocks," how to layer
different tracks most effectively— good advice for any musician. He also points out that
one of the benefits of multi-tracking is that
you can try your solo many times until you get
one you like on tape.
Beyond the act of recording one's compositions on the four-track deck, Martucci notes
the usefulness of doing this as amock-up for
a more elaborate recording—which means
saving expensive studio time. He also notes
the horizon-expanding effects of recording
other people's music—that of solving problems other than the ones generated by one's
own compositions. And he notes the efficacy
of having a standard operating procedure.
Martucci concludes the series with a fullblown 24-track example of his work, showing
him to be apowerful fusion artist himself.
David Cohen's audio tape course, Blues/
Rock Piano, is a painstaking, step-by-step
explanation of the traditional solo blues
piano. He spells out his sample transcribed
solos on the tape—just in case you barely
read music— so there is an element of tedium
in there for literate musicians. However, he is
extremely thorough: he explains everything,
and effectively covers his wisely delimited
material completely. Everything is in the key
of Cor C minor; nothing is discussed outside
of the 12- bar form, and the harmony remains
completely traditional, i.e., pre- bop.
Cohen's method is to offer aseries of solos,
three of which he repeats, against several
rhythmic backgrounds: shuffle, straight time,
and New Orleans ( àla Professor Longhair).
Each solo illustrates aseries of typical licks
and melodic techniques. He also treats a
simple walking bass line and the minor blues.
Not much is said about rock, despite the
course title, not even how the traditional
blues, which is the real subject of the course,
is the basis for rock music— much less suggesting to the student how to use the course
material in a more up-to-date rock context.
However, ensemble playing is discussed in
passing.
A spot comparison of the book and the
tape immediately yielded two errors in the
transcription: amisplaced eighth rest at the
end of the first line of the Minor Slow Blues on
page 6-3 (tape 6, page 3); and in the measure immediately following, an eighth note
quadruplet is written where the conventional
notation would be four 16th notes. Cohen
also consistently mistakes the term legato for
rubato (
tape 5side 2)—a potential source of
unnecessary disputes and lost wagers.
But these are relatively minor complaints. If
the student will trust his own judgment in the
face of seeming contradictions between
tape and text, and if he knows to apply the
course material to other keys, this can be an
extremely beneficial course for the beginner.
It even holds points of interest for the intermediate and advanced player, since it is
such athorough introduction to the field.
My favorite part is Cohen's discussion of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 63
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MUSIC & SOUND PRODUCTS

GUITAR WORLD

PERCUSSION
SHOP

MARTIN'S D.62

C. E MAirm (Nazareth, PA) presents the
D-62 Maple Dreadnought guitar. The D-62
features internal-scalloped top bracing with
an "x" pattern one inch from the soundhole.
This pattern, characteristic of Martin
Guitars made in the early 1930's, enables
players to capture an improved bass, active
mid-range, and bright trebles. It also features an easy- to-play one-and- seveneighths-inch low-profile neck with aone-andeleven-sixteenths-inch option that allows for
aquick, more comfortable feel. The D-62's
appearance is enhanced by aflamed maple
back and sides construction. Tortoise binding with matching pick guard and "red eye"
pins add to the model's style. In addition, the
D-62 is protected by anatural, high-gloss
finish, with an aging toner on top.

WIND WAREHOUSE

IVL'S 4000 MARK II

DRUM WORKSHOP'S PEDALS

DRUM WORKSHOP LNic. (Newbury Park, CA)
is presenting several new acoustic and electronic drum pedals. Additions to the DW
Hardware line include the 5002 "DC," a
specially-priced version of the original DW
5002 Double Bass Drum Pedal with "Universal Joints;" the 5000 Turbo "E," a new
acoustic/electronic hybrid pedal which utilizes a unique electromagnetic triggering
sensor in conjunction with astandard 5000
Turbo acoustic bass drum pedal; and the
EP-E acost-effective, foot-activated mechanism that can be used to trigger electronic
sounds in situations where the feel and
response of atraditional bass drum pedal is
not required. The 5000 Turbo "E" is shown.

IVL TECHNOLOGIES LTD. (Victoria, B.C.)
introduces the Pitchrider 4000 Mark II
Pitch-to-MID/ Interface for wind instruments. The Mark II is an improved and
enhanced version of the Pitchrider 4000
which allows brass and woodwind players to
use their own instrument to control the
sounds of any MIDI-equipped synthesizer.
The Pitchrider Mark /Iwill dynamically track
the volume of each note played, and through
the use of MIDI aftertouch, breath controller, or main volume commands will allow
synthesizer volume, timbre, or vibrato to be
controlled by blowing harder or softer. The
wind instrument played can now also play
chords. An optional remote footswitch control provides hands-free control of all functions.

ELECTRONIC GEAR

OPTICAL MEDIA'S CD•ROM DISC
D'ADDARIO'S TWO NEW
STRING SETS

J. D. D'ADDARIO & COMPANY INC. (East
Farmingdale, NY) has announced the addition of two new models to their extensive
string collection. D'Addario's Artist Relations people have worked closely with dobm
player Mike Auldridge to develop their new
J42 Dobro Strings. The J42 strings are made
to Auldridge's specifications incorporating
plain steel and phosphor wound strings. Also
available is an inexpensive Classical Guitar
String Set Model No. J27 which uses special
Dupont nylon treble strings. The J27's are a
great set for student guitars and are available
with clear trebles and silver basses only.
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OPTICAL MEDIA INTERNATIONAL (Los Gatos,
CA) is presenting anew CD-ROM disc for
the Emax series of samplers by E-mu Systems. The new disc contains the equivalent
of 505 floppies for the Emax with over 3,200
keyboard layouts, and will work with the
existing Optical Media CDS3 CD-ROM
drive. The new Emax CD-ROM's 3,200
presets will run with both the Emax and the
new Emax Hard Disk sampling machines.
The samples on the new CD-ROM cover the
range from sound effects and percussion to
orchestral strings, synthesizers, and brass.
The only additional cost for an existing CDS3
user is the cost of the Emax disc, which
comes with asimple ROM chip upgrade for
the CD-ROM player.

CROUP CENTRE'S WIRELESS SYSTEM

GROUP CENTRE INNOVATIONS (Calabasas,
CA) has announced the U.S.A. launch of
England's top-selling Guitar-Wireless System, the Trantec TGL This FM high-frequency unit is also recommended for bass
guitar. The Trantec TG1 is built with European quality and comes with achoice of five
VHF channels. All units include afree padded black ABS carrying case. The hand-held
and lavalier (clip-on) mic versions are also
available.
db
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OUR SOLDIERS
FACE THE MUSIC EVERY DAY.
And it's not always SDmething
by Sousa.
In fact, we draw as much
from the hit parade as we do
from the March King. Not to
mention from all of the styles
there are in between.
What's more, Army bands
are as varied as the music they
play; there are stage, dance and

concert bands, as well as combos
If you'd like to face the
and ensembles.
music as often as our musicians
Surprised? You shouldn't
do, why not play for us today?
be. After all, Army musicians (Yes, you have to audition.) Just
perform an average of 40 times
call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY
amonth. With that much
Better yet, see your local
playing time, you have to be
Army Recruiter and listen to
versatile. And you
what he has to say.
have to be
It could be music
good.
to your ears.

ARmy BAN
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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A super savings of
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by Robert Irving III

for $12.00
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•Profiles on new talent.
•Bio's on the top high school and
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•World accepted record reviews.
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Transcriptions.
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TRADING FOURS AND MORE
A DISCUSSION AND TRANSCRIPTION
OF CHICK COREA'S TIME LINE

883

Robert Irving III began his formal music training as atrombonist, baritone and french horn player He
studied arranging, composition, and theory privately, and currently serves as Musical Director and
keyboardist for the Miles Davis Band.

can't ever remember being at ajam session where players didn't trade two- and/
or four-bar phrases during the course of the set. This seems to be the highlight
of any jazz performance. Iwas curious as to the origin of this practice, so Iasked
someone who would know, namely, Miles Davis. "We were the first to start
doing that," stated Miles. "We did it with Sonny Rollins and Max Roach, and then with
Bird . . . to keep him awake," Miles recalled with humor. It is apractice which is not
used too muc-h-in contemporary electric jazz in the '80s. So it's appropriate that Chick
Corea, aMiles Davis alumnus, would utilize this tradition on Time Line from the Light
Years album.
If players are sensitive to each other, while trading solos, each will tend to
perpetuate the rhythmic and/or melodic continuity of the phrase(s) improvised by the
previous player. Thus, amusical chain of cause and effect occurs. In this way, trading
solos is not amere "firing off" in rapid succession from one's library of clichés. Rather,
it is an intelligent, yet spontaneous, musical conversation. Now, this is not to say that
clichés are not important in this form of improvisation. Clichés comprise amajor part
of all music. You can hear "familiar" phrases in classical, country, jazz, and pop music.
They are the links that provide continuity to the art form as awhole. Composers are
inspired by other composers. Even the creators of what we consider to be completely
"original" music were inspired and influenced (even if subconsciously) by something,
be it asongbird or asymphony.
To acertain extent, the size of one's vocabulary will determine how eloquent a
speaker he or she is. However, it doesn't always mean the content of the speech will
be meaningful. Miles often instructs soloists, "don't play aphrase if you don't mean it,
because it doesn't do anything for the music . . . it doesn't mean anything to the
listeners." The knowledge of scales, patterns, progressions, clichés, and the
subsequent development of technique are the basic foundation of the improvisor's
vocabulary. However, these elements must merge with an intangible element which I'll
call intuitive creative concept. This element is essential if one is to make aunique
improvisational comment. The development of this intuitive creative concept begins
with listening . . . listening simultaneously with the outer ear and to the inner ear or
"mind's ear." This inner ear is part of the creative left-brain function. It is here, in the
inner ear, where inspiration and intuitive creativity are born. In contradistinction, the
right-brain function is analytical and concerned with cognitive messages.
The development of the intuitive facility enables us, as improvisors, to convert
abstract impressions into unique expressions. A technique taught by some vocal
coaches is designed to help students execute difficult vocal passages by physically
distracting the right-brain. This is done by having the student perform atask such as
manipulating dice back and forth in the left hand. This task frees the intuitive leftbrain, allowing adifficult vocal passage to soar with brilliance. Unfortunately, this
particular technique is not practical for musicians who use both hands to play.
However, it is possible to take our conscious focus away from mere dissemination of a
musical library (memorized clichés, scales, etc.). In doing so, these elements are
nevertheless expressed, but now as apart of the motor function. This merging of leftbrain/right-brain functions gives the left-brain more freedom to disseminate ideas from
an almost infinite vocabulary. The vocabulary itself is but avariation on the possibilities
which exist subconsciously but are normally irretrievable by the conscious mind. As
we begin to listen more with the inner ear, we learn to trust our intuition and thus
create more interesting and unique solos.
At no time does this kind of spontaneity come more naturally than when soloists
"trade" two's or four's. This is because there is not much time to think analytically. As
we listen, the preceding soloist provides inspiration, as well as aright-brain
distraction. Even now, Miles will trade two's with each soloist at the beginning of their
solo. Often, Iwill begin by mimicking Miles' licks. Then, only the rhythmic figure with
adifferent melody, followed by the same melody with staggered or accelerated

i

rhythm. After this brief interplay, Miles seems to take his cue from something Iplay
and leaves me to my own devices. This always seems to set the course for what
follows.
In Time Line, the saxophonist begins the improvisational trade-off. He, along with
Corea and the guitarist, trade two-bar phrases over afour-bar change for 32 bars.
Corea improvises alternately on two melodic patterns, as if this were part of the
arrangement. These patterns serve as athematic fiber for the other soloists to
respond to. Often, the players anticipate the beginning or end of Corea's phrase and
overlap certain notes.
The entire transcription is written in BI, minor concert and has continuity even if
played as asingle instrument solo.
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Take classes and study privately
in New York City with top pros
like Frank Wess, Benny Powell,
Pete Yellin, Eddie Henderson,
Keith Copeland, Reggie Workman,
Bernard Purdie, and clinicians like
Bob Brookmeyer, Slide Hampton,
Tito Puente, and Woody Shaw.
1987 Artist in residence Clark
Terry. Choose from 3courses of
study —the B.F.A. in Jazz, the B.A.
in Music or the Certificate of Performance. Scholarships, workstudy and campus housing are
available. For details write Jazz
Plus, Admissions Office, Long
Island University, Brooklyn, NY
11201 or call (
718) 403-1011.
BROOKLYN CANII'l's

LONG ISLAND
UN IVERS I
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PLUS at Long Island
' AZZ
University's Brooklyn Campus
gives Jazz students aquality
education plus professional
performing experience with worldrenowned jazz artists.
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Nylobrushes
don't
get bent
out of
shape!
A popular concept of
brushes made with nylon
bristles which do not
bend out of shape.
Comfortable weight and
sturdy construction are
combined to give you a
solid, long-lasting brush
that sounds great!

CI

The Wori
l
d's
e
Class Drumsticks

10706 Craighead
Houston, Texas 77025
Write for free literature.
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Greg Osby and his imposing Sound
Theatre group— Michele Rosewoman,
piano, Kevin McNeal, guitar; Lonnie Plaxico,
bass; Paul Samuels, drums— have made a
better-than- good eponymous first album.
Brooklynite Osby, along with Plaxico amember
of Jack DeJohnette's Special Edition, plays alto
and soprano saxes (the former on four songs,
the other horn on three) as if he was well on his
way to having afully blossomed technique in
addition to firm control of every emotion. His
logic, too, is becoming superior. Furthermore,
Osby's an arresting, conscientious composer
who occasionally shows agenuine interest in

hekeee
(Record Companies: For listing in the
monthly New Releases column, send two
copies of each new release to dawn beat,
222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606.)

BLACK SAINT/SOUL NOTE: Mal
Waldron Quintet, The Git Go—Live At The
Village Vanguard. Tiziana Ghiglioni, Somebody Special, Ran Blake Quartet, Short Life
Of Barbara Monk. Muhal Richard Abrams,
Colors In Thirty- Third. Roscoe Mitchell Quartet, The Flow Of Things. Clarinet Summit,
Southern Bells. Art Farmer/Fritz Pauer, Azure.
Dino Betti Van Der Noot, They Cannot Know.
Shannon Gibbons, Shannon Gibbons. Karl
Berger/Dave Holland/Ed Blackwell, Transit.
SACKVILLE: Buddy Tate, The Ballad
Artistry Of. . . Art Hodes, Blues In The Night.
Harold Mabern, Joy Spring.

FANTASY/PABLO: Hank Crawford/

Steppin' Up. Oscar Peterson/
Harry Edison/Eddie " Cleanhead" Vinson, Peterson + Edison + Vinson. Benny Carter,
Meets Oscar Peterson.
Jimmy McGriff,

1988

Pro-Line Guide

* Before you buy aGuitar, Amp Mixer, Speaker
or PA. System, get the FREE 84 page
CAR VIN Color Catalog! See top groups like
JeffersonStarship, Alabama, Pat Benatar, Roy
Clark, Heart and Missing Persons play
CAR VIN.
* Compare Carvin's exceptional values. Buy
DIRECT at Pro- Net prices — saving you
hundreds of dollars.
* Hundreds of models to choose from including
exotic wood guitars, guitar amps, recording
mixers, equalizers, 800w amps, crossovers,
concert systems with EV, MagnaLab & Celestion spks. mics, etc.
Write: CARVIN, Dept. DB85, 1155 Industrial Ave.
Escondido, CA 92025. PH 619-747-1110
FREE CAR VIN CATALOG
Free Catalog $ 2for Rush 1st Class Mail
Name
I Address
I City
[,, State

__ Zip
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music—witness his Diagoro and a
traditional medley.
Michele Resewentan's own Quintessence is even more of a treasure. An aggressive pianist with strong busy fingers at the
service of quick, acute creative thought, she
communicates assurance and ardor whether
on the cutting edge of jazz or within the
mainstream. Rosewoman's collection of tunes,
which indicate that her assimilation of modern
and post-modern jazz also applies to her
writing, feature herself, altoist Coleman, alto
and soprano player Osby, bassist Anthony
Cox, and drummer Terri Lyne Carrington. Ah,
what musicianship and moving expression.
Ah, what young lions these five and the others
are. Bring on the future.
—frank-john hadley
Japanese

CADENCE JAZZ: David Sidman,
Shades Of Meaning. Jon Hazilla Trio,
Chiplacity. Joe Locke, Scenario. Abdul Zahir
Batin & The Notorious Ensemble, Live At The
Jazz Cultural Theater.
MESSIDOR: Astor Piazzolla, Tristezas
De Un Doble A. lrakere, Misa Negra. Arturo
Sandoval, Tumbaito. Gonzalo Rubalcaba,
Live In Havanna Vol. 1 & Vol. 2. Soledad
Bravo, Volando Voy.

Earth + Space (Audion). Talking Drums,
Some Day Catch Some Day Down (
Talking
Drums). Morgan Powell, Music For Brass
(University Brass Recordings Series).
Scott Lindenmuth Group, Changing
Rhythm (
Dark Stream). C'est What?I, Balance (
Passport Jazz). Headless Household,
Headless Household (
Household Ink). Curtis
Ohlson, So Fast (
Intima). Greg & Bev Smith,
No Baggage (
Intima). Conveniens, Clear
(Convenience). Cecil Gregory, Memories Of
You (Sonus). Jo Jo Morocco, Jo Jo Morocco
(Les Disques BR). Gordon Monahan,
Speaker Swinging (
GM).
29th Street Saxophone Quartet, The Real
Deal (
New Note). Willie Williams, House Calls
(New Note). Rich Halley, Cracked Sidewalks
(Avocet). Dave Storrs, Jumper Cables (
Avocet). Meridan, Farewell To Fortune (
Mosquito). Bill Carrothers, The Artful Dodger
(B.C.). The Jazz Worms, Crawling Out (
Van
Buren). Juba, Looking At The Rainbow (
JRT).
Storyville Stompers Brass Band, Be Jubilant
My Feets (
Olympia). Paul Smith Trio, Charlie
Parker For Piano (
Granite). Cy Coleman,
Comin' Home (
DRG).
Herbie Mann, Jasil Brazz (
RBI). Niels- Henning Orsted Pedersen/Allan Botschinsky,
Duologue (
M.A. Music). Derek Watkins/Allan
Botschinsky/Bart Van Lier/Erik Van Lier, First
Brass (
M.A. Music). Zbigniew Namyslowski,
Songs Of Innocence . . . (
Eastwind). Terry
Day, Look At Me (
Nato). Clear Sight, Clear
Sight (
Timeless Sunny). Riccardo Garzoni,
Blue Carpet (
So So). 04, Stepan Rasin (
Unit).
Libido, Libido (
Hot Club).
db

MAIL ORDER SOURCES
INDEPENDENTS: Paul Winter, Earthbeat (Lying Music) Paul Winter & Friends,
Collection Il (
Living Music). Don Slepian,
Sonic Perfume (
Audion). Mike Gallagher, Into
The Trees (
Innervision). Latitude, 40° North
(Lifestyle). David Arkenstone, Valley In The
Clouds (
Narada). Jim Bartz, Pictures Of

If your local record store doesn't carry these
records, try writing NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC
10012; Daybreak Express Records, POB 250
Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11215;
Roundup Records, POB 154, N. Cambridge,
MA 02140; or North Country Records, Cadence
Bldg , Redwood, NY 13679.
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pro session

db music shop

Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $2.70 per
word: 3consecutive issues, $2.30 per word; 6consecutive
issues, $2.00 per word; 12 consecutive issues, $1.70 per
word. All ads prepaid, no agency commission. Copy and full
payment for each issue must arrive by the 25th of the 3rd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 6consecutive
issues earns 5% discount: single prepayment for 12 consecutive issues earns 10% discount, down beat/Classified, 222 West
Adams St., Chicago, t 60606.
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New Orleans-style rhythm. His two essential
rhythmic patterns-which he combines with
his set solos introduced earlier- start the
student well on his way to sounding like
Professor Longhair. This makes it an excellent introdution to Homespun's Dr. John
course in New Orleans Piano. Dr. John is
virtually non-methodical in comparison to
Cohen, but he is very wide-ranging. If the
student will acquire the basics through a
patient study of Cohen, he'll be ready to sort
through the Dr. John course, picking up on
the cues, pointers, and sounds, transposing
them and cross-applying them, to create a
very complete professional, up-to-date blues
style.
Cohen has also made avery useful practice tape (available separately) in which he
plays on one channel with bass and drums
on the other. You can play in tempo along with
the band applying the course material, or
you can imitate Cohen's track. Watch out,
though: it's all in C.
Walter Bishop Jr.'s Master Class videotape
covers the scope of an ideal master class: a
single linear technique is explained and then
applied to agenerous series of playing situations on piano. The technique, simply, is the
playing of the entire cycle of fourths within the
space of one octave: going up two fourths
then down afifth, up afourth, down afifth, up
two fourths, etc. It's an exciting sound by
itself, and Bishop shows how to make afinger
exercise and abass ostinato out of it; how to
shift back and forth between the fourth pattern, fundamentally a12-tone sound, and the
diatonic system ( II-V- Iprogressions, rhythm
changes, blues); how it integrates well with
chromatics; and how it prepares the hands
for fourth- based chord voicings. He illustrates each application slowly and clearly on
the piano and then demonstrates it atempo
In the context of his compositions ( leac
sheets come with the tape) or in jazz standards. He proves his point early on that it is a
useful device to have in one's repertoire; the
challenge is to take it beyond what Bishop
has done with it, to transform it in some way
The sound and picture are clear and easy
to follow. It is refreshing to be addressed as a
fellow professional invited to share a personal discovery, rather than as some level of
student. The only drawbacks to the tape are
Bishop's long, worshipful, and rather amateurish poems about the bebop movement
with which he precedes and follows the
musical material. He delivers them with a
straight face, in atux with a red bow-tie. Is
there such athing as hip camp?
-joel simpson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

BOOKS
PLAY ANY SONG BY EAR! Instantly! Guaranteed!! Improvise
like the masters. Free Information! BATES MUSIC-DB, 9551
Riverview Rd., Eden Pruine, MN 55344.
CHARLES COLINS WORLD OF MUSIC BOOKS. Write or
call for FREE CATALOG, plus BONUS COUPONS. Charles
Colin, Dept. DB-3, 315 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019. (212)
1581-1480.

"DOUBLE TIME" JAZZ. Discount Jazz records. Write for
FREE 48 page catalog of 2,600 + cut-outs, classics, and new
releases. P.O. Box 1244 New Albany, IN 47150.

CADENCE JAZZ MAGAZINE & CATALOG: Amazing! Sample $2.50. Cadence Builaing, Redwood, NY 13679. (315)
287-2852.

FINEST IN JAZZ-OPERA. 4* down beat. Le Scott's Omette
Coleman Songbook; Post-Bop Opera. $8.95 each or both for
$15. to TEA Records, At. 3, Box 75-F, Franklinton, NC 27525.
Visa'MC, call (919) 494-5579.

ARRANGEMENTS là CHARTS
CHARTS- Combos, B. Bands, Vocalists. Pop, Swing, Jazz.
Huge selection. FREE CATALOG! Meadow Creek Music, Box
18262D, Louisville, KY 40218.

Beginning in April,

down beat will

publish a monthly schedule of upcoming
music festivals. For information on how
to have your festival listed, call Laura
Keeler at 312-941-2030.

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder
Brochure (please mention down beat) Per Madsen Design,
(415) 928-4509, RO. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

ET CETERA
INSTRUMENTS 8. ACCESSORIES
BOB ACKERMAN, THE MOUTHPIECE DOCTOR - your
BEST source for vintage Selmer saxes, and quality mouthpieces. 15 McGotty Place, Irvington, NJ 07111. (201) 375-5859.
WE BUY USED BRASS & WOODWINDS. Top $. Send INF.
Rayburn Music 263 Huntington, Boston, MA 02115. (617)
266-4727. Emilio or David.
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Ltd.

eaxoplione

C1ass'ica1 & ¡air mouthpie ces
tee d,
Ne w

guaranteed 'rise,.

& used sar,o
p
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usic & eceesso,ies

2834 Central St. Evanston, IL 60201
Send for our FREE CATALOG
(312) 328-5711 • Mon-Toes-Wed-Fn. 10 a'ri 6pm
Closed Sandia/
murs. 10am -8pm [Sat 10am -4P rh

Emilio Lyon
and his
Musical Instruments
Emilio, world renowned ex
pert, will personally advist
s
ou when you BUY.

TRADE, SELL WOOD
WIND OR BRASS IN
STRUMENTS.

Large selection of used Selmer, Yamaha, Buffet.
Conn, King, Haynes, Powell, Getzen, Holton.
and more. Mouthpieces and reeds of all brands.

LAYIPIJUIS

Eat '1939

Madical 9#1.414ffloteost e.

263 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115
(Next to Symphony Hall) 617/266-4727
accept trade-ins and buy used instrument.
9

RECORDS/TAPES & VIDEOTAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service-foreign orders welcome-send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504,
Crave Coeur, MO 63141.
RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland
lips. Monthly lists. First Edition Records, Box 1138-D, Whittier,
CA 90609.
HUGE JAZZ record auction: Thousands of rare LP's. Free List.
Gary Alderman, P.O. Box 9164, Madison, WI 53715.
JAZZ and BLUES import and domestic Ips. Send $1.00 to
cover mailing of catalog. SLIPPED DISCS, Box 332A, Jericho,
NY 11753.

Music Festival Calendar:

WHAT ARE YOU DOING with your Demo Cassettes, Tapes
and Videos? Europe's first International Demo- Label sells it for
you! Only $45.00 ayear for running expenses, and you are in!
Send us your demo today! JUKEMUSIC, Postfach 67, 4021
Linz, Austria, Europe.

10,000 "OUT OF PRINT" JAZZ LP RECORDS made in USA.
Modern Jazz Big Band, Vocals, Current Catalogue Not Available, so Mail ' Want List' to: BILL ORENSTEIN, " RECORDINGS, USA", P.O. Box 1665, Studio City, CA 91604. (818)
985-3728.
TONY CAMPISE'S BASS FLUTE cassette is now available
through the mail. To order, please send $8.95 ppd. to: Loquat
Enterprises, Tony Camplse Base Flute, P.O. Box 3124-D,
Austin, TX 78764.
RARE JAZZ AND VOCAL LP's. Fair prices, FREE lists. The
Record Affair, P.O. Box 351553. Los Angeles, CA 90035. (213)
937-8776.

DO YOU WANT TO SELL some of your old charts? Iam
interested in jazz, R&B and pop charts written for one male
singer + 5horns and rhythm section. Finn Haukebe, Box 74,
6401 Molde, Norway.
ENTERTAINERS WANTED? SINGERS! DANCEFIS! MUSICIANS! 1988 is your year for success in Vegas! CYMBAL
RECORDS PRODUCTION is looking for new talent. Retain the
services of a professional entertainment promoter. Services
provided: Promote talent in Las Vegas, secure engagements
with local clubs and lounges, etc. For more info, to secure our
services, send $50.00 retainer fee to C.R.P. Box 27410, Las
Vegas, NV 89126 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER!

Exclusively from the Ramsess Collection
the legendary Dexter Gordon 23X35
B&W print P&H $ 10.40 Includes a
complimentary catalog, buttons,
bumper stickers & notecards
TO Ramsess 4342 Degnan BL.
LA. CALIF. 90008
(213) 295-3600
WHERE TO STUDY
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Arranging, Composition, Improvisation, Electronics. Send for catalog.150 NI 87th St.. NYC 10024,
1212) 724-4722.

1988 BUD SHANK
JAll WORKSHOP
An extraordinary opportunity for
intensive study with lop jazz
performers in asetting of
incomparable beauty
The workshop is designed for intermediate to advanced jazz students
The daily schedule includes
instrumental and vocal workshops.
improvisation coaching and combo
rehearsal with coaching
Tuition $200
Dorm Room & Board $ 150
Other housing options available
For more information CENTRUM
P0 Box 1158. Port Townsend
WA 98358 I205-385-3102

July 24-31
Port Townsend, WA 98368

FACULTY
BUD SHANK
LEO KONITZ
PETE CHRISTLIEB
Saa °phone
BOBBY SHEW
Trumpet
JIGGS WHIGHAM
Trombone
SHERIDON STOKES
Fiole
GEORGE CABLES
Piano
JOHN CLAYTON
Bass
JEFF HAMILTON
Drums
BARNEY KESSEL
Guitar
MARK MURPHY
Singing

JAZZ STUDIES

Bachelor and Master of Music Degrees
Dr Steve Schenkel -Director of Jazz Studies. Bachelor of
Music in Jazz Studies, with emphasis in Performance or
Commercial Music: Master of Music in Jazz Studies. with
emphasis in Performance. History. or Arranging For more
information, contact Office of Admissions.
470 E. Lockwood, St. Louis, MO 63119 1314) 96h
0

WEBSTER UNIVERSITY
subscriber, we must know your new
address six weeks before you move.

You will then receive every issue without interruption. Also enclose your current down beat address
label. The numbers on your label are essentiol.
Send to
down beat Subscribers Service
180 W. Park Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60126
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auditions
down beat SPOTLIGHTS DESERVING YOUNG MUSICIANS

-__
TERJE
NYGAARD

a19-yearold trombonist from Gjettum,
Norway, is aBerklee College of
Music Senior. He has recently
recorded with world-renowned
trombonist Phil Wilson for
Norwegian Radio, and performed
at various venues in Oslo with
Wilson and the Sandvika
Storband big band. Nygaard first
appeared on Norwegian
Television at age 14 as asoloist
with amainstream/swing sextet.
He has also played on Norwegian
Radio with his own group, The
Terje Nygaard Quintet.
Nygaard is aregular performer
in the prestigious concert series
at Berklee, and has performed at
many jazz clubs in the Boston
area. He has garnered many
awards, among them being
named aNational Collegiate
Award Winner by the United
States Achievement Academy,
the Berklee Faculty Association
Award, and the Outstanding
Soloist Award from the Chapel
Hill Jazz Festival. Nygaard is
majoring in performance at
Berklee.

ANDREW
GLOWATY.

29, native
Chicago trumpet player and
composer, won two down beat
deebee Awards in 1980, one for
best soloist for aperformance of
his composition Design For
Trumpet, and one with the
Aeterna Brass Quintet for best
chamber ensemble. He has
since gone on to win several
other awards and commissions,
has toured with various jazz-rock
and circus bands, and has
performed and had pieces
premiered throughout the U.S., in
London, and Rome.
Glowaty recently released his
first album, Inner Visions,
64 DOWN BEAT MARCH 1988

comprised entirely of original
compositions. The album
contains his first symphony,
Toulouse— A Symphonic Portrait.
After completing graduate
studies at the University of
Michigan School of Music,
Glowaty joined the music faculty
at Slippery Rock University of
Pennsylvania. As director of
music technology, he installed a
new MIDI electronic music studio
and acomputer assistance lab
and began teaching classes in
this area. He currently teaches
trumpet, music technology/
electronic music, jazz history,
theory, composition, and brass
ensemble at the university and
continues to compose and
publish newly commissioned
works for traditional and
electronic instruments in astyle
he describes as Fourth Stream
Music.

MIKE FRIEND,

a
29- year- old percussionist, began
performing at the age of 11 with
the world renown Arthur Hall Afro
American Dance Ensemble in his
hometown of Philadelphia, PA. He
studied and performed with this
ensemble until he went to Fisk
University in 1976. There he
performed with the jazz
ensemble and appeared on their
first and only live recording in ' 77.
Friend transferred to Howard
University that same year. He
appeared on albums during
1983-86 with their jazz ensemble,
under the direction of trumpeter
Fred Irby. Also while at Howard,
he performed in numerous
musicals sponsored by the
Howard Players. Friend is
currently with several theater
organizations in the Washington,
D.C. area.
Since graduating from Howard
University Friend has gone on to
record and perform with many
up-and-coming artists. He is also
touring with Carroll Dashiell and
the CVD Ensemble (opening act
for Pieces of aDream, Stanely
Turrentine, Melba Moore, and
Jerry Butler). In 1984 Friend
started Phase II Entertainment,
an organization which provides
percussion workshops and
educational performances to
colleges on the East Coast.

MIKE PAGAN

29year- old composer/pianist from
Ravenna, Ohio grew up in a
musical family. His two degrees, a
Bachelor of Music and aMaster
of Arts in composition, are both
from Kent State University. A
versatile keyboard improvisor.
Pagan has composed and
performed solo, chamber,
orchestral, dance, big- band, and
radio music. Awards include:
First Prize, New Music For Young
Ensembles Tenth Annual
Composer's Competition
(including aNew York premiere in
Carnegie Recital Hall); winner in
composition, KSU Concerto
Competition, Meet The
Composer; and Who's Who in
American Music.
Pagan has appeared in jazz
clubs, radio and television
broadcasts, and concerts and
recitals, including performances
with the Cleveland Jazz
Orchestra, the Ashland
Symphony Orchestra, and ayearlong stint with his own jazz trio at
the Akron City Club. Since 1986
he has been pursuing adoctoral
degree in composition at
Northwestern University, where he
is the pianist for the NU Jazz
Ensemble. He has appeared at
many night spots in and around
Chicago.
,

ERIC S. REED,

originally from Philadelphia, is a
17-year-old pianist/composer
now living in Los Angeles. He
grew up playing in achurch
where his father was minister,
leading several singing groups
and singing himself. Going into
his fourth year of jazz study, Reed
continues to write and arrange
pieces with the mentoring of
Harold Battiste ( upon
recommendations from Wynton
Marsalis) at the Community
School of Performing Arts in Los
Angeles. He was afirst- place
winner in the Charles " Dolo"
Coker Scholarship Foundation

Competition which awarded him
$1,000. Prior to that, Reed won a
scholarship for $800 from the
Musician's Unioin. His next
scholarship project is one for the
National Association of Arts and
Recognition Foundation.
Reed has performed with such
jazz greats as Bennie Maupin,
pianist Art Hilary, and drummer
Earl Palmer He has met Wynton
Marsalis with whom he worked
briefly in aworkshop.

HUGH A.
FRASER, 29-year-old

trombonist/pianist/composer,
started jazz studies as a
drummer with coaching from his
father in his home town, Victoria,
B.C. After two years of college in
Vancouver Fraser formed the 12piece Vancouver Ensemble and
Jazz Improvisation. He has
produced and recorded two
albums, toured Canada yearly,
and featured the 12 members
with such jazz greats as Dave
Liebman, Slide Hampton, and
Dave Holland. The Hugh Fraser
Quintet has toured Canada and
Europe, and won the CBC/Alcan
jazz competition in Montreal.
Their first album will be released
this spring before another
Canadian and European tour
Fraser has received many
awards and scholarships
including " Most Outstanding
Band 1981" in the Canadian
stage band festival, four
scholarships to the Banff School
of Fine Arts jazz programs, and
two Canada Council Arts Grants
for private study in New York City
and London, England where he is
currently working with Kenny
Wheeler. He is currently on the
faculty of The Banff School of
Fine Arts Summer Jazz Program
and will be aguest lecturer/
performer at the Royal Academy
of 8
M8u
.
sic in London, England in
l9
db

Young musicians wishing to be
considered for Auditions should
send ablack & white photograph
and aone-page typewritten biography to down beat, Auditions, 222
W. Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.
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DAVE VALENTIN—
"Mind Time"
Incomparable artistry by the
#1 jazz flutist, highlighted by
special guest Earl Klugh.
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SZAKCSI—"Sa-Chi"
#1 New Age keyboardist from
Eastern Europe in asensitive,
romantic debut.

le )1r

YUTAKII—"Yutaka"
Contemporary blending of the
koto, acoustic piano, synthesizer
and aunique vocal style.
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DIANE SCHUUR & THE COUNT BASIE
ORCHESTRA
Grammy-award winning vocalist and the
Basie band with the # 1best selling jazz
album.

Available on
Compact Discs,
High Quality Cassettes
and Records

TOM 'SCOTT—"Streamlines"
Stunning, masterful performance by the
legendary saxophonist, with Eric Gale and
Richard Tee.

LEE RITENOUR—"Portrait"
Brilliant guitarist in acanvas of technique
and style; with Kenny G, The Yellowjackets
and Djavan.
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For afree color catalog write to:
GRP Records. Dept. E, 555 W 57 St., New York. N.Y. 10019
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Bill Evans, musician, composer,
producer and S..lmer clinician.
In-session with Danny Gottlieb,
clinician/endorser for Ludwig
drums.

The Selmer (USA)
Professional Sax.
In with the best.

Bill Evans, formerly with Miles Davis, now
performs with Mahavishnu, Elements, Michael
Franks and his own TKO band. He's also recorded
with both Mick Jagger and Sheena Easton. One
item he always takes with him? A Selmer sax.
"I've always played aSelmer, from vintage tenors
to this new (USA) Professional. The ' feel' of my
new tenor, however, is the best yet. Its comfortable
key placement, quick action and excellent response
give me complete freedom to play over the entire
range of the horn."
Bill's choice can be yours, too. Why not visit your
Selmer dealer and try the new (USA) Professional
Saxophone today? Available in Alto (Model 162)
and Tenor (Model 164).
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Model 164 Selmer (USA)
Tenor Saxophone. For afree
saxophone catalog write:
Sax Catalog, Box 310,
Elkhart, lig46515,

